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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN THE MIDWEST:
EMPLOYMENT, FAMILY SERVICES AND THE
RURAL ECONOMY

MONDAY, AUGUST 11, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRLSEM:ATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Galesburg. IL.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:05 a.m., in the con-

ference room, Galesburg Public Library, 40 East Simmons Street,
Galesburg, IL, Hon. George Miller, presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Evans, Martinez, and
Levin.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, deputy staff director; Karabelle
Pizzigati, professional staff.

Chairman MILLER. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families will come to order, to begin our hearing this morning
entitled "Children and Families in the Midwest: Employment, Fami-
ly Services and the Rural Economy."

I'm Congressman George Miller, and I'm delighted to be here
today along with your Congressman, Lane Evans, who has been a
fantastic force in helping the Congress of the United States to set
an agenda that will speak to the needs, hopes, desires, and the
problems of the American family, during this decade and in the
coming decades.

One of the charges of this committee has been to travel around
the country and listen to things that perhaps we are doing right in
Washington, DC, and some of the things we are absolutely doing
wrong and how they impact on the communities where people live.

Also, we've tried to use it as a means to look to local communi-
ties that have tried to address various problems that perhaps some
of us don't have in our own districts, and to try to take that mosaic
and put it together for the benefit of the Congress to see where it b
we want to invest our dollars, and where it is that communities
that have cared and been concerned for the welfare of their fami-
lies and the children that live in those families have been able to
successfully provide the supports for those families.

This morning we want to hear about unemployment, underem-
ployment, and long-term unemployment, and the toll it has taken
on families and how it has affected the services required by those
families. We hope to be able to take away from here a much better
understanding of this rural community, a community that has
gone through substantial economic change, and use that to formu-

(1)
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late Federal policies or where necessary and in some cases to per-
haps determine that those policies are wrong-headed.

Again I want to thank Congressman Lane Evans for joining this
committee. It is a committee where you have to be interested in
the subject matter to join. We try to draft people who we think
have a certain sensitivity to the needs of children and families.
But, they also have to be willing to work because this is every-
body's third committee, and we hold an awful lo of meetings, and
we've been, I think, one of the more productive select committees
in the history of the Congress. So we're proud to have Lane on our
committee.

He's also added quite a bit to our agenda, as he's tried to bring to
vur notice the problems and the concerns of those of you who live
in the communities that he represents.

Wx:.; are also joined by Congressman M.artinez who is my col-
league from southern California, who has been on the committee
and been very helpful.

Congressman Sander Levin from Detroit, MI, who has been on
the committee from the beginning, and again he's provided the
kind of input that we think has given this committee the reputa-
tion that it has.

I would like to now recognize Congressman Evans for any (Aate-
ment he may have.

Lane?
[Opening statement of Chairman George Miller follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OR HON. GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNI A, AND CHAIRivfP SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
Youm, AND FAMILTSS

I am very pleased to bring the House Select Committee on Children, Yc uth, and
Families io Galesburg.

I am also delighted to join efforts with Lane Evans, whose hard work and commit-
ment to improving the lives of families and ohildren has been so evident during orr
committee's deliberations.

There are no more serious problems facing the American family than unemploy-
ment and under-employment.

Today we will see just how the At ess and stigma of job and income loss has affect,
ed families in the Quad-City area.

We'll see how -ates of delinquency, child abuse, and teen pregnancy have in-
crcased, how health conditions have worsened as insurance coverage has been taken
away, and how the agencies trying to s:.rve the needs of children, youth, and fami-
lies have lost personnel and funds. And, we'll see how unemployment and under-
employment have Mt all kinds of familiesfamilies of laborers and managers, as
well as farm families.

Three years ago, Congress gave this Committee the job of investigating current
conditions and rg-Tant trends among children and families.

Part of our c1 ation has been to get out of Washington, to listen to the real day-
to-day needs of i.anilies, and to have them tell us in their own words what they and
their children are going through. The children and families of America are our
expert witnesses.

In our dozens of hearings, inclueing several in the Midwest, we've seen how
changes in federal policies, family arrangements, support systems, workplace situa-
tions, and in the economy have affected families at all income levels and in all com-
munities. You are not unique in that regard.

Many of us have come to the sad conclusion that, as a result of the increasing
pressures brought on by these changes, millions of children and their families are at
greater risk of ill-health, under greater stress, and without the supports that have
been available in prior years.
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The simple truth is that the toll of distress for parents, children, and communities
has been devastating, and unacceptably high, due to economic shifts that were not
of their dobg, or within their ability to control.

I especially want to welcome and thank this morning the families who have taken
the time to so courageously come forward and share their experiences, and the serv-
ice providers and researchers who have been addressing these serious issues.

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN'THE MIDWEST: EMPLOYMENT, FAMILY SERVICES AND THE
RURAL ECONOMY-FOCUS ON ILLINOIS (A FACT SHEET)

Unemployment: A growing problem

In 1905, 94 out of the 102 Illinois counties suffered unemployment rates greater
than the national annual average of 7.2%. This represents an increase from 1979,
when 44 counties and unemployment rates above the nationel average of 5.8%. (IL
Department of Employment Security [DES], calculated by ti1e Select Committee on
Children, Youth, and Families, 1986)

In 1979, 51 counties had unemployment rates greater than the annual state aver-
age of 5.5%; this number increased to 82 in 1985, when the state average was 9.0%.
(IL DES, calculated by the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families,
1986)

In the region encompassing Muscatine and Scott counties in Iowa, and Henry,
Mercer, and Rock Island counties in Illinois, the number of civilian laborers dropped
from 187,950 in 1979, to 173,850 in 1985, with unemployment climbing from 4.4% in
1979 to 11.2% in 1985. For example, agricultural implement manufacturers em-
ployed 20,800 persons in 1979, but only 15,200 in 1985, a 48.99% decline. (Bi-State
Metropolitan Planning Comnmission, Rock Island, IL, 1986)

Illinois farm income depressed, number of farms declining
In 1974, them were 111,049 farms in Illinois. In 1982, there were 98,483. (U.S.

Bureau of the Census, 1986)
Of the 10,500 Illinois farmers who borrowed from the FmHA, about 1,400 received

debt notices indicating overdue payments in February, 1986. (Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, 1986)

The average net farm income in Illinois was $24,403 in 1975. In 1982 it dropped
dramatically, to $-1,751, then increased to $9,035 in 1985, the highest it has been
since 1979. (IL Cooperative Crop Reporting Service [CCRS], 1986)

In 1983, the average net farm income in western Illinois was $-10,892. The aver-
age for eastern Illinois was $19,802. This disparity was slightly reduced in 1985,
when the western averge increased to $3,188 and the eastern average decreased to
$18,930. (IL CCRS, 1986)

Farms in the western and northwestern regions of Illinois had the highest debt-to-
asset ratios in the state, the west showing an average debt-to-asset ratio of 35.1%
per farm, and the northwest showing an average of 34.9% per farm. The overall
state average was 30.8% (Midwest 1986 Farm Finance Report, complied by Wiscon-
sin Agricultural Reporting Service)

More young children in Illinois confronting greakr poverty, health, education risks
Since 1980, there has been a steady increase in the number of children under age

five in Illinois, while the total number of children and yount in Illinois declined be-
tween 1970 and 1984. (M. Testa, E. Lawlor, "The State of the Child: 1985," The
Chapin Hall Center for Children, University of Chicago)

One out of every five children in Mir )is lived in families with cash incomes below
the poverty line in the early 1980's, the highest state child poverty rate in 25 years.
("The State of the Child: 1985")

Despite a constant decrease in the school-age population, 79 out of the 102 coun-
ties in Illinois showed an increase in the number of free school lunches served be-
tween 1982 and 1985, and 59 counties showed an increase in the number of reduced-
price lunches. Of those 79 counties showing an increase in free lunches served, 31
showed a correlating decrease in reduced-price lunches served. (IL State Board of
Education, calculated by the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families,
1986)

In 1983, Illinois had the ninth highest infant mortality rate in the nation-12.4
infant deathq, per thousand live births, corrpared with the national rate of 1L2.
(Children's Defense Fund [CDF], "Maternal and Child Health Data Book: The
Health of America's Children," 1986)
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In 1984, there were more than 67,000 reports of child abuse in Illinois, and in-
crease from 1982. (Highlights of Official Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting, 1984)

During the 1983-1984 sChool year, 28,532 secondary students dropped out of
school, an increase from 27,949 in 1982-1983 school year. ("The State of the Child:1985")

While many Illinois mothers in work force, child care reduced
In 1985, 43% of all Illinois women with children under age 6, and 63% of mothers

with children ages 6 to 17 worked outside the home. (CDF, "Child Care: Whose Pri-ority?," 1985)
In 1981, $55,966,100 in state and Federal social services block grant funds werededicated to child care for low-income children, providing services for 28,100 chil-

dren. In 1985 the amount declined to $41,160,000, providing services for 17,198 chil-dren. (CDF, 1985)

Out-of-home placements for Illinois children rise, but vary across State
6,127 Illinois children (17.2 per 10,000 children) were plf ced out of their homes in

1983, an increase since 1981. ("State of the Child: 1985")
For children under age 20 not living in the metropolitan Chicago area, the 1980rate of placement into publicly supported out-of-home care was 24.5 per 10,000 kids,

twice the metropolitan Chicago rate of 12.1. ("The State of the Child: 1985")
Of children living outside the Chicago area, those under the age of five were the

most likely to experence an out-of-home placement, with a 1980 rate of 33.8 per
10,000 children. ("The State of the Child: 1985")

One in three children in out-of-home placements who were returned by the stateto their parents experience a repeat episode of placement in either institutional or
foster care. Outside of Cook County (Chicago), of the 3,594 children placed in foster
care in 1982, 68% were returned to their homes. Of those returned home, '&18%(605 children) experienced a second placement outside of the home. ("The State ofthe Child: 1985")

Mr. EVANS. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank everyone for coming to this hearing. I regret the

inconvenience of having to postpone and reschedule this hearing
several times, which was the last time due to unforeseen develop-
ments in the congressional consideration of the budget resolution,and I appreciate that many of the witnesses invited to testify at
the earlier hearings have changed their schedules in order to bewith us today.

I am particularly grateful for Congressman George Miller, the
chairman of the committee, for honoring my request for a fieldhearing in west central Illinois. Congressman Miller has chaired
the committee since it began 4 years ago, and he has a well-earned
reputation as a leading advocate in Congress for Federal policies
that keep our families strong. He has just flown in on the red eye
from California and I suppose leaving about midnight their time.

Chairman MILLER. It can stretch the patience of your family.
Mr. EVANS. And just flew in from Chicago on Brent Airways, so I

appreciate the additional effort involved in doing that.
I am pleased to be joined by two colleagues of my class. When we

say that, we mean the people that entered the same year that I
did. Congressman Marty Martinez is a fellow former marine with
me. We served for a period of time on the Veterans' Affairs Com-mittee. He has been, as a Korea-era veteran, a strong advocate not
only for Korean-era veterans, but also on Vietnam-era veterans
and we are pleased that he could join us.

Marty, as Chairman Miller indicated, is also from California andis the subcommittee chairman for employment opportunities of the

9
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House Education and Labor Committee, so we are really pleased to
have him hear about our situation here.

Sander Levin is from Michigan, and is also a member of my class
and when we were first elected, chaired a task force of new mem-
bers on unemployment, and his efforts really led to a jobs fair
which has helped my district to a great degree. We need some more
of those kinds of jobs bills, but Sander is also from a State that has
suffered very high unemployment, and we appreciate your coming
in to hear from our people here.

Mr. LEVIN. Glad to be here.
Mr. EVANS. I just want to make a few brief comments before the

witnesses are heard. Despite the so-called national recovery, we
still have a national unemployment rate of nearly 7 percent. This
would have been considered intolerable only a few years ago, but
now, however, it's somehow considered acceptable.

Our local unemployment rate is at least twice the national level,
and as everyone knows, these official figures severely understate
our local problem. If we count those who've exhausted their bene-
fits, stopped looking for work, or are working only part time, our
local rate is probably twice as high again.

But as important as these numbers are, they are only numbers.
There are real people behind these statistics, millions of Americans
who are members of our churches and communities. They are our
neighbors, our families and friends. And as long as we talk about
unemployment just merely as statistics, the problem is easy to dis-
miss. But when we put faces on those numbers, when we talk
about the real impact on the children and the family, then we con-
front a national problem that is too chilling and too important to
ignore. But the Federal Government is failing the jobless and their
families.

It is simply ignoring the impact of unemployment on our Nation.
For example, this year, America has become the world's largest
debtor Nation with foreign interests only $107 billion more in the
United States than Americans own overseas. As recently as 1982,
America was the world's largest creditor Nation. And we haven't
been a debtor Nation since 1914.

This is the result of a huge Federal deficit caused by tax cuts for
huge corporations and extremely wealthy millionaires and a dou-
bling in military spending over the last 5 years. It also reflects our
huge trade deficits which have set record levels for 4 straight years
and are costing our Nation millions of jobs.

We need to get back to some common sense priorities. It's time to
stop squandering our resources on an unabated arms race and to
start investing in our own citizens. Ovr Government should start
addressing the real problems facing our people right here at home.

Before we get started, I want to offer a special thank you to our
witnesses, the children, the mothers and fathers whom we'll hear
from today are courageous individuals. Not only have they strug-
gled with unemployment and its devastating impact on their fami-
lies, but they have volunteered to share that experience and their
personal stories with this committee.

That takes real guts in my opinion. So we're grateful for the wit-
nesses who have studied also the impact of the unemployment on
the famif and for the witnesses who are working to help those

1 0
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families cope. Many of them are running important local programs
which deserve the Federal Gov ernment's support.

The best profamily policy for our Nation is to put Americans
back to work. If we allow the farm crisis and unemployment crisis
to ccntinue, we will jeopardize millions of families that are the
backbone of this country. We must learn from the experiences of
those who testify today, and take their message back to Washing-
ton.

Because the future of cur families and our children is our future
as a nation, it's the only one we've got, so we'd better make it
work.

Thank you all very much for coming.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Ordinarily we would have opening remarks by other members of

the committee, but we're going to suspend with that this morning,
because as you've been informed, we're on a very tight schedule.
We have to be out of here at 11:30 to make our hookup to get back
to Washington.

So we're going to begin immediately with the first panel. We're
going to begin with Tracy Van Wynsberghe, Leo Collinson, Steve
Mullen, Arthur Young. Cheryl and Brad Arnett who will be accom-
panied by Kim Kilbourn, and Ken Search.

Welcome to the committee. We appreciate your taking time to
give us the benefits of your thoughts and experience, and for those
of you who are going to discuss your personal experiences, I want
to reiterate what Congressman Evans has said, it takes a great
deal of courage and we appreciate your doing that.

Your entire statement will be placed in the printed record of this
meeting in its entiroty. Proceed in the marina in which you're
most comfortable. This IF a very relaxed conov.' utee; this is not high
pressured stuff. Because we deal with so many children and so
many families, we try to make you feel comfortable.

So Tracy, we're going to begin with you.

STATEMENT OF TRACY VAN WYNSBERGHE, STUDENT, AGE 16,
GENESEO, IL

MS. VAN WYNSBERGHE. Hello. My name is Tracy Van Wyns-
berghe, and I'm here to talk about unemployment and the effect
that its had on my family and many other families in the area in
which I live. It has caused many persons to leave the communities
they have lived in for many years.

It has caused much grief for the children who have to leave
friends, other family members, and schools which they have at-
tended for some time. It has also caused much worry; worry about
where the next meal will be coming; worry about what will happen
to the family.

My father was unemployed for close to 1 year but now he works.
Luckily, my family can still buy things we need but there are
many who can't.

My father is presently employed on a farm, but he is not sure
just how long this will last. Because of many farmers going bank-
rupt the past 2 years in our area, the banks have had to change

1 1
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their methods of loaning money. Thus, the farmers have had to
change their operating practices.

My mother is a manager for a buokstore, and while the money
she makes is a great help, it would not be enough to survive on.
This makes it hard for my family to make any plans for the future.

My father has been looking for other jobs but with so many
plants closing in our area, there are few jobs to be had. Many jobs
require special training but this would mean going back to school.
Unfortunately, that would take extra money that we cannot afford
at this time.

Unemployment is not only affecting the adults of this area; it
also affects the young who are looking for jobs. I speak from experi-
ence. I have filled out several applications for jobs and I was never
called. I don't expect to be called just because I applied, but due to
the fact that there are few jobs, all the young in my community
are fighting for the same jobs. Also fighting for the jobs are adults.
The young may very well fall second choice.

My high school, J.D. Darnall, is one way for students to get jobs.
We have a co-op program in which the teachers will try to get a job
for students in this program. The program is suffering some. I
talked to one of the teachers involved with this program and she
told me that as of right now, there is a slight problem, nothing
major. The employment for students has gone down 1.5 percent
and she said it is still falling.

Eventually, there will be a big problem. Some places of employ-
ment have kept their jobs for adults that have to support a family.
But where will we get our experience? We need jobs for experience.
I am lucky. I did get a job through the program that will be start-
ing soon. But I have friends in school who have not yet got one and
may never get one. What are they to do?

Last, I would like to talk about the threat of moving in my
family. My mother and father have considered moving to a differ-
ent State to start over. This is quite a thing for myself and my
younger brother and sister to think about. We have friends, family
and school, and other things we would like to stay near. I am a
senior and I would like to graduate from Geneseo High School
where I have been for 3 years. If we have to move, I have to make
new friends for 1 year, go to a new school for 1 year, and make
new plans for college.

The threat of moving is a real one and a very scary one. I wish it
weren't there. I don't want to make new plans for my future but if
my father doesn't find a well-paying job soon, that is what I, and
possibly many other young adults, will have to do.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Tracy Van Wynsberghe followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TRACY VAN WYNSBERGHE

Hello, my name is Tracy Van Wynsberghe and I am here to talk about unemploy-
ment and the effect it has on my family and many other families in the area in
which I live. It has caused many persons to leave the communities they have lived
in for many years. It has caused much grief for the young who have to leave friends,
other family members, and schools which they have attended for some time. It has
also caused much worry, worry about where the next meal will be coming, and
worry about what will happen to the family. My father was unemployed for close to
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a year, but now he works. Luck ly, my family can still buy things we need, but thereare many who can't.
My father is presently employed on a farm, but he is not sure just how long this

will last. Because of so many farmers going bankrupt the past two years in our
area, the banks have had to change their methods of loaning money. Thus, thefarmers have had to change their operatiug practices. My mother is a manager for a
book store and while the money she makes Is a great help, it would not be enough
to survive on. This makes it hard for my family to make any plans for the future.
My father has been looking for other jcbs, but with so many plants cicsing in our
area, there are few jobs to be had. Many jobs require special training, but thiswould mean going back to school. Unfortunately, that would take extra money wecannot afford to spend at this time.

Unemployment is not only effecting the adults of this area, it also effects the
young who are looking for jobs. I speak from experience. I have filled out several
applications for jobs and I nevet was called. I don't expect to be called just because I
applied, but due to the fact that there few jobs, all the young in my community are
fighting for the same jobs. Also fighting for the jobs are adults. The young may very
well fall second choice. My high school, J.D. Darnall, is one way students to get jobs.
We have a co-op program in which the teachers will try to get a job for the students
in this program. The program is suffering some. I talked to one of the teachers in-
volved with this program and she told me that as of right now, there is a slight
problem, nothing major. The employment for students has gone down 1.6% and shesaid it is still falling. Eventually there will be a big problem. Some places of employ-
ment have kept their jobs for adults that have to support a family. But where will
we get our experience? We need jobs for experience. I am lucky, I did get a jobthrough the program that will be starting soon, but I have friends in school who
have not yet got one and may never get one. What are they to do?

Lastly, I would like to talk about the threat of moving in my family.My. mother
and father have considered moving to a different state to start over. This 113 quite a
thing for myself and my younger brother and sister to think about. We have friends,
family, school, and other things we would like to stay. near. I am a senior and I
wculd like to graduate from Geneseo High School where I have been for three
rzarli. If we have to move I have to make new friends for a year, go to a new schoolfor one year, and make new plans for college. The threat 13f moving is a real one,and a very scary one. I wish it wasn't there. But if my father does'nt find a well
paying job soon, that is what I, and possibly many other young adults, will have todo.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, Tracy.
Leo, we'll hear from you and all the members of the panel, and

then we'll allow the members to ask questions.

STATEMENT OF LEO A. COLLINSON, PARENT, GALVA, IL
Mr. COLLINSON. Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for asking me

to speak today on behalf of the thousands of unemployed and un-
deremployed workers of northwestern Illinois. Using myself and
my family as an example, I would like to tell how we are trying to
cope during these trying times.

I was EL machinist at International Harvester Farman Works for20 years. had an excellent work record, winning awards in the
areas of safety and quality workmanship. My weekly pay was ap-
proximately $510. After deductions for life insurance, stocks,
United Way, savings bonds, Federal tax, Social Security tax and
State tax, my take-home pay was approximately $375. With this
income my family was able to live what we felt was a good life as a
middle-income family.

In July 1984, I was layed off from International Harvester atwhich time I signed up for unemployment. I received $208 per
week for a family of four. During this time, I fulfilled the State un-
employment laws by looking for work and reporting to job service.
I filled my time by continuing to help in a local food pantry of
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which I had been a director since March 1984, and other communi-
ty projects as well as what part-time work I could find.

Thinking I would be returning to work at International Harvest-
er the first of October, I was not concerned about the falling Inter-
national Harvester stock or rumors of comp my takeovers by the
Japanese. The plant had just put in new machines an.4 was going
to place a new tractor on the market. The farm economy was down
but we had always had a good product and we had seen recessions
before.

Four weeks after I was layed off, I received a letter from Interna-
tional Harvester telling me that I was on indefmite layoff and to
turn in all company property, gate passes, et cetera, and remove all
personal tools from the property. The International Harvester
Farmall plant was closing.

This was the first time I really felt the depression of the 1980's. I
had seen the frustrations of others that had lost their jobs. Now, I
knew what it was like to feel unwanted and not to be needed in the
job market.

I thought my life was pretty secure; that I would spend all my
working years at International Harvester making a good living
with a good pension that would make my retirement years comfort-
able. I was about to see all these plans and security come to an
end.

I proceeded to look for work with more desperation. I was still
finding some part-time work, including schoolbus driving at $11 a
trip. But I had to have something more permanent.

After several months of rejections and promises of maybe later
they would be hiring, I entered a JPTA program for the testing
and possible retraining. Through this program, I regained a little
of my self-confidence. It had been 20 years since I'd looked for a
job. JPTA helped me with a résumé; told me what to expect on
interviews.

My testing showed that I had ability in several areas. But how
could I return to school, and still support my family?

Time passed and I still had not found full-time employment. My
26 weeks of unemployment was gone; my Federal extension was
nearly over. At this point I felt fear, the fear that I was going to
have to submit to the harassment of going to the government agen-
cies for ADC and food stamps, et cetera. To have to take something
for nothing; to have to do this would be a blow to my pride and a
loss of my dignity, something I'm not sure I could bear.

Just when all hope was about gone, Kewanee Job Service called
me and asked me to report for a job interiiew. With my hands wet
with perspiration and my heart pounding, I responded immediate-
ly, and was sent to Kewanee Boiler Corp.

I was hired as a shear operator, a machine I had. previously run.
The work was hard, but to be a working, contributing member of
society again was a feeling impossible to describe. With my take-
home pay of $295 a week plus my wife's salary of $160 a week as a
school secretary, my life returned to near normal.

However, as I neared 90 days of work, I started hearing rumors
of an approaching layoff. Through work in the food pantry, I had
seen many families on ADC and food stamps get jobs. I saw their
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joy and knew their feelings of self-worth to be working and earning
their own money.

But all too often, after they had used up their government wage
subsidy of 90 days, they were layed off and in many cases replaced
by other workers. They then find it necessary to return to the ADC
and food stamps. This creates a terrible low and brings about many
family problems.

I wondered if I was going to find myself in this same situation.
When I was layed off from the boiler factory, I was ineligible to
draw unemployment. This meant living on what we had managed
to put aside while I was working. Shortly after I was layed off, I
went to work for Leland Pearson in Galva, building a new plant.
Wages were lower than I had received previously, but the thought
of being in on the beginning of a new company that would employ
possibly 35 workers was truly exciting.

With the building partially done by Thanksgiving, we had run
out of funds and good weather. I was again unemployed. On behalf
of Mr. Pearson, I tried to get a small business Federal loan so work
on the plant could continue. As of this date, we've gotten nowhere.

On December 12, 1985, I was hired as a janitor at the Galva High
School at less than $200 a week. My wife and myself find ourselves
as part of the underemployed. We take each day one at a time;
each bill as they come; and watch as our IRA, savings, and invest-
ments disappear.

We have had to give up many former pleasures and comforts, no
longer subscribe to a newspaper or magazines, and dropped our in-
surance coverage to a minimum. I am no longer able to buy my
wife gifts or flowers for special occasions, something I enjoyed
doing. Our children have had to make sacrifices and both must
work while they are going to school to help meet their college ex-
penses.

Hardly a week goes by that my wife and I don't discuss selling
our home to help with our children's education and to pay off our
debts. I look at our present economy and I can see the loss of our
American way as I know it. No more middle-income families; no
more moving up in the world. Only the have's and the have-not's.
It is truly sad to see this great Nation fall into the hands of the
rich, the powerful, and the greedy.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Leo Collinson follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEO COLLINEON

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Thank you for asking me to speak today on behalf of the 1000's

of unemployed and under-employed workers of Northwestern Illinois.

Using myself and my family as an example, I would like to tell how

we are trying to cope during these trying times.

I was a machinest at International Harvester Farmall Works for

20 years. I had an excellent work record, winning awards in the

areas of safety and quality workmanship. My w..ekly pay was

approximately $510. After deductions for life insurance, stocks,

United Way, Savings Bonds, Federal tax, Social Security tax and

State tax my take home pay was approximately $375. With this income

my family was able to live what we felt was a good life as a middle

income family.

In July of 1984 f was layed off from International Harvester at

which time I signed up for unemploymemt. I received $208 per week

for a family of four. During this time Cfulfilled state

unemployment laws by looking for work and reporting to Job service.

I filled my time by continuing to help in our local food pantry of

which I have been a director since March of 1984 and other community

projects as well as what part time work 1 could find.

Thinking I would be returning to work at International

Harvester the first of October, I was not concerned about falling

International Harvester stock or rumors of-company take-overs by the

Japanesse. The plant had just put in new machincs and was going to

place a nr 'rctor on the market. The farm'economy was down but we

had alway- a good product and we had seen recessions before.

Four weeks after I was layed off I received a letter from

International Harvester telling me that I was on indefinite lay off
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and to turn in all company property, gate pas, tc. and remove

all my personal tools irOM the property. The International

Harvester Farmall Plant was closing. This was the first time I

reallY felt the depression of.the

I had seen the frustrations of others that had.lost their% jobs.

Now I knew what it was like to feel unwanted not be needed in

the Job market.

I had thought my life was pretty secure, that I would spend all

my working Years at International Harvester making a good living

with a good pension that would make my retirement Years comfortable.

I was about to see all these plans and the security come to an end.

I proceeded to look for work with more desperation. I was

still finding some part-time work including school bus driving at

$11.00 a trip, but had to have something moPe permanent.

After several months of rejections and promises of maybe later

they would be hiring; I entered the JPTA prooram for testing and

possible retraining. Through.this program I regained a little of my

self-confidence. It had been 20 Years since I had looked for a job.

aRTA helped me with a resume and told me what to expe'et during

interviews- My testing showed that I had ability in several areas,

but how could I return to school and still support'mY 'family.

Time passed and I still had not found full-time employment. My

26 weeks of unemployment was 9one and my federal extension was.

nearly over. At this poin't I felt fear -- the Fear that I was going

to have to submit to the harassment of going to the government'

agencies for ADC, food stamps, etc. to have to take something for

nothing. To have te do this would be a blow to my pride and a loss

of dignity, something I'm not sure I could bear.
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Just when all hope was about gone Kewanee Job Serv,ce called

and asked me to report for a job interview. With hands wet with

perspiration and my heart pounding I responded immediately and was

sent to Kewanee Boiler Corp.
. I was hired as a shear operator, a

machine I had previously run. Its work was hard but to be a

working, contributing member of society again was a feeling

impossible to describe. With MY take home pay of $295 a week plus

mY wife's salary of $160 a week as a school secretary, life returned

to near normal.

However, as I neared 90 days of work I started to hear rumors

of an approaching lay off. Through work in the food pantry I had

seen many families on ADC and food stamps Get Jobs. I saw their joy

anj l:new their feelino of self-worth to be working and earning their

own money. But all to often after they had used up their government

wage subsidy of 90 days they were layed off and in maily cases

replace.d by other workers. They then find it necessary to return to

ADC and :food stamps. This creates a terrible low and brings about

inany family problems. I wondered if I was going to find myself in

this sarry.situation.

When I was layed off from the Boiler Factory I was ineiig;ble

to draw unemployment. This meant living on what we had managed to

put aside while I was workino. Shortly after I was layed off I went

to work for Leland Pearson in Galva helping build a new plant.

Wages were lower thallI had received previoUsfy but the thought of

being in on the beginning of a new company that would employee

possibly 35 workers was truly exciting. With the building partially

done by Thanksgiving we had run out of funds and good weathr. I

was again unemployed. On behalf of Mr. Pearson I tried to help oet

18
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a small business federe.1 loan so work on lhis plant could continue.

As of this date wo have gotten no where.

, On December 12, 1985 I was hired as a janitor at the Galva High

School at less than $200 a week. MY wife and myself find ourselves

at paet 04 the under-employcd. We take each day one at a time, each

bill as they come and watch as our IRA, savCngs and investments

disappear. We have had to give up many former pleasures and

comforts, no longer.subscribe to a paper Or magazines and dropped

our insurance coverage to the minimum. I am no longer able to buy

my wife gifts or.flowers for special occasions, something I enjoyed

doing. Our children have had to make sacrif6cies and both must Work

while they ire going to school to help us meet their coilege.

expenses.

Hardly a week goes by that my wife and I don't discuss sefling

our home to help with our ctiildren'S education and pay 644 our

debts.

I look at our present economy and I can see the loss of ' Jr

American way a,s I now know it. No MOP. middle income fAmilies, no

more moving up in the wo.pld, only the have and the have nots. It is

trulY sad to see our great nation fall into the hands of the rich,

the powerful and the greedy.

Thank YOU.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much. Steve.

STATEMENT OF STEVE MULLEN, PARENT, ORION, IL
Mr. MULLEN. My name is Steve Mullen. I'm 35 years old, mar-

ried to my wife, Lori, who is 34. We have three children, twins,
Brooke and Stephen, age 11, and a younger son, Lon, age 6. We live
on a farm that we now cash rent.

I am a former employee of International Farmall plant in Rock
Island. I started working there in November 1973. In February
1975, we rented an 80.acre farm on a 50-50 basis from a retired
couple.

I was born and raised on a farm and so was my wife. We didn't
have to buy a lot of machinery at that time because my father-in-
law farmed right next door, We traded help and machinery.

In 1978, we added another 132 acres that we custom farmed. In
1979. we also cash rented a farm of 190 acres across the road that
had 70 acres of pasture on it. We started a cow hei d at that time;
we expanded our machirry line somewhAt at that time. We had
planned our living expenses would come from the job at Farmall. I
was making better than $20,000 at the shop at that time.

The farm was supposed to take ce,3 of itself for a couple of
years. The worst part was we had a 7-month strike so we had to
take some money out of the farm to live on. After the strike was
river in May 1980, we never did work another full year. A lot of
.ayoffs and fmally pemanent in September 1982 for me. 1...t the
same time interes'4 rates on the farm climbed from 9 percent in
1979 to 17 percent hi 1982. That was killing us.

Also, in 1982, the farm we custom earmed we lost and my land-
lord that we farmed 59-50 with, died. His widow wanted us to stay
on the farm but wanted cash rent. That put us with two cash rent
farms and no job.

In 1983, we were hit with dry weather and only half the crop we
normally would have had. The cash rent and expenses took all the
money. In 1984, it wasn't much better except I started working for
a fertilizer company at $5.50 an hour.

Another dry year for us was 1985. Corn was 80 to 90 bushels an
acre and soybeans were around 40. The price was lower becauseour area was one of the few dry areas and the total crop waslarger.

The last 2 years, my wife started working part time. The chil-
dren stay by themselves, although their grandparents, aunts, anduncles are close by. Between my wife and I, we still do not make
what I used to make at Farmall 7 years ago. We can no longer
afford insurance to protect ourselves like we used to. It seems like
if anything breaks down, there is no money to fix it. It just ends up
as another bill over our heads.

We keep the kids active in 4-H; the county fair was our vacation.The children have grown up quite a bit in the last few years.
They've learned how to cook and clean up.

The future doesn't look much, if anything else, better promising.
Interest rates and some expenses have eased some, but commodity
prices have also eased considerably more. The farm programs are
in such doubt, we don't know what we will plant next year. We
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need to know so we can arrange our rents and make cash-flows for
our lenders for next year.

The farm's been a good place to raise kids but it's foolish to en-
courage them to stay.

[The prepared statement of Steve Muilen followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVE MULLEN, ORION, TL

MY name is Steve kullen. I'm 35 ydars old, married to
Lori, 34. We have three children twinu Brooke and Stephen
age 11, and a younger eon Lon age 6. We live on a farm that
we now cash rent. I am a former employee of International
Farman. Harvestor Plant in Rock Island. I started working
working there in November 1970.- In Feb. '75 We rented an
80 acre farm on a fifty/fifty bases from a retired couple.
I was born and raised on a farm and my wife was also. We
didn't have to buy slot of machinery at that time because
my Father-in-law farms right next door. We traded help andmachinery. In '78 we added a 132 acre farm that we castomfarmed. In '79 we also cash rented a farm of 190 acres
across the road that had 70 acres of pasture on it. 'We alsostarted a cow herd at this time. We expanded our madhineryline some at that time. We had planned our living expenses .would come from the job at Farman. I was making better
than $20;000 at-the shop at that time. The farm was suppose
to just take care of it's self for a couple of years. Theworst part was we had a seven month strike so we had to take
some money out of the farm to live on. After the strike was
over in May '80 we never did work another full year. Alotof lay-offs and finally permanent in Sept. '82. At the same
time interest rates on the farm loan climbed-from 9% in '79to 17% in '82. That was killing us. Also in '82 the farm
we custom farmed we lost and my landlord we farmed 50/50
with died. His widow wanted us to stay on the farm, but
wanted cash rent. That put us with two cash rent farms and
no job. In '83 we were hit with dry weatherrand only * the
crop we normally would mi. had. The cash rent and expense took
all the money. In '84 it wasn't much better except I start-ed working for a fertilizer company at $5.50 an hour. '85
was another dry sear for us. Corn was 80-90 bu. an acre and
soybeans were around 40 bu. The price was lower because our
area was one of the few dry areas and total crop was larger.
The last two years my wife started working part-time. The
children stay by themselves although their grandparents, Aunts
and Uncles are close by. Between my wife and I we atill do
not make what I use to make at Farmall 7 years ago. We can
no longer afford insurance to protect ourselves like we use
to. It seems if_anything breaks down there is no money ts)..
fix it. It ends up a bin over our heads. We have kept the
kids active in 4-H. The county fair was our vacation. The
children have grown up quite a bit in the last few years.
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They have learned how-to cook 'and clean-up. The.future does
not show much of anything else.promising. Interest rates
and some expenses have eased soMe.but commidity.priees have'
dropped considerately more. The farm prograMs are in such
doubt we don't knew What we will,plant next year. We need
to know.SO we can arrange Our rents and make cash flows for
our lenders. The .farM is A good place to raise children
but it is foolish to encourage them to stay.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Arthur.

STATEMENT OF ARMIUR YOUNG, PARENT, MILAN, IL
Mr. YOUNG. My name is Arthur Young. I'm irom the Quad City

area. I was born in North Carolina, grew up and had my secondary
education there. I finished high school, joined the I- _ivy. After com-pleting 4 years in the Navy, I went to school, I completed school. I
graduated from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State
University in Greensboro, NC.

I'm married and have a son 21 years old. I was recruited out of
college to work for John Deere in the industrial equipment divi-sion. We went through several cycles of ups and downs back in
1969 and 1970, again around 1979, and we thought that things weregoing to smooth out and everything would eventually becomestable.

In the begining of the 1980's, we started a continuous downslide.
We found that in 1981 there was a substantial layoff, but at thatparticular time, the company layed off the salaried workers, which
I am one of, by seniority. In 1984, they required another substan-
tial termination, and this time they chose to do it by what they call
grade levels, and so I found myself unemployed after 17 years of
continuous employment with Deere.

Since I had training and education, I was offered a job to teachat Rock Island High School. They gave me a job at four-fifths
which is not what you would call full-time employment. I took thatjob last year, and due to the movement of students from the areain many cases, and also increased State requirements on students
for graduating and especially those entering college, we are findingin shop areas of which I teach electronics, we're finding that manystudents don't have the time for electives and there are smallerstudent enrollment which causes the number of students that I
have to teach to go down.

This particular year, they have offered me three-fifths of the first
semester and two-fifths for the second semester, which is less than50 percent. So, I'm back in the unemployment market and one ofthe things I've found going through this, I've listened to Mr. Evanstalk about the unemployment situation as being one of persons andnot just statistics, and from the outside looking in, we tend to viewthis as people, at least I did, as a statistical problem and it did nothave a personality to it.

But when it happens to you, the thing hits home; it's no longerjust statistics, now; it's you. And it doesn't just affect you. It has atremendous impact on those around you; your wife, your kids, and
your community peers. People will approach you when you are un-employed and they are very awkward in how to even walk up anddeal with you, talk to you. They tend to shy away because they areafraid that if they say something that's going to offend you orwhatever it is, so you fmd that your friendships are affected, yourfamily's financial situations are affected, and it becomes quite astress on you.

However, I was blessed with the fact that I had strong religious
beliefs and when this particular problem came up, I found thosearound me who did not have strong religious beliefs were very
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much depressed by what was going on, and their anxieties and
their frustrations were extremely vocal. But I found that through
my trust in God, I was able to weather this much better than many
people.

However, it does not relieve rie of the stress either because I
have to interrelate with my wife and my other peers who don't
necessarily share the same faith or strength of faith that I have.
So, it is very difficult for us.

However, it entails making quite a substantial amount of adjust-
ments, just like the young man said over here earlier, that you end
up cutting out everything that's not essential. Medical insurance is
way down; Deere had a much better insurance protection plan
than they have with the school system. Many of the protections in-
surancewise that I had prior, are no longer with me.

However, you end up with other costs. In my situation, after 17
years in industry, coming back into the school system required re-
training. Now, I had the burden of trying to teach at the same time
going to school to retrain so that I would have updated information
to teach. So I was going to night school.

And at first, dislocated workers took care of the first semester
that I started back; however, once you gain employment, dislocated
workers drop out of the picture so the cost of retraining is your re-
sponsibility. So I find myself having to take my. four-fifths of salary
which was already one-third of what I was maldng prior, and
having to pay costs of reeducation, retraining out of that. And to
give you some idea of what retraining can cost you out of your
pocket, this summer, I also had to go to summer school.

I had to take one course. I' took a course at Augustanna. It cost
$132 per semester hour and this was a 4-hour course; $500 out of
my pocket for one course. And so when you start having to put out
that kind of money with a reduced income, it becomes quite taxing
to your funds.

But I'm going to continue to look for employment and try and
stay in the area, if it's possible. However, if it does not work out,
I'll have to look for employment other places. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Arthur Young. followsd
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR YOUNG, MILAN, IL
-My name is Arthur Young and I am 47 years of age. I am married and

have a son who is 21 and a college student at
North Carolina A S T

University. / came to the Quad Cities's area and Rock Island in

1968 right out of college. I started with John Deere, working in

the industrial engineering department. I had a string of 16

straight years with the company and held a supervisory position. I

made it through several periods of slow work. There were layoffs in

1969, and 1970 through 1972 were pretty bad yearn. We started

having problems with employment again in about 1980-81, and I was

terminated in 1984.

The agricultural situation naturally goes in cycles, but the problem

has gotten progressively worse in the last 5-6 years. In other

parts of the country there have been ups and downs in the economy.

In this area, there have only been downs because almost all of the

work has been so related to agriculture.

In my case, when I was terminated because of the lack of need for

the type of work I did, there weren't any other opportunities for

employment in my field because the competition in the area had the

same problems. All the industry was so closely tied to agriculture.

Unemployment placed great stress on me and my family. It is a type

of stigma on you and your family when you have been fired. People

in your area think that you have done something wrong, and there's a
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certain amount of blaming the wrier who has been laid off. The

whole family senses and feels this.

Unemployment also means great family stress. It destabilizes the

home situation. The family looka to you for family support. Your

wife may work, but you are regarded as providing the basic support.

My situation caused lots of 'stress between ie and my wife. We both

have a-strong faith that helped us, but'it didn't eliminate the

problems. I know lots Of other families who are having very

difficult times because Of the unemployment situation.

It has also been,more_difficult for older workers, such as myself

and many others. Many of those laid off have been the older, more

senior workers. The industries are not just letting people go

_across the board; they ire getting rid of the older, more senior and

higher salaried workers to make way for those whom they can pay

less. This is a serious hardship for the middle and upper age

worker who will have a much more difficult time finding new

employment.

I have been able to find employment as a vocational education

teacher, but even that situation is somewhat uncertain. This past

year I taught four-fifths of a full schedule, and next year I am

scheduled for three-fifths time the first semester and two-fifths

the second semester. The are several reasons for the shrinking

schedule. There are increasing requirements that students must meet

for graduation. Consequently, they have less opportunity and less

time to spend on elective courses. In addition, overall
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unemployment in the area has had an impact on the population and

ceduced.atudent enrollment generally.

I have wanted to stay in the area because of my family and church

ties. I am now retraining in order to move into an field of work

with better opportunities. I have been going back to school to get

my teaching certification along with advanced training in

electronics. This offers some promise for a more secure employment

situation for me in the teaching or engineering professions. At the

same time, it has been very difficult to hold down a job, get

intensive retraining and have time for my family. Actually, it

means that there is very little time that I have to apend-with my

family.

Going back to school and retraining are expgnses that we can hardly

afford, but we must do it. For one semester, I vas able to take a

courae uoder the dislocated worker program. But, because I now have

some employment, I pay for my courses out of a salary of 813,000,

which is barely one-third the amount I was able make before. Tbe

course that I am presently enrolled in costs $132 per semester hour,

and it is a four-hour course. That amounts to $500 per course for

me to accomplish sufficient retraining.

It'r hard for anyone to understand the impact of unemployment if

they've never experienced it. I hope this testimony provides some

picture of tht serious problems facing so many of the individauls

and families in this area because.of unemployment.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Cheryl and Brad.

STATEMENT OF BRAD AND CHERYL ARNETT, PARENTS, PEORIA,
IL, ACCOMPANIED BY KIM KILBOURN, M.S.W., PEORIA, IL

Mr. ARNErr. My name's Brad Arnett, and I'd like to tell you
about me and my family and what the economy in the Peoria area
is doing to us as a family.

It is ruining our lives. The day-to-day pressures of simple exist-
ence are sometimes too much to cope with. We sometimes constant-
ly fight and argue over things that are simple and stupid. We don't
have money to do things we would like to do, sometimes we don't
have money for things we need.

We're both working for wages so low we find ourselves borrowing
money from week to week Just to exist. What would happen if we
couldn't borrow money? We would fight over something we really
have no control over. The feeling of uselessness and emptiness you
get from being broke is very hard to talk about to people who may
not understand how it is to be in this position.

I can only tell you the feeling is pure hell and we pray to God
that someday soon, it will get better. I'm not afraid to work and
neither is my wife. I'd do almost anything to make a buck and
fight like hell to keep it. I hate facing total disappointment day
after day. I find it very hard to cope with underemployment and I
fmd it very hard to understand why I am underemployed, under-
paid and not even insured in any way, shape or form.

If we have sickness in our family, we cannot afford to go to the
doctors like we should, so we call the doctors and try to explain the
symptoms over the phone and just pray and hope we get the right
medicine. What a life. It's like taking a ride on the scariest roller-
coaster in town and never being able to get off the ride.

Not to speak of the fear we have driving our own car because we
cannot afford car insurance. In Illinois, if you get in a wreck and
don't have insurance, you just have to pay for the wreck yourself.
If you can't pay for the wreck, you lose your license and if we
ahould happen to lose our license over an accident like this, we
would have no possible way of going to work or even to the store,
for that matter.

I could go on and on with my problems. I just find them hard to
deal with and talk about. I feel the Government needs to step in
and say the hell with the problems in foreign countries and recog-
nize the problems and poverty right here in the good old U.S.A. I
think this committee needs to step in and investigate the company
I work for and all other companies that are Federal or State
funded and fmd out exactly what kind of benefits, wages, hours
and treatment the laborers of these companies are receiving.

I feel the Federal and State funded businesses should be forced
by and funded by the Government ta make sure these businesses
are taldng care of their employees. I feel the town of Peoria has, as
other Illinois towns, inflated their costs and prices of living to a
scale far greater than the average wage-earner's; paycheck.

I feel in some way the Government should increase salaries for a
family's major wage earner, or decrease costs prices or just plain
expenses to a scale in which a person can manage and live, and
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even put money in the bank for an unfamiliar phrase called a va-cation.
It's a sad but true fact when foreign immigrants can reach and

obtain the American dream before even just one American in the
U.S.A. I have nothing against immigrants but I have always been
raised to take care of my own family, first, and help others to seek
the same thing.

Soraewhere down the line, the Government forgot about its ownand started helping others, first. This is really hard to deal with
and equally hard to swallow. I feel we are a great nation and we
have the power to become greater; we just have to take care of our
own, first, and then take care of others.

I feel we need more apprenticeship programs, more jobs than
workers, higher wages, more Government control over businesses
not treating their employees fairly, stiffer fair labor laws for busi-
nesses to follow, and I defmitely feel we need more organizations
like Children and Family Services and more funding to keep these
organizations in existence, because the CFS kept my family togeth-er.

Without CFS, I'm afraid something may have happened to my
family that would have been irreversible and possibly have beenfatal. I also feel really dumbfounded when I can work a 30- to 40-
hour workweek and still receive food stamps with my wife also
working 30 to 40 hours.

Somewhere there is no justice in that, and I feel companies in
Peoria are threatened and often close their doors whenever em-ployees put pressure on the companies for better wages and work-
ing conditions. Then the companies either pull up roots and movetheir business and jobs to other States or sometimes they just
reopen in another name.

There should be laws against this; we've got to draw the line
somewhere. Let's start this investigation and new laws right herewhere I'm working.

As a result in my organizing the workers in my company to join
a union, the company has rewarded me by reducing my hours from
30 to 35 hours a week, to 10 to 15 hours a week. There should be
fair labor laws to stop this type of treatment. All I'm doing is exer-cising my constitutional right to organize a group of people to joina union.

Tell me why I'm being punished. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Brad and Cheryl Arnett follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRAD AND CHERYL ARNIM', PEORIA, IL
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Cheryl, did you want to testify?
Ms. ARNETP. I would just like to say that this what he's gone

through has caused a lot of mental strain. I have a 5-year-old
daughter that has a lot of mental problems because of the pres-
sures he's under.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. KILBOURN. I don't feel that I can significantly add to this tes-

timony. I think the testifiers have spoken to their own situations
much more adequately than I could, but maybe I ,could make a few
comments, if I could, just to add a little bit of perspective.

I think sometimes, particularly for those of us who enjoy full em-
ployment in this country, we take for granted the extent to which
jobs are important.

When I was preparing the written portion of testimony for this
committee, I happened to run across several articles, one in Parade
magazine, and the other a cover article on U.S. News & World
Report. I just want to share one of them with you.

In the June 15 Parade edition, it shows, about 20 people and the
caption says, "What 'People Earn." And then the inside of the arti-
cle goes on to compare various jobs and salaries and the impor-
tance of going up the socioeconomic ladder and making more and
so forth. And so I think that this is just all around us and we take
it for granted, the impact of the fact that jobs are so important to
us.

In fact, I would take that a step further and say that we defme a
lot of ourselves based on what we do. OK. We get a sense of identi-
ty from our work. In fact, one very famous author, Victor Frankl,
states that man derives in fact most of his meaning from his work.

We socially segregate or integrate ourselves on the basis of our
work. We develop friendships and support systems from our work.
Several of the testifiers have alluded to that in their testimony
here this morning.

I think it's important to understand these things if one is to
really understand the effect of unemployment on a family. Unem-
ployment very simply makes people feel worthless and useless. And
when that goes on for a significant period of time, as it has with
the people that are here this morning, and as it has with Brad and
Cheryl, the self-worth spills over not just to themselves, but it
spills over into their marriages first, and then ultimately it spills
over into the whole family system.

It does not significantly help always if a spouse is working be-
cause I think, at least from my experience as a marriage and
family counselor, most men really see it as their duty and function,
whether or not their wives work, to providd for their families. So
when you take that provider out of the economic mainstream, you
render that person unimportant to the family in their own percep-
tion, if nothing else.

Everyone else in the family unit, however, goes about doing what
they're supposed to do, and m the case of a female spouse, a female
spouse may in addition also work outside the family and sometimes
somewhat paradoxically, even though that brings in an added
source of income, it does not positively necessarily affect the stress
and strain on the relationship.
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The unemployed spouse feels inadequate and very unimportantto the family, and yet the family continues to make demands onthe unemployed person;
Finally, as it did in the case of Brad and Cheryl, the familysystem can no longer tolerate the stress and the family is forced togoing outside the family unit or the immediate support systems toseek- help. There are many human costs to unemployment fromthis standpoint, and as we all know, there are high correlations be-tween unemployment, and child abuse, alcoholism, spousal abuse,suicides and I don't think I need to go into that any further, be-cause I tilink we're all aware of that.
I guess) the only thing that I Could say at this point would be forthe committee to carry back to Washington a policy of providingfor jobs like Brad and Cheryl and the others that are testifyinghere this morning, before the fact, rather than wait until after andtry to clean up through tremendously expensive social costs as wellas tremendous strain and stress placed on families as a result ofchronic unemployment. Thank you, very much.
[Prepared statement of Kim Kilbourn follows..]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP Km KILBOURN, M.S.W.

Dear Committee Members:

I welcome the opportunity to provide testimony
to the Committee regarding.the effects of chronic
unemployment on the family. I have provided
social services to families in a variety of
settings.since 1975. More recently, I have seen
many families from the Peoria area who have been
seriously hurt by economic events in Central
Illinois. The .farm and industrial crisis here
bas, had a profound impact on everyone,. almost_
without exception. Aowever, theré'is'a large
group of. people who .have been particularly
affected by the economic situation. Included
in this group are thos,3 who are unskilled or
semi-skilled, ones who are less mobile for a
variety of reasons and thus cannot extend their
job search.to other, geographic regions, and
those who do not have college degrees. I have
worked with many families who have experienced
economically-related faMily problems, yet many
of them were able to.eVentually improve their
economic circumstances,-usually because they had
more available alterhatives. The group of
chronically unemployed I am speaking of have few
realistic.pptions from which to choose.

I believe that in order to understand the
effects of chronic unemployment on the family,
it is necessary to examinawhy it is important
to have a job, particularly in our culture, cald
what effect the long-term absence of a job has
on an individual's self-worth. It is then possible
to see how that individual functions in his or her
social relationships, including marriage and the
familY.

It is not difficult to document the
importance we attach to jobs in America. The
June 15th edition of Parade has as its feature
an article entitled "What People Earn". The
cover of the magazine shows twenty people, and

3 8
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for each person it lists their job, residence and income.
The end of this article contains the following quote by a
German immigrant who is talking about the United States;

"Money is so important here, you're
constantly exposed to goods - better house,
cars, clothing."

The author of the article then summarizes by saying, "She's
right: Acquisition is as American as,apple pie." In the
same week, U.S. News and World Report featured an article
entitled "Are You Making What You're Worth". About the
cover story, U.S. News Wrote:

"Are you making what you're worth? How
salaries stack up in 120 jobs. Strategies for
earning more. The many rewards of "psychic
income".

We don't need much help reading between the lines here. Why
not have said;

"Are you adequate? '.Compared to whom?
How earning more 'money.will make you more
adequate."

APparently, thinking that the title of the-article was not
sufficient to get the point acrons, the U.S. News cover
depicts four cartoon-like,characters, each holding an
envelope filled with money and eaCh peering over the next
one's shoulder to see how much-Money the other had in his
envelope. Both of these articles reflect the degree to
which our culture expects us to achieve, particularly
economically., We-socially integrate, or segregate, our-
selves on the basis of our, incomeCr job position. Many
of us establish outside social contacts through work. To
most peoplea job means "I'm worthwhile and productive".
Victor Frankl. , in his nDw.famous book "Man's Search for
Meaning" concludes that, unlyersally, man has derived most
of the meaning in life from his work. Having a job and
producing income gives us a sense of identity, purpose and
control of our life.

Chronically unemployed people don't feel good about
themselves because it is almost impossible to feel any
sense of worth in our.culture if you are not gainfully
employed. I had seen a family for reasons other than
economic for approximately one year, with success, prior
to the father of the family being laid-off. Though difficult,
the family was able to struggle along marginally on what the
mother earned. One day, after ten years of loyal service
to her employer, she was handed a pink slip and told not to
return to work. After several weeks of unsuccessful job
searching, she called me late at night and requested to
see me. She was obviously panicked and was crying uncontrol-
lably. I met her at the office. She related how she
couldn't find work and how she thought that with both
her and her husband now out of work, they would lose their
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home. (He had run out of benefits and she was not entitled
to unemployment compensation because of her employer's
classification as a "charitable institution"). Midway
through our meeting, she looked at me and said, "Do you
know what I feel like? - I feel like nothint - I'd like
to kill myself if it weren't for the kids." Her sense
of worthlessness and hopelessness at that moment, resulting
from her economic situation, left an impression on me that
I will never forget.

In my exPerience, chronic unemployment creates extreme
stress on a marriage, even if a working, female spouse is
able to make enough.money for the family to meet its basic
needs. I believe this is the case because most men see
their role as a provider, whether or not their wiVes work.
When the father of the family is unemployed, other family
members continue to function in their roles, but the father
does not. He begins to feel unimportant. The fact that his
wife must work to help make ends meet may be taken by the
husband as further evidence of his own impotence. If the
wife is working, the husband may begin to envy her ability
to make social contacts outside the home. It is not unusual
for the husband ta Vegin believing, incorrectly,.that his
wife "enjoys being away from me". He may begin drinking
heavily. It is not uncommon for a male to become sexually
impotent, further confirming to him the fact .that he is
generally impotent; another stress is consequently placed
on the marriage. Accusations may follow that his wife is
being unfaithful. Though untrue, the wife may in fact
begin to enjoy being away from her husband due to his false
accusations. Both partners now feel unfulfilled in the
relationship and their marriage is in trouble.

A similar scenario can develop when the wife does not
work. In this instance, the fact that now both partners
are together eight more hours each day increases the like-
lihood of marital discord. Though they may recognize a need
to be away from each other, limited resources often9orevent
it. Differences in personal style, personality and child
rearing practices are intensified when both partners spend
this much time together. Coupled with the extreme stress
placed on both husband and wife due to economic conditions,
these differences begin to become big problems in and of
themselves when they normally would not.

As tensions develop in the marriage, the entire family
becomes affected. Over a period of time, children in the
family will be directly or indirectly pulled into.the
existing marital conflict.. They may be directly involved,
as an example, in instances where differences emerge in
child rearing practices between parents. One parent becomes
the "good guy" and one becomes the "bad guy". The children
manipulate parental differences as they would in any family.
Feeling already threatened by a loss of control in family
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matters, a father may interpret the child's "normal"
manipulations as constituting an additionil threat to
his standing in the family. The father may over-react by
punishing the child excessively, even-to the extent some
would view as abusive. Frequently, this forces the mother
to take a protective role with her children, which serves
to further isolate the father in the family-unit. The
family is .now multi-problemed and-in definite need of
outside help.

Ile children can be indirectly affected-by'the amount
of tension-in the parental relationship.- Children'are,

.

extremely sensitive to tension and conflict. The fact
that the parents are not getting along may cause.the
children Yto feel that they are to blame.- Children-may
"act-outu'in order to divert attention away from.their
parents' differences. The acting-out is frequently met
with harsh parental rebukes, accompanied byless positive
time spent with the children by the parents. protracted
absences of pOsitive parental attentioncsuse.children to
feel.they are no lOnger important to the-family, Again,-
.the family becomes multi-problemed and requires outside help.

,

There are many'more ways in which individuals, marriages
and families are adversely affected by long-term unemploy-
ment. I have described several coMmon ways, from my own
experienCe, that unemployment can effect the whole family.
The chronically-unemployed have been .overlooked, in.my
opinion, in the midst of some current economic.successes.
I sinCerely.hope this testimony.wili Increase public and
legislative awareness of the real problems of the.chronically
unemployed and underemployed, to the extent that we will then
feel compelled to do meaningful things about it.

Respectfnlly submitted,

KIM KILBOU N, M.S.W.
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Chairman Mum. Thank you. Ken.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH SEARCH, M.S.W., ACSW, PROGRAM CO-
ORDINATOR, FAMILY AND INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING PROGRAM,
FAMILY AND COUNSELING SERVICE, PEORIA, IL.

Mr. SEARCH. Thank you, Mr. Miller.
I appreciate very much you and Congressman Evans and the rest

of the committee inviting me to testify. I am a representative here
of Counseling and Family Service, which is a family service agency,
typical of inany throughout the United States. We have been active
in the greater Peoria area since 1900, and have some experience
with problems of families and individuals and are getting perhaps
a little more experienced ,than we'd like in the last , few years, as
the impact of unemployment and underemployment is added to the
typical strains that are always present in the lives of families and
individuals.

I am program coordinator of the Family and Individual Counsel-
ing Program at the agency and have a master's degree in social
work and am a member, of the Academy of Certified Social Work-
ers. I note that some of the other testifiers are also from the social
work background. I might mention to you, perhaps you've heard
before, the line about how many social workers it takes to change a
lightbulb?

It takes three; it takes one to do the actual changing; one to ad-
vocate for the light bulb; and a third one to help the light bulb
decide if it really wants to change or not. Sometimes we do a little
bit more important work than.that.

I've included in my written testimony a lot of facts and figures, a
lot of numbers, specifically for the greater Peoria area in terms of
our unemployment, in terms of what Kim was mentioning before,
the increase in reports of child abuse, family violence that as we
know from generalizations always accompany increases in unem-
ployment and underemployment.

I think you've gotten some fine specific testimony here not from
the "experts," but from individuals, people who have experienced
these sorts of problems. Since I know you're in a hurry, although I
brought two examples with me, and I'm going to run through just
one of them, an example of a "typical" family involved in counsel-
ing at the agency.

I brought two; one was a farm person since our agency in the
spring began a specialized program for farmers and for their fami-
lies; the other, a more urban person and I'm only going to give you
briefly one of the examples, because I know you want to hurry on.
And I think, as Kim said, the more important testimony you've
gotten here is not from us experts but from people who are actual-
ly experiencing the problem.

So, just briefly, I call these folks the Jones family, but that of
course is not their name. The family consists of five people, the
father, the mother, a boy 16 whom I call Tom; a girl 15 named
Betty, and another girl aged 10 named Jane.

The presenting problem that is, the problem that brought the
family in for counseling to our agency, is Tom's rebelliousness,
which was reflected in his poor school grades, a couple of overnight
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runaways from home and a failure to keep the hours the .family
had established for him.

The father has been layed off and has been out of work for the
past year and a half, unsuccessful in his repeated attempts to find
reemployment. The family has lost a home that they, were purchas-
ing and currently live in a rented home in a less attractive part of
the city of Peoria. The father is a Vietnam yeteran and he is re-
ceiving persona counseling for chronic depression, from the Veter-
ans' Administration. He has made reference in contact With me to
past homicidal impulses which come -from the stress that he and
his family etperience.

He complains of his 15-Year-old daughter's, openlY expressed
anger and contempt for the family hothe as so much less attractive
than their former home; and her complainteabout not being able
to dress as nicely as her friends can dress. Dad generally is angry
at everyone and everything. -

He is immensely frustrated and he is filled with a poorly masked
sense of failure and uselessness which leads him to strike out some-
times physically at other family membets. Thus, he bitterly accuses
his wife of not backing him up and not helping him be firm with
his son, Tom, and with his daughter, Betty.

And he screams at his son in moments of anger that he'll kick
him out of the house if he doesn't shape up. There's a little bit of
irony operating here because one of the things he gets angry about
is Tom's running away. When the boy runs away and eventually
returns, he says, "If you don't shape up, I'll kick you out of the
house," which is part of the problem, of course.

Dad admits to increased drinking and spending most of his time
sitting and watching television. Mother is a passive and care worn
woman who tries unsuccessfully to keep peace in the household be-
tween her husband and her children. She is confused and miser-
ably unhappy.

The 16-year-old is a quiet, brooding boy with a shy smile and
someone who was able to admit to me at first privately some of his
unhappiness with and confusion about his own behavior. He says
he spends as much time as he can outside the home because of his
unhappiness and anxiety about the constant fighting in the home.

Betty, the 15-year-old, at family meetings complained not at all
about the family's financial situation but did express a desire for
more time and attention from her father, saying he spends more
time with the television than with her.

And the youngest girl, aged 10, told me privately that she is flat
out scared of the loud voices and angry recriminations among the
family members. She has a sense that it all somehow must be her
fault and that she should be able to find a way to make all family
members get along. This is somewhat typical family at the agency.
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Just in conclusion, I would mention to you that we are a private
nonprofit agency supported largely by ,area United Ways, which of
course also are under stress because of the unemployment and dif-
ficulty in providing us with funds to meet the needs of clients.

And I thank you for this opportunity to appear and share with
you a`. few things, and I *appreciate, as I say, both Mr. Miller and
Mr. Evans and the rest of the members of the committee being able
to visit us out here in the field so to speak.

Thank yOu.
[Prepared statement of Kenneth Search follows:]

4 4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ICENNETH L. SEARCH, ACSW, PROGRAM CO-ORDINATOR,
FAMILY AND INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING, COUNSELING & FAMILY SERVICE, PEORIA, IL

Counseling A.Pamily Service, a private, non-profit, United Way supported
'social aervice.agency with a volunteer board of directors drawn from the community,
has been providing the Greater Peoria Areal with.professional counieling and child
welfare services'aontinuously since 1900.

Affiliated with Family Service America and the Chifd Welfare League of
America, CFS services are approved by the Council on Accreditation of Services to
Children and Familiea and is staffed by professionals with degrees in social work
and other related disciplines.

I hold a Master's degree in social work, am a member of the Academy of
Certified SociaZ Workers, and have worked. at CAE'S since 1978. Currently I am
Co-ordinator of the Family and Individual Counseling Program at the Agency.

gagoniag in 1982, our Agency began seeing the effects of the economic reces-
sion/depresaion, wh1ch hit our area especially hard due to the presence of the world

'headquarters of Cateopillar Tractor Company in Peoria. A long and bitter stike of
Caterpillar by the UAW in 1981-82 exacerbated the effects of the economic downturn,
and the Peoria area experienced and atill experiences one of the highest unemploy-
Sent rates in the state.and nation. Currently 9% of the available area work force
are unemployed, and at the depth of the economic downturn 19.2% were out of work.
The closing of other companies smaller and not as well-known as Caterpillar (e.g.
Hiram Walker's diatillary and the Pabst Brewery in Peoria Heighta) add to the past
and current area economic woes. The more recent financial crunch experienced by
farmera across the nation had delivered a second body blow to our area with its
some 10,000 farm familiea.

Unemployment figures may be deceiving as reflectors of the actual economic
stress experienced by the community, its families, and individual members. While
many who lost joba may have become re-employed, often their new work has
significantly lower status, provides less personal and professional satisfaction,
and, most practically, lower pay. A family which haa had, say, an income of
$40,000, goes through a period of unemployment with minimal governmental sub-
sidies, and then finds their new, re-employed income to be $15,000 experiences
stress and problems of adjustment which any of us would find agonizingly difficult,
to say the least.

Farm families particularly are vunerable to economic and consequent personal
and familial dyafunction and auffering due both to their traditional independence
and thus unwillingness to accept outside, professional help and their apiritual/
emotional relationship with the land. As painful And disruptive aa job losaea
are to urban, non-farm workers, I believe a family which loses their farm eXper,
iences even greater portions of guilt, anger, fear, and (potentially auididal)
depression.

The problems addressed by the Counseling to Families and Individuals.Program
at our Agency have grown in the past five years both in terms of numbers;Of people
in need end the severity of problems they experience. That is, more ptiopim are;
experiencing more problems, and the problems experienced are more complex.i

*WS aervee the Tri-County area, i.e., Peoria; Tazewell, and Woodford cO6ntie5.
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The most.importent variablefaotor operating here is, of,eouree, the-local
economy.. Any number of-studies have demonstrated that for each percentage point
of increase in unemployment there is a-corresponding increase-in such family and,
individual problems aa spouse. and child abuse, divorce,amtauicide. Common
sense would indicate that the vast increases in stress, anxiety, and guilt can-
sequent to unemployment, underemployment,. or a real or perceivedthreat.to
continued employment would result in a oommensurabely large increase;in
and intrapersonal problems properly addressed by counseling.

Everyone in our:Tri-County,Area.is aware of the sooncsic crisis our community
has exPerienced for the last few years, but acme specific figures are in order:
for instance, from 1982 to 1985 the Peoria.metropolitan area,dropped from.16th to
49th place in wage income earned, as area jobs declined fnms462,550 in 1981,to
139,950 in 1985, a.lose of 22,600 jobs or 4,14% decrease.

.
,

.Some,documantad data regarding the correspondinggrowth in personal and
family diatress are the 47% increase in the number of area youth legally adjudged
delinquentbetween 1982 and 1984.and the 101% increase in child abuse and neglect
report* to DCW, from OurAhree counties between 1981:and 1985. :Of-special con-
cern to our camminity is the:problem of pregnant teens; and.this alao.has grown
at what reasonably may be termed an alarming rata in thegast five years. Thus,.
in Peoria County:there has bean. a:12% inorease in out-ofwedlock birthe to teens
(abortions obviously:swell...the total.number of pregnanoies); for Tazewell.County
the increaAnr ie 10% An OUt-of-wedlock births. (Woodford County does not.keep
track of theme numbers;)

.

As further, documentaticn.of area.stress, our Agency.'s statistical measures
of service delivered have shown a natural corresponding rise to meet this need.
Thus, the number of cases accepted (an unduplicated count) grew between '81 and
'85 (with a decrease in staff due to decreasing.finanoial support); requests for
service in January throughltay of this year waa up 21%over the same monthe last
year, up 50% over January-May 1981, and - extrapolating - would rise 28% this year
over last. Similarly, in our Single Expectant/Preguult Teen program, individuals
served increased by 34% between 1981 and 1985, and our Northeide Outreach office
(primarily aerving minority cliente).saw a 10%growth rata over the same period
in client* served (with no increase in ataff).:

Econoaic and conaequent emotional stress and distress are visited dis-
proportionately on minority families, and this unpleasant reality is reflected
in the fact that while minorities receiving counseling repreeented In or the-
total Agency caseload in 1981 that percentage had grown to 29% of clienta in 1985.

Of course, economics'is not ,the only fictor causing increased need for
counseling in our area, although it is currently the Major one. Euch additional
factore aa the loss of confidence in social institutions- -government, achools,
churches - -and a continued deterioration in the family structure negatively
interact with the growth in economic stress and have eroded the ability of
families and individuals to cope, let alone triumph, over perponal and family
problems.without professional help.

The availability of non-United Way fund2 a for agency services is less than
was the case in 1981. While service to thoae with high incomes and the utterly
indigent can be handled through the former's personal wealth and some (shrinking)

1
"DCPS"mthe State Department of Children and Family Services, the Illinois agency
responsible for the welfare of the State's children.

2
7cs of the CPS budget comes from area United Ways.
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(tow:manta/ funds for the latter, services to.the-bulk of low to middle income
area:in the Tri -County aria ais iwtrue nationilIi,wre paid for out of their own
income, and volUntaryi-non-sectarian agencies of course are heavily dependent on.
the United-Waysvsupport:for these muth nesded.servicsa.. As family income erodes,
clients, ability to pai fees naturally-is-correspondingly decreased. Thus at -
our Ageney,-fee inonsChas not kept pace with the Veldt in need'for,serviOss,
deapite-the fewschedule hevinittacwadjusted upwards to refleotA.ising aotual-
costa. Our Agency was-able to,exoeth our.fmt goal.by9%,in 1981, but in 1988 we
fell 3% short of our goal. For the past 3-4 years we had to valve or adjust fees
in view of'clienta' inability to pay due'to high'-un or,Underemployment......-:

.There arwfew.government-or foundational grants.available to support the
kinds'of'aerviathAsecribed in this-report, and what federal and otate monies
currently are available'for-speoialized needwis shrinking'as a' result of govern-
mental retrenchment, which May boome even greater when the Gramm-Rudman Aot is
fully implemented. Iwterms cridlat.,the federal government can do,-Ido-not
believe the private, voluntary ethial service-agencies - a locally,based means.of
helping people.help themselvesi'preasiciefamilies4 and strengthen;our society -
noel to be authidized massively or'direetly by federal or state &Vern:tenth:-
H011eVer,-there are-two.areas in which'legialatore-oan help whelp-Others:

1) oppose'tdamantly any attempts twlower or reiove.the deduotability-of
........ charitable donations froi:thafederaltawoods.-OurHeart%of Illinois .

(Peoria), Chillicotheq:Etireka, MarquettaileightW, Morton, Pekin and
Waahington United Ways are making magnificent, herculean efforta to raise
money to help others in our area. Don't allow laudatory efforta to reform
the revethWaystem to hamstring these'volunteers in doing their essential
work. :We need charitable citizen donation. now marwthan ever.

;
2) .follow.the lead of the federal evernumnt which has appromed_CMAMPUS 1 pay--

menta'for reimbursement of counseling fees for servicos.provided.by qualified,
mestere -level sooial workera.. Experienced masters level social workers
currently constitute, alongleith psychologista and psychiatrista, part of
"the three major groups'ofgering payahotherapr to Amer/Cana and "outnumber

-'psychiatrista two to. one." - ...However, Medicare, Medidaid, and naarly all
private insurance carriers reimburse only those-serviette provided by
paychietriata and PhD poychologista.

Generally, there are two objections to legislation which would approve third
party Paymenta for mental health/counseling services provided by social workers:

1) /t would lead to vastly increased...expenditures by governmentally-backed
programs and private insurers (with consequent increased premiums). Actually,
the Opposite is likely-since social work fees are exceeded by those charged
by MD's and PhD'a by a factor of two or'eVin thew:(everage social worker's
fee 835-per appointment):

2) The public would receive income:mt.:int aervice. Any provision for reimburse-
ment of social workers should have strong quelification or licensure standards.
State. like New York end California and CHAMPUS provisions have requirementa
.for I/Censure for fee payment which are, quite properly, tough and provide
ample protection to the public and third'party'payera.

1
The Military health insurance carrier2
from "SoCial Workera Vault Into a Leading Role in Psychotherapy", The Hew
York Timea, 30 April 1985.
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.The very powerfUl medical lobby appears to be the major.block to action
which, Could lead to great benefit po great benefit to Americans and American families
in need throughout the nation.

The available qudntity of counseling services in our area, compared'to the
nUmbers of pertionn facing the problem, is less than five years ago. It is very
importAnt her po re-emphasize that I am speaking of the provision of cdunseling
services by qualified.professionals. FroM time to time in our community, the
number of individuals and organizatione presenting themselves as "counselors"
may increase, but the quantity of qualified, professional counseling services to

families and individuals in the Tri-County Area in 1986 is, at best, no more than
in 1981, and the need for such services, as previously indicated, is greatly
increased. Since 1981, all qualified service providers have struggled to "do more
with less." Thus, local United Ways' support is appreciated more than ever.

Finally, I wish to mention two current federal programs which are of real
value to area families. The first is the Title XX Donated Funds Initiative,
which provides financial support for CFS Multi-Services to Single Parents (MSSP)

.Program, which we have offered for the past 8 years in co-operation with
Lutheran Social Service of Peoria. Any single parent and children of that parent
with income below federal poverty guidelines is eligible to receive counseling,
practical advice, and linkage with material assistance, education, and job
training Programa through this program. In 1985, our MSSP program served 2439
parents and children (a duplicated count) in 184 families. We served more single
parent households in 1985 than 1984, and extropotations for 1986 show a further
increase.

Services available under Federal grants* through the Central Illinois
Retraining & Assistance Council, on whose Board of.Directors I serve,.have been
of inestimable value to displaced workers in our area in providing classroom and
on-the-job training and placement. CIRAC's 63% entered employment rate for
clients in 1985 is solid testimony of its effective use of federal monies in
helping area unemployed persons. Also, our local Private Industry Councils and
Illinois Central College have done good work in this area.

I appreciate the Committee's affording me this opportunity to testify and
hope the information I've provided is helpful to you in understanding how
un/underemployment "plays ln Peoria" in its effects on families and individuals
and how thede human needs can best be addressed by government and private
agencies such.as cp.

*Administered by the Illinois Department of Commerce & Community Affairs (DECCA)
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Chairman MILLER. Well, thank you and my thanks to all of the
members of the panel. As difficult as it is for you to relate 'your
personal experiences, I hope you appreciate how difficult it is for
us to listen, and almost in a sense eavesdrop on your private lives.
But I think it is important because all too often, as Lane Evans has
pointed out, we have watched unemployment and simply comment-
ed on the gross figure, whether it was 6 percent, or 7 percent or 12
percent, depending upon the area of the country.

And that gets you about 6 or 7 seconds on the nightly news. But
the fact of the matter is, as this committee has witnessed now over
our entire existence, that number is made up of an awful lot of
families that are in an awful lot of trouble. And I guess one of the
most troublesome things for me, as chairman of this committee,
and just as a human being and as a member of my own communi-
ty, is the extent to which most of the families find themselves in a
situation through circumstances that are really no fault of their
own, or certainly beyond their control.

Steve, you talked about the dry years you had. We were down in
Macon, GA, earlier this year, and listened to a farmer who con-
stantly went from either too wet or too dry a year, or to moving
into crops where all his neighbors moved into the same crops and
there were no prices there. And to listen to them tell us how even-
tually they just simply lost the farm, and now it was a different
world for them.

I really appreciate you sharing all of that with us this morning. I
do have some questions but first I'd like to recognize CongressmanEvans.

Mr. EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I really just have a few, observations and then maybe a few ques-

tions. And we always try to keep our questions to about 5 minutes;
we call it the 5-minute rule. Unfortunately,. I'm not going to be
able to address a lot of the questions that I have, and it's very
moving testimony that each and every one of you gave.

But one thing I wanted to point out to the members of the com-
mittee was that we have a lot of local responses, whether it's a J.D.
Darnell cooperative program that Tracy talked about or the local
food pantry in Henry County that Leo has worked with, a lot of
our unemployed people are actually involved in those things;
they're just not sitting at home taking unemployment or food
stamps; they're trying to do something about their situation,
whether it is trying to get jobs, trying to keep their farms, are
working with other community agency efforts to help other people
in the same boat.

That particular food pantry with concerned citizens out in
Kewanee was built basically by unemployed people. So we appreci-
ate your continuing contribution.

One area I wanted to try to focus in and I'd like to try it with
maybe Steve's and Arthur's help is the future of their families.
Now, Steve talked and I think it's important about the relation of
off-the-farm income to the farm, and then concluded by saying that
the farm is a good place to raise children, but it is foolish to en-
courage them to stay.

And really quite frankly for it younger farmer yourself, it's prob-
ably very difficult for you to stay. But I'm left with this question,

4 9
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as a member of the House Agriculture Committee, as well as thiscommittee, is what's going to happen to Anierican agriculture ifthere isn't a generation a younger farmers to take over when their
fathers and mothers leave them.

Do you have any idea?
Mr. MuLLEN Well, that's a good question, and they still talkabout farmers still having liquid assets and being in good shape.But to my knowledge and the best that I can figure that most ofthose farmers that are in good shape are probably in excess of 60years old, so there's going to be a rapid, should be a rapid turnover

here Someday, and I don't know how it's going to be swung.Mr. EVANs. And what happens if they're not there? That's Iguess a question that we'd--=
Mr. MULLEN I. think that the farmers are the backbone of thecountry. I inean, we'Ve got good people on both coasts but I stillthink the backbone is right here in the Midwest. Everything kindof relates around it. I mean, it pframids, it builds off it.
Mr. EvANs. All right.
Arthur, I, think you mentioned you had a 21-year-old -son? Isthat correct?
Mr. YOUNG. Yes:
Mr. EVANS. Well, you have probably put yourself through school

on the GI bill, perhaps?
Mr: YOUNG. Riiht.

EvANs; And worked very hard to get through North Carolina
State, *as it?

'YouNo: Yeah. North Carolina Agricultural and TechnicalState UniverSity, along with-A&T they.Call it.
Mr. EVANS. All right, and now You!ie struggling; 'you've got a 21-yeanold sOii. Is he intereated it going to college?

YouNG.Ile'S "going to" c011ege; hes at, A&T now. He has ayear left, whiCh also presents a problem for him because see he de-pends ow Me for his financial'support. We have not tried to.get any:loans for' hiin anythihg thtough the school. But' it goes beyond
money; although,' let's' fade iti'Money is the primary factoi.But there .hre so manyOther things, so many stresses that cotheinto play that are'so subtle,like the arguments that the man allud-ed to.. You get 'into these thittgs Over nothing because there's abuilt-up tension that's apparent'in that environnientBut as far as my son is concerned, hopefully, he- will be able tofinish up this year without any tterble and rni expecting to be
given more teaching time..One of the thingt I've been doing is in-creasing mY training in math, and that is an area in the School.system that still has. a great demand, so if I get 'certified to teachmath, it will increase my class a-little..

Mr.. EvANs: I see. .

I really don't have any other questions. Ljust waUt to thank *.again the people who have you know. cohtribUted so:much to oUrsociety and want to contribute: more if we'll only, give them the
chance. Thank you very much. . .

Chairman MILLER Congressman. Levin. -
Mr. LEVIN. Let -mei, if I might, Mr.. Chairman, make just a briefobservation. WS true .that we have to go back to Washington this

afternoon;, we're voting this ;afternoon the defense:authorization

50
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bill and we don't want to miss votes. But I hope no one thinks that
any of us are going through the motions on this side of the table;
because we aren't. The testimony here is so striking we're going to
be taking it back with us; not only the words but the feeling of it.

You highlight some of the problems we're faced with and I just
want to mention that briefly, for example, the relationship between
work and training.

Mr. Collinson, you had some help from JTPA, and it's a good pro-
gram, but as true for a lot of people, there is help with resumes,
with interviews, but not with retraining. And you've gone from ma-
chinist to work as a janitor. There's something wrong that someone
v.--ch your skillsand I don't care what ageand I feel young at
mine, isn't retrained.

If I get layed off from Congress, I expect to have a chance to be
retrained. Seriously.

Mr. MARTINEZ. What would we be qualified for?
Mr. LEVIN. I don't know. That's a good question, Marty.
And Mr. Young, in the same way, your testimony focuses on an-

other problem relative to training and retraining and that is, that
if you begin to work, you lose help in retraining. There's something
very out of kilter there; very out of kilter, which some of us in Con-
gress are now looking at very seriously.

Mr. Mullen, I think in the coming 12 months it is inevitable at
long last Congress is going to have to look at who is benefiting
from the farm programs in America, because the payments are
going to go up instead of $12, $15 billion under the farm program
as estimated, they're going to be what, $30, $35 billion? But a-
highly disproportionate amount is going to high income, farmers,
people getting $200,000-$250,000 worth of Federal assistance.

Mr. MULLEN. And I think what we need to know is in the fall is
the time of the year to 'hake plans for next year and we don't
know until March; everything's just slanmied together and there's
really no planning into it, and that's. the Way the farm program
has been the last couple of years, and we end up to the last 1--
making a hair brained decision a lot of times.

Mr. LEVIN. Well, you're so right, and let me just say to Tracy
and to. the Arnetts and especially, if I may, to the Arnetts, I think
all of us will carry back your feelings and the testimony as to what
unemployment does to people.

So I join my colleagues in thanking you very much for your testi-
mony and to thank Congressman Evans for all of the efforts to
schedule this hearing. We had a hearing on unemployment in
Michigan, what was it, about a year ago, in an urban/suburban set-
ting and there are 400 million people in this metropolitan area.

Here, it's much smaller but for human beings the problems are
just as big, if mot bigger.

Chairman_MuzER. Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MAwrmhz. Thank you, Mr. Gaairman.
First of all, I would like to reiterate what both of you have said,

Mr. Chairman and Mr. Levin. We have to thank Mr. Evans for ar-
ranging this hearing in this district so that we might hear more
testimony similar to what we've heard before, and take back to.
Washington the fact that problems that exist here exist every-
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where; that there is no great economic recovery for the 17 millionpeople that are out of work.
For those that are working, that are working below what is asubstantial wage to afford them any kind of a dignity in their

family life. The tragedies that we've heard here today are all toofamiliar to the tragedies that we've heard at the hearings that the
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities has held in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, California, Washingten, and Georgia.

Every place where I've taken that committee to have a JPTAhearing, we've heard the same kind of stories; people out of work,
families suffering, families being devastated, and really the situa-
tion causing extreme despair in those families, and I think that it'sincumbent on us and those of us that have been to these hearings
and heard this testimony to try to make voters that are so blindthey refuse to see that there is a tragic situation occurring in thiscountry.

No matter how you look at the unemployment figure of 7 per-cent, whatever it is at this point in time, it is not really reflective
of what's happening out there. People who have exhausted their
unemployment benefits are no longer counted; they've added themilitary to that which was never counted before and shouldn't be
counted, so that they can present a figure that they say is accepta-ble.

Well, it's not acceptable. When this administration took office,the unemployment was at that rate. It then rose to almost 11 per-cent, and I guess in their eyes if they reduced it from 11 percent to
cause it to go back to the 7 percent, it's now acceptable. But I canremember in speech after speech, the statement of how deplorablethat percentage rate was and how we needed to reduce that and
put America back to work.

Well, ladies and gentlemen, we haven't put America back towork; we've exported more jr)bs than we've created here in the
United States, and those jobs that we have created, we've createdat a lesser wage than what the other jobs that we lost were.

In Aliquippa, PA, I talked to a gentleman 55 years of age, aKorean war vet, who was very desperate, because not only could he
not find work, but his wife couldn't find work at their level of com-petency. He, as a technician in a steel industry that closed down,and she was a schoolteacher in a school that was beginning to get
ready to close down because of the mass movement of people fromthat area to find jobs elsewhere.

He said to me, what are we going to do, and I told him about
JPTA, the program that you went through. And he said, you know,
even though I've gone through that training, at 55 years of age, an-other person was applying whom they would rather hire rwenthough JPTA requires a placement. He said to me, too, he said heread a statistic which I had to verify to him, that even though
JPTA's a good program, it's only reaching about 3 percent of thetotal need. It's not sufficient and what we've got to do is convinceCongress that they need to put more money into a program toreach a greater percentage.

It's absolutely deplorable that it only reaches 3 percent of ourneedy people with a retraining program, people that are willing to
work and want to work. I would simply close by saying, thank you
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to all of you. Because the testimony you have supplied here, I will
add to the testimony I've received in my subcommittee of employ-
ment opportunities in order to try to present a better case to Con-
gress for the need to expand funds for retraining, funds for educa-
tion.

We have 17, I think it's 17 million people in this country that are
functionally illiterate because the education system in this country
hasn't provided for them and I think we need to start providing for
them.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Cheryl you are engaged with family services in terms of counsel-

ing with your family to get you through this problem. Do you think
you could do it without them?

Ms. ARNE-x.1% No. If it wouldn't have been for them, we wouldn't
be married and the kids would probably have more emotional prob-
lems. They've helped us tremendously.

Chairman MILLER. Kim, how many people are waiting to engage
your services?

Mr.,KiLsouxii. How many people?
Chairman MILLER. Do you have a waiting list?
Mr. KILBouitN. There is a waiting list at the agencyyes, Mr.

Miller.
Chairman MILLER. How would you characterize those families?

Are they in serious trouble?
Mr. Kiutouluv. I would say that many of the families that I see

in the Peoria area are in very serious trouble'yes.
Chairman MILLER. Cheryl, do you hear of other families that are

in the same situation when you talk to your friends. Brad, do you?
Mr. Amirrr. Yes, sir. Quite a few.
Ms. AR,NErr. Yes, there's older ones, too. Friend's parents that

have been laid off from Caterpillar and they're fighting and they've
had 20 years of a good marriage. And now they're fighting because
there's so much stress.

Mr. KILBOURN. I would like to add, Mr. Miller, that it seems like
one of the societal solutions for this problem is to take jobs from
the northern industrial sectors and move them south where you
can get cheaper labor and cheaper utilities, and so forth.

And yet, the net effect that has on families is even more stressful
because, as one of the gentlemen was indicating when they wereI
believe it might have been Tracythinking about moving, you
move yourself away from the very support systems 'that are keep-
ing you together at the time, so that is certainly not any kind of a
sociological solution to the problem. It may be a brief economic so-
lution at best.

Mr. EVANS. It's not even really an economic solution for many
people if they own homes and can't sell them. Is that a problem
that you've seen?

Mr. KILBOURN. Yes, oh, definitely in Peoria, yes. There's aboLt
6,000 homes for sale in Peoria.

Mr. EVANS. So you just can't get up and move and go get a mini-
mum wage job?

Mr. KILBOURN. Not unless you turn your house over to to the
bank and just say, here.
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Mr. ENTAxs. With all your equity that might have been built up?
Mr. KILBOURN. Right.
Chairman MILLER. A few years ago, we actually had the Secre-

tary of Labor tell our committee that people in the Midwest, in
what they call the Rust Belt in terms of the Northeast and Lower
Midwest, just had to understand that those jobs weren't going to be
there anymore and that they should just pick up and move.

Of course, everybody suggested that they move to Houston, and
now as we see, Houston, for a whole lot of unrelated reasons to this
problem, is now finding itself in an economic crisis, and people who
did move are finding out that they have to move back home. But I
think what we clearly also saw was a tremendous uprooting of the
support systems for those people, as we saw in Sander Levin's area,
support systems in the city of Detroit and surrounding neighbor-
hoods where again all of a sudden people found themselves in this
tragic situation.

Tracy, let me ask you something. You're sitting here listening to
this and you gave us some very special testimony about you and
your family. What do you think this says to you as a young person?
You're a high school senior and my son's going to be a senior this
year. What does this tell all of you about your prospects in terms of
family and marriage and jobs?

Ms. VAN WYNSBERGHE. Well, I think it tells me that I have to get
a stable future before I even think about marrying or having afamily or anything like that because

Chairman MILLER. You've got to take care of yourself first?
Ms. VAN WYNSBERGHE. Yes, because right now, I wouldn't want

to have children go through what I do in my family about movingand all this.
Chairman MILLER. That's an interesting notion. When I was mar-ried, I was married very, very young, but my family always told

me, my mother always said, "Oh, don't worry; have children; every,thing will take care of itself." I mean there was this notion that
it'll all work out, and she said, "Well we had you kids. What'd you
think we did; we weren't rich."

Everything worked out. You're telling us just the opposite.
You're telling us that you're going to have to postpone perhaps
putting together your family because of what you've seen happen
around you in this community.

Now, would you plan on staying here after you finish your
schooling? What do you think?

Ms. VAN WYNSBERGHE. I'd like to because I like this area. I've
lived here all my life. I don't know anything different so, I mean, I
really like living around here, but if I have to; I guess I'll have to
go someplace else.

Mr. LEVIN. Other places in the United States are getting kind of
rusty, too, though. Are you going to college?

MS. VAN WYNSBERGHE. Yes.
Mr. LEVIN. Where?
Ms. VAN WYNSBERGHE. I'm going to Blackhawk East and then

possibly Western or Illinois State.
Mr. LEVIN. TO study?
Ms. VAN WYNSBERGHE. Business management.
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Daughtur, Family 3: 0T think that everybody scneen when moa and dad are tensed

up or kinda worried about soeething. SO at the dinner table everybody was .

kinda, almost careful'. [lode cautions, like 'walking on hot ground or

something.°

Conolusions and Recommendations

Taken together the survey findings and interviews help to illustrate the

role that econOmic hardship plays in diminishing faally and Individual well-

being: the constant concern'with firmness and aconomising: feelings ot loss,

depression, and frustration; the inability to olt.trol one's fate even in so

simple a matter 113 going out for fast food; and the conflict, cr avoidance of

interaction to prevent conflict (family 3), that.arieea when resources are so
-

scare that anger is the-easiest available response. Assuming that this sce-

nario is analagons to, the experience of faailles during the 1330's, then we

will expect to see during the next several years n7-=s lasualties from thc

farm orisia, inoluding severely damaged marriages an4 family relationships as

well as long term developmental difficultieii for both children and adults.

In a 50038, however, it does not seea unusual that sericcia deprivation and

financial loss shoulg produce angry and emotional rwsponses that can lead to

long-term problems. While it is important to 4oemteet the aosta of serious

economic downturns, the most valuable lessen to:Je learned from the. current

situation concerns those factors that enable a fluidly, or a cora:unity, to re-

bound quickly ix'the face of serious *commie difficulties. That is the ulti-
mate goal of our present longitudinal study of &sillies who we hope to litter-

view on se1.7.,,a1 occasions as they deal with the changes in rural America.

Moreovee, It Is impertant to recognize that the current situation is not 4

singular event. Similar economic, problcsa will occur again in agricultur As
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well es in 4'4:or U,(?)tries. The fallura to study systesatioally adaptive

strategies and 'Clear effeets during the 1930e has sada the task of coping with

the Preece, cici,;,.?r even more difficult. The present eoonomio downturn will

be even gore tragio if research is not conducted that will lead to more effec-

tive adaptatione to future swings in the rural and urban economiea. Particu-

larly important la research that 7.'". identify strategies that lead to success

under econoaloally t cjndltionn; for example, families that remain

strong even when f 3st; communities that remain economically, eocial-

ly, and politically . si when V..ey are at high risk for decline; and rural

youth who are able to realize theLr potential even with shrinking" family and

community.resources. Knowledge of successfUl adjustments or strategies for

adapting to rapid_Obangc will provide ths.basis for dealing more effectively

with downturns in the economy, or segments of the economy, that are a regular

part of our lives.

Tim our first recommendation is that programs of research-be funded that

will improve our ability.to deal with similar situations in the future. This

research has several important characteristics:

1. It must addre.J 1) a range of related issues from individual well-

:, being (e.g., emotional distress, effective deoiaion -making) to macro

economio policy and 2) it must addreaa the interrelationships between

these issues.

2. /t will involve several fields of study including hmaan development

and family science, rural sociology (rural communities), and agricul-

tural economics (rural economy, macro economics).

84
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3. It must be lcogitudinal so that the process and outcomes or changing .

events, conditicna, and planned interventions will be better

understond..

4. It ust be capable of producing results that will assist in the solu-

tion both of irmediate problema and problems created by long-term

changes in the sbruoture of rural life.

5. It will involve a variety of research strategies appropriatmto the

different social science disciplines involwid and may include but not

be limited to secondary data analysis, sample surveys, in-depth in-

terviews, and case studies.

'Research Directions

Several critical areas for social science reearch follow from the above

discussion:

1. Studies should be undertaken to monitor for the next several years

sIgnieicant changes in ind;xiduals, faailies, communities, agricul-

tur..1 practices, and economic structures/policies as a fbnction of

changes in agriculture. For example,

o To determine changes in the quality of life In rural communities

important data include assessments of future plans and aspira-

tions of rural residents, physical and emotional health, nutri-

tional status, integrity of the family unit, rural family

strengths, and strategies sopled to cope with economic hard-

ship/community change.
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14.

Infermation on changes in politicol structure and orientation,

economic development strategies, the tax base, age distribution

in the population, and methods for providing human services are

among'the data to be collected on rural communities.

Changes in agricultural praCticesr.and pennies should be-nemi-

tored including changes. in cropping'systems, government sup-

Parte, international markets, farm finance, ,and investments in

machinery and chemicals.

2. The impact of various adjustments or strategies for coping with cur-

rent conditions in rural communities, as determined through the

descriptive research outlined in point 1, should be assessed. For

example,
.-.

It will be important to determine which approaches to solving

problems-and reordering priorities will lead to greater indi-

vidual resilience and successful family functioning uoder condi-

tions of economic stress. Indicators of succesaful cop1n13

strategies would include, anong others, behaviors that reduce

risk of divorce, emotional problems, alcoholism or drug use,

school failure, delinquency, and family violence while promoting

effective economic adjustments.

o It will be isporant to determine which, if any, economic

development strategies, political or social action efforts, or

human service Anveitments help to.:improve economic and social

conditions in rural communities.
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-o Ths differential impeot%of alternative egricatural'preetioes'on

future suceess in "farming ubould be 6etermined within varying

environmental conteitts'sUch as geographic loeatien and nature or

the nonagricUltural beonomy.:.

3. In'additin t easiOg tbe tapaet of adjumtaonta :nd strategies for

dealing with onenge byrienvAuals, families, rural communities, and

eoonomio syitems, interrelatit...4,Cipo batween these dimensions should

be investigated. For example,

o The influence of entrepreneur-al activities at the houauhold

level on economic oonditions in rural communities.

Thb effectiveness of advocacy at the community level on improv--

ing private and publio investments in the local rural community.

o The impact of national policies suoh as acreage set aside pro-

grams on development of the rural economy.

4, An integral part of, the continuous monitoring of important changes in

rural life should be the description and assessment of extension pro-

gramming intended to ansist.farm operators, rural families, and com

*unities; included within this research thrust wilIbe the.systematio

incorporation and evaluation of new research information in extension

programming.

It is important tosrecog that these prioritise for reseraoh should

occur together with several e,.-...that would help families succer,)full7 adjust

to the changing agricultural economy. Approaches totte corelsd include:

ILAB
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Lb

Short 'inn (Crisis Inieriien)

1. Prsviding for genic Needs

A. Food

Food stamp eligibility

FcOod pantrios

School lunch

Commodity distribution.

Gardening progress

H. Clothing

Clothing Exchanges,

Clothes Closets

C. Shelter

Loans

Low /noose Housing

D. Health Cara

Physical

Mental HeS/th Counaelingemily and Individual

Pharmacy-
.

Travel Expenses

E. Educailon

Childrei

AdUlt

2. Helping Feople.Cope.

A. Access to Existing Services and Resources

88
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Referral Rotlines

Agency Outruaoh

B. Emotional Support

Peer Support

Community Support

C. Hodiation Service

D. Legal COunseling

Legal Serviees

Borrower Righta

Loos Run (Re-Settlement)"

1. Human Development

Job Ratraining

Career Coun3clin8

Re -establiehing Credit

Re-location

2. Community Development_

PabliniVork Programs_

Rotention and Expansion of Existing BuaineJses

3. Rural Development

Rural industrialization
r

Value Added Processing

Cottage industries

Self Employment Option'.
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%. Agricultural Developsent

Diversification

Markst Developent

Domestic Markets

Export Markets

Some Other Ideas

II Government Ownership of Land -- FLB and FHHA

Long Term Land Lease

State Purchase of Cropping Rights

Land Trusts

Ihmestead Exclusion Housing Needs
. .

2. Moratoriums on Farm and Agribusiness

3. Minimum Pricing Legislation

4, State Purchase of Locally Produced Commodities

School Lunches

Hospitals, Nursing Homes, Prisons

9 0
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0.
Table 1: Psychological fUnotioning'of farm operators1

In the last month, how
often have you:

Almoat Fairly !retry
Never Never Sometimes Often Often

BOOM upset because of aomething
thet happened unexpectedly

**Felt that you were unable to
control the important things in
your life

Felt nervous and stressed

"Dealt successfully with irritating
life hassles'

"Felt that yoii were effectively
. ooping with important changen that .

were occurring in your life .

"Felt confident about your ability
to handle your personal problems

Found that you could not cope with
all the things that you had to do

"Been able to control irritations ir
your life

Been angered because of things that
happened that were outside or your
control

"Been able to oontrol the way you
spend your time

Pelt diffidulties were piling up so
high that you could not overcome them

1Thcse questious haVe been used in studies of stress among college students
lnd partioipanta in a too-Acing oeasation_program,and are reported,in
Journal of Health and Social behavior 1983, Vol. 24 (December):385-396 by
Sheldon Cohen, Tom Kamarck and- Robin Hermelstein.

Single-starrad items were
combined to create an index of psychological distress; double-starred items
were combined for a scale personal control.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL LABLEY, PH.D., ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, AMES, IA

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate this opportunity to testify and share with you some of the

social consequences of the farm crisis. The data in this testimony are from

my reSearch and extension project, the Iowa Farm and Rural Life Poll.

_Several of my colleagues at Iowa State University have collaborated in this

on-going project. I cite the contributions of my colleagues, however, I take

responsibility for the presentation and interpretation of the data.

Introduction

In 1982, Iowa State University established the Iowa Farm and Rural Life

Poll and since its establishment eight statewide surveys among random samples

of a%.:tive farm operators have been conducted. The surveys have been token

every six months, in August and February to monitor changes and provide

timely information on agriculture and rural development issues to decision

makers.

The surveys are conducted with active farm operators, that is, the farm

families must be actively engaged in farming. We purposefully exclude

absentee landowners, retired farmers and others who are not active in the

day-to-day operation of the farm. Every attempt is made to insure the

representativeness of the samples to the entire farm population of the state.

The data are collected using mail questionnaires which farm families return

in postage-paid envelopes. Each of the surveys include responses from

approximately 2,000 farm families or about one out of every 55 farmers in the

state.

I believe these data provide a comprehensive view of the farm crisis and

the heavy human toll on farm families, which should be useful in your

deliberations on forthcoming legislative issues.

93
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SURVEY FINDINGS

Perceptions of the Seriousness of the Farm Crisis

In the first survey of Approximately 1,900 randomly selected farmers

conducted in 1982, it was evident that farmers were apprehensive about the

future of the farm economy.' Fifty-four percent indicated they felt the

overall economic prospects for Iowa farmers would become either somewhat or

much worse in the next five years. Twenty-three percent felt the overall

economic prospects would improve in the next 5 years and 23 percent were

uncertain about the farm economy (Table 1). This question was also asked in

the spring, 1984 and spring, 1986 surveys. In the spring, 1984, 52 percent

felt the economic prospect., would become worse. In the most recent survey

completed in April, 1986, 63 percent of Iowa farmers felt things would

continue to deteriorate in the next 5 years.2

Table I. Iowa Farmers' opinions about the economic prospects in
the next 5 years.

n e nex years, w ecome ecome Remain Become mime
;the overafreconomic prospeas Much Somewhat the Somewhat Much
for Iowa farmers Better Better Same Worse Worse

spring, 1986 1 20 16 38 25

spring. 1984 1 20 27 41 11

fall, 1982 2 21 23 37 17

Another set of data which highlights the economic hardship faced by Iowa

farm families are the responses to a set of questions on perceived financial

conditions. When asked their opinions about the financial conditions of all

farmers, 67 percent indicated in the fall, 1984 poll that farmers faced a

-2-
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very serious problem, and an additional 25 Lici,..:ent defined it as a moderate

problem. In the spring, 1986 Iowa Farm and Rural Life Poll, nearly three-

fourths of the 1,776 respondents (74%) indicated farmers face a very serious

problem, and 19 percent indicated it is a moderate problem (Table 2).

Table 2. Perceptions of the farm financial condition.

Situation

How do you feel
about the current
financial condition:

Noc- Not a A Gligh.- A Moderate A Very Serious
Sure Problem Problem Problem Problem

percent

of Iowa farmers?
Spring, 1986 3 1 3 19 74
Fall, 1984 2 2 4 25 67

of agribusiness
firms in your
area?
Spring, 1986 6 2 7 37 48
Fall, 1984 6 4 11 40 39

of financial
institutions in
your area?
Spring, 1986 11 7 18 41 23
Fall, 1984 12 19 23 32 14

Similarly, farmers expressed high levels of concern over the financial

condition of agribusiness firms in their communities. Seventy-nine percent

of the respondents felt.agribusiness firms were facing a moderate or very

-3-
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serious financial problem in the fall, 1984 poll, compared to 85 percent in

the spring, 1986 survey.

Nhen .asked about the financial condition of local financial institutions,

64 percent of the farmers .this spring felt lenders face a moderate to very

serious problem. This compares with 46 percent who felt lenders had moderate

or serious problems in fall, 1984 poll.

Farmers' concern is reflected in the question which was included in the

fall, 1984 and spring, 1986 surveys "how concerned are you about your farm's

financial condition?' In both surveys about 40 percent indicated they were

"very concerned" and about 20 percent indicated they were moderately

concerned (Table 3).

Table 3. Cevel of concern about own farm's financial condition

Now conmned are you
about your farm's
financial condition?

Not Not Slightly Moderatily Very
Sure Concerned Concerned Concerned Concerned

percent

Spring, 1986 1 17 19 22 41

Fall, 1984 1 16 17 24 42

Behavioral changes: Purchases

In addition to these perceptual measures of the seriousness of the farm

crisis, the surveys have attempted to document what types of behavioral

changes farm families have made in response to the financial conditions. In

the spring, 1983 poll of 2,293 farm families, it was evident that farmers

were in a maintenance mode and were not planning for many new purchases or

-4-
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farm expansion.
3 Table 4 provides the distribution of farmers planning to

make purchases of 11 common goods and services.

It is evident that farm families in early 1983 were not plinning many

major purchases. Obviously as farm families have reduced expenditures, the

local merchants have seen retail sales decline. Stine (1985) reportS' that

between 1979 and 1984 the retail sales for the state declined bY 18 percent

in real dollars. In 1984, 61 of the 99 Iowa counties reported declines in

retail sales that averaged a loss of $2.3 million per county.
,

Table Purchases planned for 1983

Take at least a

Yes No Uncertain
Percent

week's vacation 59 26 15

Buy a new car or pickup 13 72 16

Remodel part of house 12 82 7

Purchase a major
household appliance 12 77 11

Build new live-
stock facilities 9 82 9

Make a major farm
equipment purchase 9 83 8

Build a new barn
or machine shed 7 83 10

Build additional
grain storage 6 85

Buy a new tractor 4 92 5

Purchase a microcomputer 3 89 8

Buy or build a new home 2 95

-5-
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Behavioral Changes: Lifestyle Adjustments

The spring, 1985 survey asked 1,900 randomly selected farm families what

adjustman'ts they had made in their family financial expenditures in the

preceding 12 months.6 Responses to the sixteen items proyides further

evidence of the seriousness of the Farm crisis (Table 5). Many of the

adjustments were expected, however the magnitude of the change shows

widespread lifestyle adjustments. For example, nearly three-fourths of Iowa

farmers reported they had cut back on social activities and entertainment

expenses; nearly two-thirds reported they had.postponed a major household

purchase; 59 percent reported they had used savings to meet living expenses.

Over-half the respondents reported they had changed transportation patterns,

shopping and eating habits, reduced charitable contributions and household

utility use. Nearly one-third (28%),reported they had sold possessions or

cashed ih their insurance. Twenty-seven percent indicated they had postponed

medical care to save money during the past year. About one-fifth reported

that a family member had taken an off-farm job. Eighteen percent reported

they were buying more things on credit. Thirteen percent reported they had

let their life insurance lapse.

Farmers also reported significant adjustments in their farm operations.

Nearly three-fourths (72%) indicated they had postponed a major farm purchase

during the preceding 12 months. Ten percent reported they had not been able

to pay their property tax and 5 percent reported they had forfeited a land

contract or mortgage and 5 percent had sold some land.

-5-
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Table 5. Farm family adjustments during February, 1984 - February, 1985

Family Living Change Yes No

Cut back on social activities.and entertainment '-

=Percent--

expenses 72 28

Postponed major household purchase(s) 65 35

Used savings to meet expenses 59 41

Changed transportation patterns to save money . 57 . 43

Changed food shwving or eating ilabits to save money 56 44

Cut back on charitable contributions 55 45

Reduced household utility use 53 47

Sold poStersions or cashed in insurance 28 72

Postponed medical care to save money 27 73

Family member has taken offlrfarm employment to
help meet expenses 22 78

Purchased more items on credit than we used to 18 82

Let life insurance lapse 13 87

Farm Changes

Postponed major farm purchase(s) 72 28

Have not been able to pay .property .tax 10 90

Forfeited a land contract or mortgage 5 95

Have sold some land 5 95

The data presented in Table 5 document the magnitude of the adjustment:.

that farm families have made in response to the farm crisis. As farmers h&ve
,

reduced their expenditures for farm inputs and household living, this has a

major negative ripple effect on agribusiness and local mainstreet businesses.

In more detailed analysis of these data, we have found a very strong

relationship between farm families financial status as mfasured by debt-to-

asset ratios and the number of adjustments they have made (8ultena, Lasley

and Geller, 1985).7 Those with D/A ratios greater than 70 peiTent had an

average adjustment score of 8.6 compared to 7.5 for those with D/A ratios of

41 to 70 percent; 6.0 for those with n/A ratio between 11-40 percent and only

3.9 for those with D/A ratios less than 11 percent (Table 6).

-7-
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Table 6. Farm Family Adjustments by Debt-to-Asset RatiJ

AlTe-Fe Number
of Adjustments

Debt/Asset Ratio

0-10 11-40 41-70 71+

3.9 6.0 7.5 8.6

Future Farm Plans

The spring, 1986 survey of 1,776 Iowa farmers shows that Pore dastic

adjustments are planned for the next two years (Table 7)2 When asked !.heir

farm plans for the next two years, relatively few farmers were planni.g to

expand their farming operations in the next two years. Sixty-ninc percent of ,

the respondents felt it was somewhat or very likely they would keep their

farm operation the same during the next two years. However, a number of

farmers are planning to reduce their farming operations through a variety of,

methods. Twelve percent indicated plans to sell out their operaii,n in the

next two years. Others plan to reduce their farm operation through selling'

some land (8%); renting less land (11%); or lose land through contract

ftrfeiture (10%). Eight percent expect a foreclosure action to be brought

against them; five percent are planning to apply for protection under Iowa's

farm foreclosure moratorium, and three to five percent are planning to file

for bankruptcy. In addition, seventeen percent indicated it was likely they

would retire from farming in the next two years.

-8-
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Table 7. Farm plans of Iowa Farmers for the Next two years (1986-88).

Within the next two years,.how likely is it that you will:

Option VL SL UN SU VU*

Expansion
percent

Increase your farming operation through
buying additional land 3 9 10 17 61
Increase your farming operation through
renting additional land 7 20 14 17 42

Expand your farming operation by investing
in new livestock facilities 2 5 8 18 67

Make.a,major equipment purchase such as
a tractor or combine .1 11 11 21 54

Maintenance
37 32 15 10 6keeping farming operation the same

Reduction
Rill-Fe-firm operation through selling
some of the land you own 4 4 10 14 68
RidRe farm operation by renting less land 6 5 14 19 57
As a seller, recover land sold under
contract forfeiture 4 2 10 6 78
As a buyer, lose land through land
contract forfeiture 6 4 10 10 70
Sell out your farm operation 5 7 16 16 56
Have a mortga0 foreclosure action
brought against you 3 5 9 15 68

Apply for protection under Iowa farm
foreclosure moratorium 2 3 10 13 72
File for Chapter 7 bankruptcy
(liquidation) 2 2 8 12 76

File for Chapter 11 bankruptcy (debt
reorganization) 2 1 8 12 77

File for Chapter 13 bankruptcy (rehabili-
tation for persons with regular income) 2 1 Y. 11 79

Retire
TERTIFi from farming 9 8 15 15 53

*VL=Very Likely, SL-Somewhat Likely, UN=Uncertain, SU=Somewhat UnrAely,
VU-Very Unlikely
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THE SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE FARM CRISIS

Quality of Life

Since 1982, the Iowa Farm and Rural Life Poll has monitored perceptions

of quality of life. There has been an increase in the proportion of

respondents who feel that things have gotten worse over three surveys (Table

8). For examplu, when these questions were first asked in the fall 1982,

one-third felt the quality of life for farm families had become better over

the past 5 years, and 35 per. .e.nt felt the quality of life of farm families

had become worse. Comparing these findings with tne most recent survey, one

note: a considerable shift in opinion. In the spring 1986, only 5 percent

repyriA an improved quality of 117e for farm families and nearly three-

fourths (74%) felt the quality of life had declined.

A similar shift in opinion is present concerning the quality of life

changes for respondents' own families. In 1982, 38 percent reported their

own family's quality of life had improved over the past 5 years, compared to

16 percent in 1986. Similarly, 44 percent in the latest poll indicated their

families' quality of life had declined in the past 5 years, compared to 25

percent in the 1982 survey.

There was less optimism expressed that farm families' quality of life

would improve in the next 5 years in the 1986 survey. In the latest poll, 61

percent felt that the quality of life for farm families would decline in the

next 5 years -- only 12 percent believed that the quality of life for farm

families will improve. While respondents in the 1986 poll tend to be

optimistic about the future improvement of their own family's quality of life

than in 1984, only 22 percent said it would improve compared to 28 percent in

1984.

-10-
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Table 8. Perceptions of quality of life 1982-86.

Factur

During ti?e past 5years has
tte qua,Ity :!f life:

for farm families in your
community:

Become Becume Remain uecome Become
Much Somewhat The Somewhat Much

Better Better Same Worse Worse
percent

spring, 1986 1 4 21 51 23spring, 1984 4 20 34 34 8fall, 1962

f1r yo'Jr f.,-.,:ly:

6 27 .32 28 7

spring, 1986 3 13 40 34 10
spring, 1984 6 26 38 23 7fall, 1982 8 30 37 19 6

In the next 5 years, will the
quality of life:

for farm families in your
community:

spring, 1986 1 11 27 44 17
spring, 1984 1 18 41 33 7
fall, 1982

for your family:

2 18 38 31 11

spring, 1986 2 20 45 26 7
spring, 1984 3 25 49 19 4
fall, 1982 * * * *

*

Data not available

Stress

Our first attempt to quantify the level of stress among Iowa farmers was

in the spring 1985 survey.6 We askeu three questions about the level of

stress in their families, their personal level of stress and their concern

about stress (Table 9).
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Farmers in the survey expressed increases in the level of stress over the

past three years. One-third (32%) indicated the level of stress in their

families had greatly increased in the past three years. Thirty-nine percent

felt stress in their families had slightly increased during the past three

years. One-fourth (25%) felt the stress level had remained the same. Only

four percent said the level of family stress had declined during the same

time.

Respondents were asked to provide their assessments of how much stress

they experienced on a day-to-day basis. Nearly one out of five (19%) said

they experienced a great deal of stress and 42 percent acknowledged they

experience some stress. One-third (34%) said they experience a little stress

and five percent indicated they do not experience stress.

When asked how concerned they were aboUt their levels of stress, nearly

one-fifth (18%) indicated they were very concerned. An additional 23 percent

of the farmers in the survey said they were moderately concerned. Thirty-six

percent of the respondents indicated they were slightly concerned about their

stress levels. The remaining 23 percent indicated they were not concerned

about their stress levels.

-12-
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Table 9. Perceptions of fanily stress - 1985

Over the paSt 3 years, would you say the level of stress in your family has:

Percent'

Increased greatly 32
Increased slightly 39
Remained the same 25
Decreased slightly 3
Decreased greatly 1

On a day-to-day basis, how much stress do you eXperience?'

PerCent

A great deal 19
Some. 42
A little 34
None 5

How concerned are you with your, level of stress?

Percent

Very concerned 18
Moderately concernbd 23
Slightly concerned 36
Not cencerned -

This spring, working with Professor kand Conger, we were better able to

document the stress levels among Iowa farmers using a stress scale which has

been used in other studies of high stress individuals.8 lhe measures of

stress and coping are presented in Table 10. These data show there is a

sizeable segment of farm families that are experiencing high levels of

stress.

About one-fifth (21%) reported in our latest poll that during the past

month they have often been upset because of unexpected events. Approximately

one-fourth (24%) felt they have often felt unable to control important things

in their lives. Nearly one-third (31%) reorted they have often felt nervous

-13-
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and stressed. Ten percent report they have not been able to deal with

irritating life hassles. Seven percent reported they vere not effectively

coping with important changes that were occurring in their life. Six percent

said they do not feel confident about their abilities to handle their

personal problems. Nearly one-fifth (18%) said that during the past month

they had not or seldom felt that things were going their way. Eleven percent

reported they.often found they could not cope with all the things they.had

to. Seven percent reported they had not been able to control irritations,

and 15 percent,reported they had not felt they were on top of things. One-

third (32%) reported they had been fairly or very often angered because of

things outside of their control. Sixty percent reported they often found

themselves thinking about the things they have to accomplish, Six percent

indicated they have generally not been able to control the way they control

their time. Ten percent often felt difficulties were piling up'so high that .

they could not cvercome them and 30 percent indicated they sometimes had

these feelings over the past month.

-14-
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Table 10. Stress levels among farmers - Spring 19861

TE-ilii-TiSt month, how
often have you: Never

Been upset because of
something that happened
unexpectedly 7

Felt that you were unable to
control the important things
in.yoUr life 15

Felt nervous and stressed 8
Dealt'successfully with
irritating life hassles 3

Felt that you were effectively
coping with important.changes
that were occurring in your
life, 2

Felt confident abouiyoUr
ability to handle your .

personal problems 2

Felt that things were
goilig your way 3
Found that you could not .

cope with all the things
that you had to do 17

Been able to control
irritations.in your life 2

Felt that you were on
top of things 3
Been angered because of things
that happened that were
outside of your control 6
Found yourself thinking
about things that you have
to accomplish 1

Been able to control the
way you spend your time 1

Felt difficulties were
piling up so high that
you could not overcome them 23

Almost
Never Sometimes

Fairly
Often

Very
Often

.22

percent

50 16

26 1: 17 7

21 40 21 10

'7 41. 40 9

41 42 10

4 29 46 19

15 51 25 6

38 34 9 2

5 . 33 47 13

12 ..37 . 37 11

18 44 22 10

4 35 41 19

5 32 47 15

37 30 7 3

1
These questions have*been used in studies of stress among college students and
participants in a smoking cessation program, and are reported in the Journal of
Health and Social Behavior 1983, Vol. 24 (December):385-396 by Sheldon Cohen,
Tom Kamarck and Robin Mermelstein.
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When the 14 indicators were aggregated into a summary stress scale, the

average score was 23.7. The study indicates stress is a.problem for many farm

families. Five percent of the respondents reported stress levels of 10 or less,

which are generally low (Table 11). Nearly one-third (28.6%) reported modest

stress levels which we interpreted as score between 11 and 20. Nearly one-half

(46.8%) of the respondents reported moderate stress levels between 21-30. The

remaining one-fifth (19.5%) had high stress levels which we defined as 31 or

higher.

Table 11. Summary of stress scale - Spring, 1986

Number of Percent of
Score Respondents Respondents

0-10 86 5.1
11-20 476 28.6
21-30 778 46.8
31-40 291 17.5
41 or more 33 2 0

1,664 100.0

Family life among Iowa farm families

Dr. Conger and I were also interested in assessing the extent to which farm

families felt that social and familial relationships were deteriorating because

of the farm crisis. While further analysis remains to be conducted on these

data, we are releasing them today because of their relevance to these Hearings.

The respondents in the spring, 1986 poll were also asked about social

relationships within their community and family (Table 12).

Seventy percent of the respondents felt that there is more disagreement and

tension between married couples now-a-days. Almost one-half of the respondents

-16-
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(49%) agreed that children are having more problems at .school than they used to.

Respondents were divided in their assessments as to whether friends and

neighbors seem to have more conflict these days. Forty-three percent agreed, 25

percent,were uncertain and 32 percent disagreed With this statement.

One-third of the respondents agreed that people they know just don't get

along as well as they used to. Fortykme percent disagreed with this statement

and 26 percent were uncertain. One-fourth of the respondents (28%) agreed that

"these days children and young people in the community get into a lot of

trouble." Forty-seven percent disagreed and 25 percent were uncertain that

young people get into a lot of trouble these days. ,

When asked about their own families, about one-fifth (21%) acknowledged they

and their spouse seem to disagree more than they used to. Nine percent of the

respordents felt their children are having more problems at school than they

used to.

Twelve percent agreed they seem to have more problems or conflicts with

their neighbors these days. Nearly one:fifth (18%) agreed that "members of our

family have a hardtw time getting along with one another than we used to." Six

percent felt their children are getting into more trouble than they used to.

These results dispell the commonly held perception of rural tranquility.

Iowa farm families see important social problems within their own communities

and within their fami'lies. Also, it is apparent that respondents are more

likely to perceive problems within their community than within their own

families. However, about one-fifth of the respondents acknowledged more

disagreements with-their spouse and increased difficulty in family members

getting along with each otI7er. Unfortunately, there are no comparative data

available to assess how these results may differ from other groups:, .

-17-
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Table 12. Perceived social problems among rural families.

We hear a great deal about increasing tension and problems,between people during
the last couple of years. We would like your opinions about what is actually
occurring. Thinking about your community would you agree or, disagree that:

Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
Statement Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Disagree

percent
There seems to be more
disagreement and tension,
between married couples
now-a-days 21 49 19 9 2

Children are having more
problems at school than
they used to 12 37 33 14 4

Friends and neighbors seem
to have more conflicts
these.days 10 33 25 26 6
The peeple I know just don't
get along as well as they
used ie 7 26 26 11

These days children and young
people in this community get
into a lot of trouble 5 23 25

.30

35 12

Now, thinking about your family, would you say that:.

Strongly
Statement Agree

My spouse and I
seem to disagree.
with one another
more than we use
to 5

My children are . ,

having more problems
at school.than they.
used to 2

We seem to have more
problems or conflicts
with friends and
neighbors these
days 2

Members of our
family have a harder
time getting along
with one another than
they used to 4

It seems my children
get into more trouble
than they used_to 1

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Uncertain D;sagree

Strongly
Disagree

Doesn't
Apply

percent

16 9 22 37 11

7 8 17 17 49

10 11 25 45 7

14 8 24 42 8

5 7 16 38 33

-18-
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Sources of support for farm families

Dr. Conger and I also attempted to assess the level and adequacy of

emotional and financial support for farm families. Questions focused on the

extent to which farm families were receiving adequate support from six possible

sources (Table 13).

Nineteen percent judged family support as very adequate and nearly one-half

(47%) felt family support was somewhat adequate for farm families. One-fourth

(25%) were uncertain about the adequacy of family support and 9 percent felt

family support was inadequate.

Church support was ranked second in providing for the emotional or financial

needs of farm families. Nineteen percent judged church support as very adequate

and an additional 42 percent felt church support was somewhat adequate. One-

fourth were not certain about church support for farm families and 15 percent

felt church support was either somewhat or very inadequate.

Support from friends and neighbors was judged as either very or somewhat

adequate from 56 percent of the respondents. Nearly one-third (29%) of the

respondents were uncertain as to the adequacy of emotional or financial tupport

that farm families receive from friends or neighbors.

Human service agencies and local voluntary organizations were judged as

either very or somewhat adequate sources of support by 41 percent of the

respondents. One-third of the respondents (34%) felt schools were very or

somewhat adequate sources of support.

Sources of support for own family

When respondents were asked How much emotional or financial support they or

their family had received from these sources of support, 27 percent reported

they had received a great deal of support from their family. Twenty-five

-19-
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percent indicated they had received a moderate amount of family support, 19

percent reported they had received a small amount of support and 29 percent

reported.they had not received any family support.

Thirty-seven percent reported they had received a moderate or'great deal of

either emotional or financial support from a church. Nearly an equal proportion

(41%) reported they had not received any church support.

Friends and neighbors Nad provided a great deal of support for just 12

percent of the respondents. The majority of the respondents reported they had,

not received any emotional or financial support from either schools, I,

voluntary organizations or human service agencies. The data indicate there is a

sizeable proportion of farm families who are not receiving any support or only a

small amount of support from these six sources which suggest a large void in
a

rural communities.

-20-
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Table 13. Adequacyof support forjarm families:

, , r.
.

During these difficUlt times many farm families are searching for sources ef
emotional or financial support. WOd like, your opinion on-tIr extent,to which
farm families in your community are receiving adequate support from the
following sources.. . -: ...

--

SoUrce

Family
Church
Fiends:and neighbors ..
Human'service agencies
Local.voluntary
'organizations
Schools .

Very..
Adequate

Somewhat
Adequate

.,,,

Uncerfain
percent

. 25
24
29. .

44

Somewhat
Inadequate

9
Alf ,

10

,.'ry
Inaoequate

2

6
4.

-5-

19 .

19

12;

.8

,

47
42
44.

33

.

7 33 42 13 5
27 , 46 14 . 6

. ,

Now considering your own situation, how much emotional or fieancial support liave
you.or.your.family recetved from the-following:sources? . ,

A Small A Moderate ,-- A Great
Amount of Amount of Deal of

Source None Support Support Support
percent

Family 29 19 25 27
Church 41 22 22 15
Friends and neighbors 38 27 23 12
Schools 68 18 11 3
Local voluntary organizations 72 16 10 2
Human service agencies 74 15 9 2

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Taken as a composite picture, these data from eight statewide surveys of

Iowa farm families portray an overwhelming L,isis in farming. However, it is a

crisis that goes well beyond the farm gate. It strikes at the foundation of

rural communities by threatening the existence of many local lenders,

agribusiness and mainstreet merchants. However, it is more than just a

financial crisis--it is a crisis of rural people. The data I've presented

document the human toll on individual farmers, farm families and communities.
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The highlevels,of stress, the acknowledged family tensions, the:reduced .quality,

. of life and the inabili.ty or unavailability of adequate social and emotional

support suggests that rural ,and farm life is being greatly changed. The data

document.the eeterioration in social relationships--a.tearing of the,social

fabric of rural America.

Let me add that while all the data presented are from Iowa, after recently

chairing a meeting of researcheys and extension workers from each of the:12

North Central states, I don't believe Iowa is unique. The requests for

assistance from other states outside the region suggests that all agricultural

regions are experiencing many of the same problems.

Behind the numbers of these surveys are the human tragedies--while either

unreported or ignored, the:, :ye never-the-less real. Every day Iowa State

University Cooperative Extension Service receives requests for aisistance from

families, community leaders, state agencies and concerned people who are either

facing different problems or are trying to help others cope with the problems.

For example, last month (May, 1986) Rural Concern, the ISU Extension Services

referral hotline received 846 calls irom desperate people. Last year over

12,000 calls were handled by the crisis hotline.

The problem is of such magnitae that it has overwhelmed the abilities of

many individuals and communities to deal with it. I do not believe that

agriculturally dependent communities have witnessed as much human hurt since the

Great Depression. It would be interesting to compare the conditions of rural

America today with the Findings of the Presidential Commission on Rural Poverty

published in the report, The People Left Behind.9 I suspect that we would find

that for many rural people, conditions have not improved.

As we reflect on the future of rural America, it is imperative that we

address who will be the future farmers, residents and leaders in farm

-22-
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comMunitieS. What kihd of people Will result frOm'the experiehces of iho last-'

few years? HoW Will the farm crisis be r,fleciid fn toMor4ow's'rural.:

commUnities? .What will agri,..a1ture and rural societylock like aS We move into

the 21st century? Theie ar..!: troubling questions. I'apOlaud your Committee for'

examining the impacts of the farm crisis on children, youth and families -- fOr .

they arethe building blocks for toMorrow's r4ral society.

Thank You for'inviting me to this important Hearing.

-23-
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you vary much. Roger.

STATEMENT OF ROGER HANNAN, CODIRECTOR, FARM RES,'URCE
CENTER, CAIRO, IL, ACCOMPANIED BY HARRY CECIL, AIM.,
CODIRECTOR, FARM RESOURCE CENTER, METROPOLIS, IL
Mr. HANNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Cecil and I will

share our allotted time for testimony.
My name is Roger Hannan. I'm am codirector of the Farm Re-

source Center and my office is located at 1001 Washington, in
Cairo, IL.

The Farm Resource Center is a funded entity to carry out Gover-
nor Thompson's Stress Country Style Program in Illinois. The agri-
culture scene in Illinois is not remarkably bad; however, those
farmers and farm families in trouble are needing a variety of serv-
ices to help them through the transition to other ways of life.

There are, according to a recent survey by the Illinois Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 11.2 percent of the 90,000 farms in Illinois
that have a debt to asset ratio of 69 percent or higher, a ratio
which is generally considered to be an unmanageable debt.

Stress Country Style is an outreach crisis intervention program
that has an 800 number for easy access for farm families. As
mental Eealth administrators designing this program, we knew
that farmers and farm families were not using mental health serv-
ices and weren't likely to unless it was presented to them through
an outreach approach.

We have 18 outreach workers for the State of Illinois. During the
first 3 weeks of the program, the outreach workers did a select
needs assessment survey of cooperative extensions, lenders, agri-
business, 'ministers, farm organizations such as farm -bureau and
farmer's union and others, real estate brokers and ASCS offices.
We sought to get their perception of what was happening in the
farm community.

A total of 1,191 interviews were completed throughout the State.
Using a scale where zero represents no effect, and nine represents
a great deal of effect, 53 percent rated the effect of the rural crisis
on their community at a six or above. When asked how much
stress has increased, using the same scale, 50 percent indicated six
or above. Over one-third indicated that their own stress levels had
increased to a level of six CT above.

When asked what resources come to mind to deal with stress,
church and pastor was noted nearly 30 percent more often than
mental health. Sixty-eight percent felt that those resources were
well known to the average person. However, 68 percent indicated
that farm families did not likely make use of these resources.
Denial and pride were given as reasons.

Seventy-eight percent said that they had had contact with farm
individuals experiencing severe emotional stress while only 34 per-
cent indicated that they had had contact with individuals suffering
from severe alcohol or drug abuse.

This provides a backdrop to our program. And now Dr. Cecil will
present some information on the clinical findings to date.

I have also provided to the committee staff copies of the fact
sheet on innovations in agriculture, the financial counseling, stress
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counseling, and legal assistance program that is in existence in Illi-
nois and would appreciate those being included in the record.

Chairman MILLER. Without objection, that'll be done.
Thank you. Dr. Cecil.
Mr. CECIL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Harry Cecil and I am director of the Massac County

Mental Health Center, but I'm also codirector of this project, farm
stress, and I also have another qualification in that I. was raised on
a cotton farm. To this day, 'I will not wear cotton garments because
I remember au too well what it felt like to farm.

I don't remember the peaceful bucolic scene that people talk
about on the farm. But one of the thinga that I noticed as a mental
health director is that I did not feel our system was really equipped
to deal with the farmer and the farm family. It was obvious when
you look at the percentage of the case load that were farmers
versus nonfarmers.

We set about with this project because one of the things that
we're also concerned about statistically is that we see the incidents
of suicide and other personal disfunctions such as alcohol abuse
and so forth, rise dramatically during an economic downturn. That
seems to be the major factor that influences those kinds of trends.

And we felt it was very important to present a program that was
going to be used and that's why we have developed a very concen-
trated outreach program that gets the workers, the professional
people out in the community to deal specifically with the farm fam-
ilies so they begin to identify the problems.

If I may share with you, a personal incident that I had when I
was on call: A farm wife had called me; she was very upset; it was
very early in the morning. Her husband had already gone out to
the barn; she was sharing with methis was in the springthat it
was very unlikely that they would get an operating loan for the
crops, and yet the husband had never talked to her about this.
Even though it was obvious from talking to the bankers earlier
that it was very unlikely that this was going to happen.

Unfortunately, the wife was on her way to work to earn an
income to support their habit on the farm and yet she was trying
to figure out how she was going to confront the husband with the
information because that was going to be a major emotional scene.

I think it's very important in the process of testifying here to un-
derstand that when we talk about unemployment, that's one thing,
but when we talk about working and not earning or not being pro-
ductive that is is another thing. And that's what's happening on
the farms that is creating inordinate stress; namely, that there's a
tremendous amount of manpower that's being exerted without any
hopes really that there's going to be a return.

So I think it's very important in the .process of presenting testi-
mony to share with you that we are seeing extremely high rates of
suicide in adjacent States. The information is not presently avail-
able in Illinois, but in Kentucky and Missouri, we've seen incidentsof suicide increase significantly on the farm versus the urban popu-
lation.

If I could give some advice to this panel, it would be first of all
that perhaps the National Institute of Mental Health and the Na-
tional Institutes of Healthand by the way, I think the stress-re-
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lated issues of even physical health problems have been understat-
ed many timesneed to look at farm issues in terms of developing
new intervention strategies in the Eigricultural community to deal
with the ripple effect of what stress is doing to our farm families.

I'm particularly interested in the worst case scenario which is
suicide and homicide or thacorabination of those events. Obviously,
that's the worst thing that could happen and we want to prevent
that But I do think that the other area that we'Ve got to address-is
a whole issue óf what's happening to the farm family in terms of
other dysfunctions such as higher divorce rates, dysfunctions
within the family, diug abuse among the children, and other kinds
of problems. .

If we can accomplish this, and also be more successful in perhaps
linking human mental health and other services that traditionally. ,
serve our community, so that they are more effective in serving the
farm community that, heretofore, in our survey has been resistant
to the idea of getting help from these agencies. ,..

I think that we can do a lot toward fighting what I consider to be
a major tragedy. In suMmary, I feel like if we can accomplish this,
then none of us will have to look back with regret at ignoring the
tragedy of the 1980's, namely the death, literally and figuratively,
of the American farm family

So on that note, I do appreciate the opportunity to talk to you.
Chairman MILLER Thank you. William.
[Prepared statement of Roger Hannan and Harry Cecil follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROGER W. HANNAN, CO-DIRECTOR OF THE FARM RESOURCE
CENTER, CAIRO, IL

^

Hy name is Roger W. Hannan. I am co-4irector of the Farm Resource

Centerr, and my office is located at 1001 Washington, Cairo, Illinois.

The Farm,Resource Center is the funded entity to carry out Governor

Thompson's Stress: Country Style Program in Illinois.

The agriculture scene in Illinois is not remarkably bad, however,

those farmers and farm families in trouble are needing a variety of ser-

vices to help them through a transition to other yays of life. There are,

according to a recent survey by the Illinois Department of Agriculture, 11.2

percent of the 90,000 farms that have a debt to asset ratio of 69 percent

or higher.a ratio which is considered to be unmanageable.-

Stress: Country Style is an outreach crisis intervention program that

has an 800# for easy access for farm families. In designing this program,

we knew that farmers/farm families were not using mental health services

and weren't likely to unless it was presented to them through outreach. We

have 18 outreach workers for the state.

During the first three weeks of the program, the outreach workers

did a select needs assessment survey of CES, lenders, agri-business, ministers,

farm organizations (i.e. Farm Bureau, Farmers Union, etc.), real estate bro-

kers, and ASCS. We sought to get their perceptions. A total of 1191 inter-

views were completed throughout the state. Using a scale where 0 represents

no effect and 9 represents a great deal of effect, 53 percent rated the effect

tif the rural crisis on their community 6 or above. When asked how much stress

has increased using the same scale 49.6% indicated 6 or above. Over one-third

indicated their own stress levels had increased to level 6 or above. When
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asked what resources come to mind.to deal.with stress, church/peator was

noted nearly 30. percent more often than mental health. 68 percent felt

that these' resources' were known, 'to well known, to'the average person.

However', 67.9 percent indicbtedlarm families would iiot make use ef these-

resouTCeadeniai and pride-weie given as reasons. Seventy-eight percent

said they had had Contact withlarm individuals experleacing seVere emo-

tional atites'while only 34.2 percent indicated that they had had contact

with indiViduale suffering fram severe alcohol andler dtug abuse.

This provides zebackdrop and Sow Dr.-Cecil will present-soMe infor-

mation eb the clinical findings to date.

11
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARRY CECIL, PH.D., CO-DIRECTOR, FARM RESOURCE CENTER,
METROPOLIS, IL

Testimony for the Select Commitiee hn Children, Youth, and Families.

Hy name'is Dr.-Harry Cecil. In mi 'portion of the testimony, / would

like to focus on the Clinical Aspect of Stre'ss: Country Style; and what

our experiences is telling us in the rural area.'

fl: The Fara place, with ill of 'ita mystique of peace and tranquility,

haa always been.a highly'atressful plaOe to live and work.

12.: The Farm FaMily, though some might claim otherwise, i8 subject

to the saMe problema as anY Other familY in society; e.g.; behaviorally

Aisorderecrchildren, clihically depressed' wives and alcohol'abusing

males.

,That stress, 'on the' fans partiChlarly at its present_ihordinate

level, is creating dramatic increaSe's in auicide ratei, aneconComiint

increases in other Dysfunctional Behavior.

f4: That farm families, because of their physical and cultural isolation,

can more successfully hide and deny problems; and are resistive

to outside interference.
'

In the first few months of.our project, the 24 Hour C Line has
fielded in excess of 1,000 phone calls, 40% of which are crisis calls from

farm families. Of these, SO% have requested arwl are receiving face-to-face

contact.

Our first priority is to stabilize the existing crisis. However,

our experience has been that linking the farmer and family,with financial,

legal, job retraining, loodstamp, and other ancillary services has proven

extremely beneficial in resolving the issue of stress that brought the__

client to us in the first place.

Finally, by using the Aggressive Outreach Format, we are able to reach

those families that,heretofore, have escaped notice.
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Our experience, at this point, indicates that our services are being

used more and more by Cooperative Eztension,.,Legal A ss i sss nce, Dislocated

Farmers Project, etc. because workers are'..recognizing stress issues of

their clients. The cooperative atmosphere 'in Illinois, to keep farmers

from "Falling Through the Cracks," has been exemplary.

Over the past few months, we have seen a steady inc sssss of Direct

Service Hours as the project becomes more recognized and acceptable.

,Utimately, we would like to smooth the way for the farming community.

and the human services to meet in order to promote, more acceptance by the

farm families and more flexibility on the part of the service agencies.

If we can accomplish, this, none of us'Wfll have to look back With

regret at ignoring the tragedy of 1980's; namely the death, literally and

figuratively, of the American Farm Family.
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ADDENDUM TO PREPARED STATEMENTS OF' ROGER HANNAN AND HARRY CECIL, PH.D.

COPING WITH AGRICULTURAL STRESS - EMOTIONAL AND FINANCIAL:

THE ILLINOIS EXPERIENCE

The past few years have been difficult ones for farmers
across the nation. Declining land values, falling prices, and
shrinking export markets have resulted in increased stress -
financial and emotional for many farm families.

In Illinois, state government is not only helping farmers
survive the financial pressures they face by creating debt
restructuring and financial counseling pr3grams but also to
survive the emotional and psychological stress which threaten
them. Consistent with Governor Thompson's pledge to work to
save Illinois farm families, Illinois has developed a
comprehensive initiative of cross-referenced and complementary
farm stress programs to help farmers and farm families through
these difficult times.

These programs result from the Innovations in Agriculture
legislative package passed by ,..he Illinois General Assembly and
signed by Governor James R. Thompson in the fall of 1985.
Innovations in Agriculture provided for the creation of legal
assistance, financial assistance and stress counseling programs
for needy Illinois farm families.

A summary of Illinois programs for coping with farm stress
follows.

ILLINOIS ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE ASSOCIATION

Program Summary and History

The Illinois Alcoholism and Drug Dependence Association
(IADDA) is a statewide, non-profi organization which serves on
the adviso:y committee for the farm stress programs,
representing substance abuse service providers.

In Illinois, alcohol and other drug abuse
prevention/treatment services ate provided by private,
non-profit substance abuse programs, counselors in mental
health centers and hospital chemical dependency programs.
However, these community-based services have not always been
utilized by many farmers w'n;!, have alcohol/drug problems. Many
farmers are reluctant to seek alcohol/drug counseling. The
Cooperative Extension Service and other groups working with
farmers saw the need to include substance abuse treatment as
one part of the farm stress programs to ensure that farmers and

4s.
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their familzes would be referred for counseling whenever they
sought help for stress and showed evidence of alcohol/drug

problems. In addition, the Farm Resource Center outreach
counselors are expected to refer troubled farmers and their

families to community treatment programs.

plaiL12

The Illinois Department of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
will provide approximately 03.4 million in fiscal 1987 to make
prevention/treatment services available across the state.
Eighty-four percent (84%) of the funding (03.2 million) comes
from the Illinois' General Revenue Fund and the remainder is

from the Federal Block Grant funds.

Program.' 016ectives

The primary objective, for treatment programs serving

farmers and their families is . to help the alcohol/drug
dependent person and his/her family recognize that alcohol

and/or other drugs are creating family problems and .to help

them begin the process of recovery. The treatment program
activities available to farmers and their families vary across
the state, however, basic components include:

1) accepting referrals from Farm Resource Center
outreach counselors and providing a thorough
assessment of the alcohol/drug problem;

2) providing education and counseling; and

3) offering an orientation to Alcoholics Anonymous and

Al-Anon.

Program T.ctivities

In order to ensure the Farm Resource Center outreach
counselors would be able to handle calls from people with
substance abuse problems, IADDA assisted in planning the Farm
Resource center's Fiscal. year 1986 training program to include

information about:
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alcohol/other drug abuse and dependence symptoms;
family dynamics of addiction;
intervention/referral procedures; and
identification of treatment resources.

In Fiscal Year 1986 IADDA provided information about the
farm stress program to the substance abuse field.

During Fiscal Year 1987 IADDA will encourage the Farm
Resource Center to document referrals to a1cohol and drug abuse
treatment centers as well as instances where waiting lists for
alcohol/drug service.: hamper the referral process.

Case study

The HuMan Service Center offers a support group for family
members of developmentally disabled individuals. Within such a
group, one woman expressed concern about a family member who
was voicing suicidal thoughts. She identified farm financial
problems as theY chief cause of that person's problem and
expressed a willingness to participate in family counseling.

The Human Service Center counselor contacted the Farm
Resource Center for assistance because the counselor realized
that the family needed concrete answers in addition to crisis
intervention and family counseling. The Human Service Center
counselor and outreach counselor conducted a Joint home visit
to the woman and her family. As a result, the- family obtained
financial/legal assistance for its financial problems as well
as continued family counseling for the emotional/stress
problems they were experiencing.

Contact Person

James E. Long, Executive Director
Illinois Alcoholism.and Drug Dependence Association
628 East Adams Street, Suite 204
Springfield, IL 62701
(217) 528-7335
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FARM RESOURCE CENTER

STRESS: COUNTRY STYLE

Program Summary and History

The catalyst for the creation of the farm stress counseling
program in Illinois was the comments of a Western Kentucky
legislator in February 1985. The idea of providing stress
counseling to farmers rapidly gained support in Illinois and by
March, Governor Thompson's Office was hosting meetings to
examine the proposal for a Stress: Country Style program. By
hosting the meetings, the Governor's Office provided
credibility to the program promoters when they extended
invitations to other key players to join in the discussions
concerning the development of a farm stress program in
Illinois. A concerted effort was made to engage key
policymakers in the areas of mental health, alcohol and
substance abuse, Cooperative Extension, economic development,
the Department of Agriculcure amd statewide associations for
mental health in these discussions.

Another factor influencing the creation of the Stress:
Country Style program was the Farm Aid toncert which took place
the weekend after the final program/proposal was presented to
Governor Thompson's Chief of Staff. /

During the publicity and fanfate surrounding the Farm Aid
Concert, the Governor met with ,armers, tarm leaders, and
others to discuss ways to impact he problem in Illinois. At

one meeting the Governor heard an mpassioned plea to include a
mental health component in any jroposal he presented to the
legislature. When the Governor c ecked with his staff, he was
given the Stress: Country Style proposal to consider. After
he reviewed it, it was accepted and placed in the Governor's
Innovations in Agriculture 1985 legislative proposal.

/

Stress: Country Style is f/ormulated on the premise that
farmers and farm families mist be reached in their own
environment. The program consists of a statewide 800 crisis
line number to provide around7ithe-clock assistance to farmers
as well as a 'face-to-face* outreach component. The Stress:
Country Style program has 18 outreach counselors to work
towards crisis resolution with, farmers and farm families across
the state. In order to maxi'mize the organizational structure
of the program, outreach counselors are matched with the nine
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Illinois Cooperative Extension regions. Each outreach
counselor serves a number of counties within a Cooperative
Extension region. This programmatic structure allows stress:
Country Style to provide troubled farm families with 24 hour
immediate access to counselors as well as same day on site
attention that.personal crises demand.

The Illinois Association of Community Mental Health
Agencies (IACMHA) has been an important coordinator -of the
Stress: Country Style program. IACMHA served as the convenor
and facilitator of the steering committee which helped create
the Stress: Country Style program. IACMHA alLo supports the
operation of the program by providing day-long educational
meetings focusing on farm stress issues, the farm crisis and
the Stress: Country Style program across the state. The
Association has additionally produced television and radio
spots as well as brochures on farm stress issues and the
Stress: Country Style 800 assistance hotline service.

Funding.

To enhance acceptance of this program by farmers and farm
families, the State.of Illinois funds Stress: Country style
through the Illinois Department of Agriculture. Thus, it can
honestly be stated that this is an agricultural intervention
effort. The program was funded for its first eight months at a
level of 063,000. The first eight months of funding included
060,000 for public service announcements, brochures, and
training workshops for community mental health centers and
cooperative extension advisors. The balance of the 603,000
appropriation was for the direct service components of the
program.

. Program Objectives

The major programmatic objectives of the StCess: Country
Style program are:

1) to provide an intervention strategy to prevent farmer
suicides and other major dysfunctional behavior;

2) to educate the farm community to the appropriateness
of utilizing human service programs in the same
manner as the non-rural populat,ion; and

3) to encourage the existing mental health and substance
abuse agencies to become more oriented in their
service delivery to the needs of farm families.
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Program Activities

During the first three weeks of activity, the outreach
counselors interviewed cooperative extension staff, ministers,
bank lenders, agribusiness owners, farm organizations, and real
estate and governmental agencies. A total of 1,191 interviews
were completed throughout the state.

These interviews were designed to acquire baseline data on
farm families' perceptions of stress and mental health
programs. It also-disseminated information about the Stress:
Country Style program to the people who have the most frequent
contact with farm families. The interviews additionally helped
the outreach counselors become more familiar with their own
agri-communities.

Brochures, posters, and informational materials have also
been distributed at a variety of farm-related gatherings.' This
is an on-going program activity geared toward enlisting support
of the rural community, opening referral mechanisms, and
increasing community awareness to the depth of the farm stress
problem.

During the first five months of the program there has been
a steady increase in direct service contacts. Over 1,100 calls
have been received through the 800 number hotline, with 40% of

these actual crisis calls. Sixty percent of the calls came
from the farmer himself and 40% from members of the farm family
other than the farmer himself.

Case Study

Joe, 64, is a recent widower, living alone on a family
farm of 400 acres. He is living in the modest frame farm house
in which he was born. Joe drives a ten year old vehicle and
operates 30 year old farm equipment that he maintains himself.

Joe had open heart surgery four years ago with no health
insurance, and is paying it off each month. He also had
previous surgery for which he has had to pay for personally.
Joe lives off social security and his farm is mortgaged to FmHA
and a local bank. Joe owes $150,000 and has not been able to
make his full payments the last two years. Joe's crops were
destroyed by a June flood and he has had to replant three
times. Later, drought further harmed his replanted crops. Joe
farms his 400 acres by himself against his doctor's advice but
he 'cannot afford help.
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On one loan to FmHA, Joe is. paying 16% interest. .This
interest rate cannot- be reduced. Joe's request to have his
loans restructured by FmHA has been denied. He has appealed
this decision. The appeal hearing was held at the gnd of June
and he is awaiting response.

Stress: Country Style's contact with JOe came through a
community referral. Our assessment of Joe was that he was
depressed, angry, anxious and was having difficulty sorting out
his options. Stress: Country Style assisted Joe in reviewing
resources and .options avatlable to him. Rural Route, was
contacted, he was encouraged, tn apply for food, stamps and
referred to Illinois South, a regional advocacy and assistance
organization, which provided some Farm Aid money and assisted
him in preparing for his appeal with FmHA. Joe has also been
in contact with his Congressman. Joe has become better able to
make the decisions he must make during the next several months
through his participation in the Stress: Country Style program.

Contact Person

Roger Hannan
Farm. ResoUrces Center
1001 Washington
Cairo, LI. 629l4
(618) 734-2665,

ILLINOIS EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
PROGRAM FOR DISLOCATED FARM FAMILIES

Program Summary and History

Illinois benefited from . the existing Job Training
Partnership Act network in developing an employment and
training program to serve dislocated farm workers and
families. When the need to offer employment and training
services to the farm populatiOn emerged, Illinois .had a program
in place that could begin serving eligible farm families and
farm Workers immediately. However, a major portion of the JTPA
employment and training funds allocated for dislocated workers
in Illinois were either expended or were designated for
expenditure for dislocated workers already enrolled in the
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pro4ram. rhis allOwed little opportunity for new enrollees,
including farm individuals, to participate in the current
program. Therefore, the State of Illinois funded an employment
and training program specifically'for farmers. '

Funding-.

Illinois' employment and job tfaining program for farmers
is funded by a 0 million General ReVenue Fund appropriation.

Program Objectives

The objective of the job training program is to assist
farmers gain job training and experience and thereby assist
them in transitinning from on-farm to off-farm emplc-ment.

Program Activities

Through the existing JTPA network the dislocated farm
worker may receive employment. and training services such as
assessment and testing of skill levels; vocational, personal,
and financial counseling; resume writing assistance; job search
training; job interview preparation; classroom training for a

new job or "refreshex training for_ a _familiar skill area as
well as on-the-job _training opportunities.

Presently, Illinois has 19 dislocated worker centers
throughout the state that are capable of providing employment
and training services to dislocated yorkers and their farm
families. Seven of the 19 dislocated worker centers have
specific dislocated farm family and other farm worker programs
funded from the GRF monies. There are four (4) other JTPA
Service Delivery Areas (SDA) that also have specific dislocated
farm family and other farm worker programs and are located in
areas of the state that have been determined to have the
greatest number of potential dislocated farm families. The 11
programs together plan to serve 1,100 farm individuals.
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Case Study

Paul was the sixth and last generation to work his family
farm. This twenty-nine year old man grew up with the goal of
working next to his father and grandfather in their grain and
livestock farming business.. Unfortunately, his family lost its
farm.

When Paul entered the dislocated worker program he was
depressed, disillusioned and operating under a heavy sense of
guilt. Although college educated in farm management, he felt
guilty that he was not able to save his family's farm.

Paul attended Black Hawk College's assessment class. which
give him direction in retraining, market research and decision
making: He then attended ,Black Hawk College for computer
programming and moved off the faxm to Moline, obtaining a part
time job. In the Spring of 1985, he completed twelve semester
hours of study, receiving straight A's. He accomplished this
in spite of a recurring eye problem due to diabetes. Between
the spring and summer semester, Paul had surgery to remove one
eye. In spite of these difficulties, he went back to school
and to work within a week after surgery. Paul is keeping his
positive attitude and is enjoying life. Paul has praised the
dislocated farmers program in assisting him to move ahead with
his life.

Contact Person

Tom Mullens
Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs

620 East Adams Street
6th Floor
Springfield, Illinois 62701.

ILLINOIS FARM LEGAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION, INC.

'Program 'Summary and History

Many Illinois farmers are unable to afford necessary legal
services to deal 'with special legal.; needs arisfng from'the
difficult farm economy. The Innovation in Agriculture program
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authorized the Department oE Agriculture to make a grant to the
Illinois Farm Legal Assistance Foundation to provide legal
assistance to these Illinois farmers.

In October 1985, a member of Governor Thompson's legal
staff, Carl Draper, requested an appearance before a regular
meeting of the Board of Governors of the Illinois State Bar
Association (ISBA). Mr. Draper described the need for a legal
services program for the state's farmers and asked for ISBA
involvement iE legislation could be passed.

The ISBA Board of Go'vernors agreed and relied on its
Agricultural Law Committee to participate with government
entities in developing a program proposal.

Also before passage of legislation, the ISBA Agricultural
Law Committee and ISBA staEf drafted articles of incorporation
and bylaws for the Illinois Farm Legal Assistance Foundation.
Once legislation was passed and signed, the ISBA Board of
Governors approved the creation of the Illinois Farm Legal
Assistance Foundation (IFLAF) and ratified ISBA President Fred
Lane's appoincment of the seven-member Board of Directors.

The Foundation's initial concern was the implementation of
the lawyer referral service as quickly as possible. The Board
of Directors met on January 2 and adopted a service level of up
to seven hours per eligible farmer and a compensation for
participating lawyers at. 05 an hour. The program included a

0 an hour charge to the farmer after the first hour of
counseling at no charge.

The Foundation was then ready to tackle the monumental task
of quickly developing the rules and application for lawyer
participation, public information material and the necessary
referral forms and voucher. All of this material had to be in
place before the farm lawyer referral service could accept its
first phone call.

ISBA stafE prepared drafts and redrafts of these items for
review by the Board at the many meetings held for this
purpose. Final drafts were finally ready at the end of
January. Large quantities of the'Farm Lawyer Referral Service
(FLRS) brochures were printed in record time for mailing to
lawyers and farmers and to be able for the Cooperative
Extension Service Telenet program on February 6 describing
IFLAF, Rural Route and the Farm Resource Center.

While the process of obtaining a toll-free phone line,
computer equipment -'and other necessary facilities at the
Illinois Bar Center was progressing, the interviewing process
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was also underway for hiring and training a staff person to
answer the F411S phone which was scheduled to begin service
February 7.

The Farm Lawyer Referral Service officially began operation
February 7, 1986, and responded to 43 calls the first day.

111911.121

The Illinois Farm Legal Assistance Foundation is funded
through the Illinois Department of Agriculture. For the first
half year of its existence the Foundation received an
appropriation of *750,000. The Foundation has committed
*500,000 for payment of lawyers for services rendered to
farmers under the program.

Remaining funds are allocated for the purposes of training
lawyers, legislative analysis, the development of library and
informational materials and other projects.

Program objectives

The objective of the Illinois Farm Legal Assistance
Foundation is to provide low cost, professional legal advise to
Illinois farmers in need of counsel due to financial and other
difficulties.

Program Activities

A farmer, meeting the eligibility requirements for the
program may receive up to seven hours of legal services in a

12-month period from a participating lawyer. The first hour is
free to the farmer, and the remaining six hours will be
provided to the farmer at a charge of not more than *5 an
hour. The participating lawyer received *45 an hour from IFLAF.

To be eligible to receive services from the Foundation, a
person must meet all of the following requirements:

1. be a resident of-the state of Illinois;

2. be a farmer (a farmer is a person who had gross
income from farming on last year's tax return of not
less than 608);
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3. have a debttoasset ratio of 50% or greater; and

4. have need for lawyer consultation because of pending
or anticipated legal action due to financial problems
arising from farming.

A farmer may choose a lawyer he or she knows as long as the
lawyer has signed up to participate in the program or be
referred to a lawyer participating in the program by the Farm
Lawyer Referral Service (FLRS).

Lawyers who wish to participate in the program must agree
to provide the seven hours of legal services as described
above, must be in good standing before the Bar of Illinois and
must carry professional liability insurance. A signed
application is required. A participantlawyer shall not
receive more than 0,000 from IFLAF in a 12month period, and a
law firm shall not receive more than *12,000 from IFLAF in a

lt month period whichever is less.

Contact must be made with the FLRS by the farmer or the
lawyer so that the necessary information and certification
reports can be processed. Once a referral has been made, the
farmer receives a confirmation notice and the public
information brochure. The lawyer receives the certification
report which must be completed and returned before a voucher is
provided.

The FLRS is open Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:45
p.m. By calling the tollfree number (800/352-7878), the
farmer (or lawyer) reaches the FLRS clerk who is able to
provide direct service to the caller. The farmer is given the
eligibility requirements and asked if he/she meets those
requirements. If the farmer indicates he/she meets the
eligibility requirements, an explanation of the seven hours is
given. The farmer must then give his/her name, address and
social security number. The farmer is asked if there is a

particular lawyer he/she wishes to consult. If the lawyer
requested is a participating lawyer, the farmer is advised to
contact the lawyer advising he/she has been referred by the
FLRS. If the lawyer requested has not signed up for the
program, the IFLAF will contact the lawyer to determine if
he,she will participatP or make a referral. If the farmer does
not know a lawyer he/she wants to see, the FLRS will select a

participating lawyer for the farmer.

A confirmation notice and brochure are mailed to the
farmer, and a certification report is mailed to the lawyer.
The lawyer is required to return the certification report
within 14 days indicating if the farmer is eligible and if
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services will be provided under the program. Vouchers are sent
to the lawyer upon receipt of the certification report
indicating eligibility. The voucher must be returned for
payment. Seven hours of service of $315 is encumbered once a

referral is made and until the certification is returned
indicating ineligibility or the voucher is returned indicating
number of hours provided no further services are to be provided.

From February 7 through May 30, 1986, a total of 1,309
calls were received with 697 of those calls resulting in actual
referrals. Of the 555 certification reports returned, 453
farmers have received the full seven hours of services and 63
farmers have received 255.49 hours of service, and 24 will
receive additional services up ho the full seven hours. A
total of 967.25 hours have been paid or $13,526.47. In
addition to the hours paid, 3,029.63 hours or $136,333.37 is
still encumbered.

The lawyer response to participation in the program has
been excellent. A total of 694 lawyers in 90 counties signed
up for the program.

The types of calls received ranged from farmers who have
never used a lawyer before to those who are already involved in
lengthy foreclosures or bankruptcy proceediags. In the first
weeks of operation, the IFLAF experienced calls from farmers
who just wanted to know how the program worked. More recently
farmers seem more inclined to proceed immediately with the
referral. There seems to be more willingness on the part of
farmers to obtain legal assistance because of this program.
The vouchers returned by the lawyers demonstrate efforts to
provide a wide range of services including alternatives to
bankruptcy, the development of financial statements and review
and negotiation of loan agreements. A review of vouchers
returned indicates that many farmers will likely require legal
assistance beyond the seven hours provided under the program,
and some farmers prob.lems can be resolved in less time. As
time goes on, more and more vouchers returned are for the full
seven hours.

Lawyers spending time with farm clients referred through
the Service only to discover there is a conflict of inLerest or
the need to refer the farmer to a more experienced lawyer are
many times providing that time at no charge to the farmer or to
IFLAF. One lawyer has provided seven huurs of services to two
clients in a *rather fragile restructuring process' and has
advised IFLAF that substantially more time will be involved for
which.he does not expect to bill the clients.
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Contact Person

Carl Draper
Counsel to, the Governor
202 State. House
Springfield, IL 62706
(202) 782-5611

ILLINOIS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
RURAL ROUTE PROGRAM

Program Summary and.History

Illinois farm families continue to experience severe
financial problems caused primarily by low commodity prices.anA
high interest rates. The value of farm land has decreased .and
this change also has had its impact on financial statements,
and consequently, on the. ability qf farmers to,secure adequate
credit. These problems are cqmpounded by a lack .of
understanding of financial recards, procedures for evaluating
investments, and personal financial planning. There id,. a
critical need for educational programs mhich will improve the
financial management skills of farm operators. Howevar,
financially distressed farmers tend to avoid public settings
where farm financial matters are discussed, even those
educational meetings designed to help them deal with their
probleMs. Different strategies have to ,be employed if these
farm falmilies are to be helped.

The catalyst that helped to.create the Illinois Cooperative
Extension Service program called Rural Route was an 07,500
competitive grant from,the Extension Service, USDA. The grant
made it possible to begin the innovative approach that ICES has
used in working with financially distressed farm families. The
program began March 1, 1985.

Funding

The. Illinois cooperative Extension Service is funded by the
State of Illinois through annual appropriations in addition to
money received from the federal government and from, local
cooperating groups. The specifically earmarked funding
received by the Illinois cooperative Extension Service from the -
State of Illinois for the support of Rural Route for the
current (1987) fiscal year x:otals 000,000.

.'"
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Program Objectives

'The objectives df the Rural Route program of the Illinois
Conpeiative.txtension.Service are to:

(1) improve the': financial Planning, and decision-making
capabilities of- Illinois farm 'families 'and to help 'farm
'families tO set attainable gnalsi

1,

(2) assist farm families in dealing effectively with farm
financial stress; '

(3) facilitate toordinatinn'of public services to finanCially"
stress4d farm families;

(4) provide legal edUcation to attorneys involved in helping
financiallY stressed farm familieS' resnIVS legal problems:'
and

(5) to provide legal alternatives information to farmers in
financial difficulty.

Program Activities

The Programmatic components of Rural Route are many and
include:

Rural Route Hotline

ICES. operates a toll-free telephone answering' service.'
Persons 'calling the Rural .Route hotline rdceive confidential
assistance from regular members of the Piofessional fiel.d staff
of the Cooperative Extension Service. A professional staff
member in Champaign-Urbana c'ommits one half time 'to the
coordination pf hotline activities. One or two Extension
advisers (depending on the anticipated volume of calls) come to
campus each working day from their regUlar field assignments to
handle hotline "calls. The scheduling of staff' is handled by
the hotline coordinator, although individual 'staf& members
participate in this assignment on a vdluntary basis.
ApprOximately two fulltime equivalent' staff members have' been
required :to staff tfie kural Route hotline ovtYr' the 'past 16
months. Issues arising during the calls are either handled by
the advisor on the spot or a referral is made. Preliminary
information obtained during the incoming call is relayed to a

field counselor either at one of four regional Farm Financial
Stress Centers or to an adviser in a county Extension office.
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Upon receiving these referrals, the staff makes arrangements
with the farm family for face-to-face counseling sessions. If
the subject of the call coming to the Rural Route Hotline
appears to be such that...the caller should be helped first .by a
stress counselor associated with the Farm Resources Center,
arrangements are made for the person to be called by a stress
counselor. If the .issue appears to be primarily one _that
should be dealt with by,personnel of the Illinois Farm Legal
Assistabce Foundation, similar arrangement's, are made to refer
the caller to that service.

The total number of calls received on totaled Rural Route
Hotline from March I, 1985 to June 30, 1986 totaled 2,017; an
average of 126 calls a month or 6 calls each working day.of the,
project. Some 1,553 (77%) of these calls were referred to the
regional Farm Financial Stress Centers, to county Extension
offices or to others. The remainder of the calls were.dealt
with by the advisers who Snswered the incoMing calls.

Regional Farm FinanCial Stress ceSters

Four Financial Stress Centers have been created at the
existing regional offices of the Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service in Macomb, Benton; Dixon and Springfield. Four
professional advisers with a high level of expertise in farm
financial counseling have been employed to give leadership to
the activities out of these centers. county Extension Advisers
in Agriculture and Home Economics rotate into the centers on a

need basis to assist the Financial Stress Counselors in working
with clientele. The regional stress centers were set up to
accommodate the anticipated need of farm families for
confidentiality., It was felt that many farm families would,
prefer' gping to a place where they ,would not likely be known.
It was thought that they would prefer meeting with Extension
staff members who were not their regular contact persons.

The Illinois Cooperative .Extension Service also continues
to operate counseling serviPes in county offices and at its
regional financial stress centers. A survey is currently being
tabulated on .the counseling activities of, ICES Professional
field staff. These data will,be available during FY 1987. In
excess pf 100 farm families have been assisted thrOugh
one-on-one counseling at the Benton center and approxiMately
600 assisted at the Macomb .Center. The other two centers sre
just beginning their operations.
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Counselors have helped farm families to prepare and analyze
financial statements, to explore alternative strategies for
restructuring debt, cost containment and offfarm employment,
establish 'attainable farm and family '-goals and deal .with
personal and family'stresses and emotionalneeds.

Financial Counseling in County Extension Offices

The'roughly 100 county offices of'the Illinois Cooperative
Extension Service have been.designated as places for. distressed
farm families to write; call, or visit to receive 'assistance
and financial counseling. Farm families may visit a. county
olfice otAer than the one in theiA county. In some, cases,
advisers arrange to visit them at their farm.

A considerable amount of oneonone counseling has taken
place both in county offices and in the offices of State
Extension Specialists. A survey is being conducted currently
by the ICES Impact Evaluation Specialist to ascertain with some
accuracy just how much counseling is taking place. Early
estimates place the number having received direct counseling
asSistance in excess of 2,000 farm families. More accurate
data will be available later in FY 1987.

One adviser has reported on intensive counseling with 33
farm families. He made some followup contacts with 29 of the
families. Of this total, 22 indicated that they were being
forced to resolve their financial situation. Seven repOrted
that they were concerned about their financial situations, but
that no one beyond their farm was forcing them to do anything
about it. The actions taken by the 22 farm families were a

direct response to pressure from creditors. The pressure
included expressed possibilities of foreclosure, refusal of
credit, refusal of services or sale of production inputs and
refusal to allow continued use of leased land.

Farm families who received counseling took action shortly
after the counseling concluded. Six had moved to resolve their
problems within one week after the counseling. Fourteen took
their first' action within a month of the counseling. The other
nine took action within three months. All 29 decided to do
something to improve their situations following the
counseling. It is believed that these statistics. are
representative of the experience of the entire counseling
program.
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Farm Business Farm Management Services (FBFM)

The Illinois .CoOperative Extenston . Service .has
approximately 30 professional staff members who ässist,
cooperating farmers in keeping and analyzing their farm
business records. An additional !O FBFM Fieldmen, who work
directly for the associations, also conduct similar
activities. Summaries of farm- business records provide an:
important source of information for research reports prepared
by the college. Although this activity is not formally thought
of as .beimg part of Rural Route, FBFM data provide the basis
for much .that is being taught on rAtm.fisincial management.to
financially stressed,farm families. FBFM-#erves as a referral.
point ,for farmers into Rural route activities and the. FBFM.
staft.. also participate in appropriate ways in the various
counseling and teaching activities.

Workshops, Short Courses and Seminars

The Illinois Cooperative Extension Service provides a

variety of workshops, short courses and seminars at strategic
places around the state each year. A number of these
activities deal with the issues of farm financial management,
family stress and family resource. management. As such, they
may be considered to be a part of the Rural Route program. The
intent of the group activities is to provide farm families the
ski4.1-s .they will need to manage their farm businesses and
effectively, utilize their farm resources in the years ahead.

Master Farm Accountants

The problem of oneonone counseling, and even to some
extent group teaching, is that too few people are reached.
This can be dealt with ho some, degree with publications and
selfpaced teaching materials. But ,complicated tasks such as
those involved in farm financial management are not likely to
be accomplished without some outside intervention. ICES has
had considerable success over the years in using volunteer
teachers to extend its outreach.
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Thousands of adults give of their time to make the 4-H
program possible. Likewise, Master Gardeners and Master
Canners in many counties volunteer their time to the Extension
Service so that others may benefit from their expertise. CES
provides special training to these individuals as well as a

variety of support services.

The Rural Route program is expanding its outreach to farm
families by the creation of a corps of Master Farm Accountants
who will serve on a volunteer 'basis. The program has been
pilot tested in two Illinois counties to date. The intent is
to reach approximately 10,000 farm families in group teaching
settings. Farmers are being taught by these volunteer Master
Farm Accountants how to prepare balance sheets, income .
statements and cash-flow projections in workshops entitled
'Your Financial Condition.'

Preparation of Teaching Materials

A normal responsibility of the more than 80 full-time
equivalent subject-matter specialists of the Illinois
Cooperative Extension Service is preparation of teaching
materials. These take a variety of forms, including
single-concept fact sheets, publications, slide sets, audio
tapes, video tapes and computer programs. All of these are in
addition to the development of teaching manuals for use by the
Extension field staff and other, professionals. Preparation of
teaching materials .in support of Rural Route activities is
essential to the success of the total project.

Legal Education

An additional focus of the Rural Route program is legal
education. The legal education program within Rural Route
provides information to farm families on legal aspects of farm
businesses. It helps them to understand some of the legal
alternatives available to financially stressed farm families.
It provides information in separate educational settings to a

farm clientele as ell as to attorneys who want to keep up with
the latest developments in their field. Rural Route staff also
refer clientele to the services of the Illinois Farm Legal
Assistance Foundation.
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The Rur'd1 Route program depends for, the most pert. .on the
permanent stdff of the, Illinois Cooperative Extension Service..
Three full-time field staff members and one- part-time person'
have been added: to the basic .field staff, One computer
programmer has been employed in the central computer office and
1.5 full-time equivalent support staff, has been .added to the
Department of Agricultural Economics. A half-time coordinator
fbr:the Rural Route-hotline has been employed. The majority of
Rural'.Route work is being carried on by existing staff.

, This'
is- one of the majdr accOmplishments of the project and is
possible becabse of massive shifts in the priorities.'of the
staff .and the organization.' .It , has succeeded because
subStantial amounts of. in-service education were-provided to
the-field staff b:c state extension specialists and by other
specializts .associared with-cooperating groups.

The Rural Route program focuses on people and families not
farms. Some Illinois farms will- be lost, but this does not
mean that families need be lost. It appears from records of
counseling sessions that the following estimates are holding
true:

Approximately 10 percent of the farm families who come for
help' have debt problems that.' are being resolved by
rescheduling their indebtedness.

Approximately 50 percent of Ehe farm families counseled can
resolve their financial problems through a combination ol
activities including cateful budgeting, rescheduling of
debt, cooperatibn .of financial institutions and legal
guidance.

Approximately 35 percent of the farm families served are in
really serious financial difficulty. It is not likely they
will be able to continue in farming.

Approximately 5 percent of the farm families counseled are
already in bankruptcy.

' Case-Study

When a grain and livestock farmer first contacted Rural
Route, his operation had recorded farm operating losses of
$108,500 in the previous two years. Interest expenses were 44
percent of the value of farm production.
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With the help of Rural Rrute financial counselors, the
family decided to sell 150 acres for a total gross sale value.
of 052,500. The family also was able to renegotiate a lower.
interest rate on its remaining land.

Working with Rural Route counselors, the family.has come to
realize that farm cannot support three .families (parents and
their two sons). Other employment alternatives are' being
explored. The family also has begun a detailed analysis of the
swine operation. Rural Route counselors report that the
chances of this farm family being able to remain on the farm
have been greatly. enhanced.

Contact Person

Peter D. Bloome
Assistant Director
cooperative Extension Service
University of Illinois
116 Mumford Hall
1301 West Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL 61801
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PROGRAM COORDINATION AND INTERACTION

A unique and innovative feature of the Illinois response to
the agricultural stress problem confronting many of the state's
farmers is the coordination and interaction of the financial,
personal and legal services offered by the state to farmers.

The Illinois Alcoholism and Drug Dependence Association,
the Farm Resource Center, the Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs, the Illinois Farm Legal Assistance
Foundation and the /11inois Cooperative Extension Service are
not only all apprised of each other's actions and programs but
are also actively refer clients to each other's services.
Coordination between the programs is often enhanced by
organizational overlap. The Stress: Country Style program, for
example, utilizes the same regional boundaries as the Illinois
Cooperative Extension Service which helps the two organizations
interface. The 800 crisis number operated by the Farm Resource
Center has the addresses, telephone numbers and the names of
the appropriate contact people for the other support agencies
involved in fighting agricultural stress. Program coordination
in the agricultural sector in Illinois also extends to programs
not listed in this report. The JTPA dislocated worker/farmer
training program administered by the Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs for example, cooperates with a multitude of
additional agencies also involved in the areas of worker/farmer
retraining.

This cooperation and coordination ensures that the farmers
and farm families in Illinois are made aware of the multitude
of services available to them and also guarantees that the
total needs of farmers are met without unnecessary bureaucratic
duplication of services.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. DEADMOND, VICE PRESIDENT,
IOWA-ILLINOIS HEALTH CARE ALLIANCE

Mr. DEADMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm Bill Deadmond, vice chairman of the Iowa-Illinois Health

Care Alliance.
On behalf of the Alliance, thank you for the opportunity to

present to you information contained in our recently completed
study of the health care needs of the unemployed in our area. The
Alliance is the designated health systems agency for three counties
in western Illinois and two counties in eastern Iowa..

Our area has been particularly hard hit by the recession in the,
agricultural and farm implement industries. The Alliance deter-
mined that it would be appropriate to assess the impact of the eco-
nomic situation on the health status of those who have lost their
jobs, including their access and use of health care services.

Therefore, with support from local government, labor, employers,
and health and human services providers, the Alliance conducted a
year-long study of the extent of unemployment in the area, health
resources available to the unemployed, and the impact of unem-
ployment on a person's health and access to services. The impact of
unemployment obviously affects not only the unemployed individ-
ual, but spouses, children and other family members as well.

Perhaps the most interesting fmd of the study was the differ-
ences in response to our survey from those who were unemployed a
year or less,--and we've referred to those as the short-term unem-
ployedand those who were unemployed for 3 years or morethe
long-term unemployed. The people responding in both categories
were generally in the same age group for the most part, ages 30 to
39, with average income of $10,000 or less, had school aged children
and were white males.

While .most had health insurance while working at the time of
the survey over half reported no insurance. More of the long-term
unemployed lacked health insurance than the short-term unem-
ployed who were likely to still be covered from the previous em-
ployers. OfLthose who still had insurance, most reported that their
coverage was not as good as when they were working.

. Health status also suffered because of unemployment and per-
haps lack of health insurance resulting in delays, in seeking health
care. This finding recently was verified by our hospital administra-
tors who reported that the uninsured ,tend fo delay seeking care,
until their condition is so severe that they require lengthy, costly
hoepitelization. More of the long-term unemployed reported their
health as being fair or poor, than did the short-term unemployed.
TWice as many long-term unemployed reported that their health
had gotten worse since they lost their jobs. They also reported a
higher incidence of chronic health conditions.

These results correspond to a lessened tendency to have health
insurance, reported changes in sources of health care due to unem-.
ployment and less frequent use of services. Most respondents re-
ported having deferred spending for Other things in order to pay
for health care.
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The major problems in the 'Quad Cities area do not appear to be
related to access to physicians or hospital care. All indications are
that the physicians anal hospitals in our area continue to be willing
to care for those who cannot pay. However, many unemployed are
either unaware of this, or because of pride are delaying seeking
service&

Our study did reveal a need -to expand mental health stress re-
duction and support group services for the unemployed. Transpor-
tation to care was an issue in rural areas as was financial access to
primary health care and prevention services. More information
about available resources was cited as a need in all five counties.
The greatest access issue, however, was that of paying for prescrip-
tion drugs, eyeglasses hearing aids, dental care, and so on.

I would consider .this the major problem area exclusive of the
broader issue 'of health insurance coverage for the medically indi-
gent.

After all, a child with bad teeth due to lack of dental care or im-
proper nutrition has a handicap for life. A child who cannot read
because of poor vision cannot learn in school. An adult who has
high blood pressure but cannot afford the medication may be dead.
An unemployed parent, frustrated with attempts to fmd a job, may
lose all hope and 'Could kill himself or take out his- rage on his
family. We are surrounded by these problems all of- which ulti-
mately are economically based.

Our study estimates _that there are 60,000 to 80,000 persons in
our five-county area directly affected by the unemployment; one
out of every four to five people. This number will grow in the next
few months with the closing of two local J.I. Case plants and the
inevitable ripple effect. More people are moving daily from the
short-term unemployed category to that of the long-term unem,
ployed, with a resulting negative impact on health status and
access to services.'

Efforts now are underway to implement our study's recommen-
dations. Many things we can do ourselves, but for others, we need'
your help. Action must- be taken at the State and national levels..
We are concentrating on better use of available local resourceS
since we know that there is little likelihood of major new Federal
and State programs to assist WI However, we cannot alone solve
the health insurance question, nor . can we finance the cost of
needed health services and products not no* covered.by private or
public insurance. We cannot make up for the deep cuts being expe-
rienced by human services.

A copy of the recommendations contained in our study is at
tached to your copy of this statement. We need your help with
some. Please consider seriously the need to develop a national
health policy addressing the growing problem of medical indigency:
We ask for assistance in resolving the complex issue of how to pay
for nonphysician or hospital services including prescription drugs,
eye care, dental care and other related services.

We ask you to reaffirm the need to invest in people by looking
carefully at the deep cuts being taken by the human services pro-
grams. At a time when the needs in this area have never been
greater, agencies providing these services to extremely needy
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people are being forced to severely curtail programs or even go out
of business entirely.

Surely the gap between the haves and have-nots is growing
greater. I am aware and concerned about the critical need to rees-
tablish fiscal control over national expenditures, However, I do not
believe that this should be done at the expense of the most disad-
vantaged in our midst.. Finally, I-. ask your support for legislation
that will continue the national health planning, program now
scheduled fdr extinction .on September 30. Without this program of
which the Alliance is a part, there will be no voice in the communi-
ty to raise up the health care issues such as those identified in our
recent study. Our efforts are being duplicated by like agencies
throughout the country and merit youvsupport.

I thank you for the opportunity to represent the Alliance here
today. We welcome the' opportunity to work with you in partner-
ship to address the health care problems so evident in our area.

[Prepared statement of William Deadmond follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. DEADMOND, VICE PRESIDENT, IOVJA ILLINOIS
HEALTH CARE ALLIANCE ,

On behalf of the Alliance, thahk yoU for the opportunity to present
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, .
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an average incare of $10,009, or less, had school age childrtn and were,

white males. While most had health insurance while working, at the time
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frequent use of services. .Most respondents reported having deferredspending
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANN ABEL, DIRECTOR, JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP, DANVILLE
AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE:, VERMILION COUNTY, IL

The major problem effecting children, youth, and families in this
county in east central Illinois is the lack of employment
opportunities, and all of the social ills that accompany
unemployment.

With a current unemployment rate of 13% - which .s.1 down from over

20% two years ago, Vermilion County is sLill suffering the harsh
effects of the.recession. The lack of job opportunities effects
youth and families far beyond the obvious' -leek 'of adequate

income. A general malaise sets in with many people who lack
purpose in their lives - who have too much time and not enough to
do. Without good role models or available jobs, disadvantaged
youth develop little ambition. People begin to expect that the

world, i.e. the government, owes them a living through various
kinds of 'public assistance.- And we do owe them a living --

through full employment.

Full employment requires economic recovery and rrm jobs. Economic
development, job creation, and job training and retraining for
available and new jobs are essential elements of the economic
recovery effort in Vermilion County. Danville Area Community
College has been the leader in the countv-wide economic recovery
effort over the past five years.

In 1980, the College established a Business and Economic
Institute, one of the first among community colleges in

Illinois. The B&EI develops customized training progr- and
seminars for local business and industry. Business pays for
this training provided for their current employees.

In 1981, DACC was instrumental in organizing the Danville
Area Economic Development Corporation. Over $500,000 in local
contributions was raised to establish this office, which is

independent of the College. The Economic Development
Corporation continues to operate on a $200,00 annual budget,
nearly all private sector contributions.

1982, DACC and the EDC gained the cooperation of local labor
and management groups to organize the Danville Area Labor

1
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Management Counc.11. .x!.; Labor-Management Council has had a
strong influenct: !In %.t44Alizing relations between labor and
managlment and improving the local business climate. -The
Danville Area LMC wa$ one of the first established in
Illinui, and is i.ised as a model in this state.

1983, As the ne7T in the economic recovery effort, DACC
accepted the lespcnsibility for the new Job Training
Partnership programs for Vermilion County, by appointment of
the Vermilion County Board and the Private Industry Council.
Clearly, effective training and retraining were key to the
success of transitioning the marvfa,:turing based economy to
one based on service an,' 1-qchnic;.1 =cupations. As_the only-
institution of-higher r ln in tne county, and the sole
provider of adult t the College has the major
resources; facilities, and equipment, for training and
retraining programs. _so has the image and reputation
in the county to influL. Joperation from other educational
institutions, public agencies, local government and the
business community. The attached information describes the
Vermilion County Job Training Partnership, as operated by
Danville Area Community College. Detailed information on
programs and performance is included.

In 1985,- DACC, in cdoperation with the Danville Area Chamber
of Commerce, established a Small Business Development Center.
The SBDC is housed in the Chamber offices and is funded by the
Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs. It
provides assistance to developing small businesses in
Vermilion County.

Additionally, in 1985 the taxpayers in Community College District
#507 approved a.tax referendum for the purpose of upgrading and
expanding the 'science and technical training facilities at the
College. At this time, DACC is implementing a long-range plan to
provide education and training to meet the needs of local
business and industry into the next century.

Dr. Ronald R. Lingle, President of Danville Area Commtnity
College, is currently president of the board of directors for Ehe
Danville Area Economic Development Corporation, is an ex-officio
member of the Labor Management Council, and is a member of the 18
member national board of the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges. With his vision and energy, Dr. Lingle has
provided exceptional leadership to the College and the community.

There is an unusual commitment by this community and by the
College to turn the economy around in this county. As a community
college, the mission of Danville Area Community College is to the
entire community, not just to those students who enroll in
academic transfer programs. The work in turning, a communityaround is painstaking and the results are slow to come. But
together, we are turning it around.

2
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ERMILION COUNTY JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP

DANVILLE AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

June, 1986

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

The Job Training Partnership Act (Public Law 97-300) of 1982 is
federal legislation permanently authorizing federally funded job
training programs and services. The U.S. Department of Labor
allocates JTPA funds to the state governments. In Illinois, JTPA
is administered by the Illinois Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs. There are 26 Service Delivery Areas (SDAs) in
Illinois, providing JTPA services to all 103 counties. In each
SDA, local Private.Industry Councils (PICs) provide oversight.and.
policy guidance for JTPA programs. The local unit of government
with jurisdiction over the service delivery area (Vermilion
County Board), by mandate of the Act, appoints the Private
Industry Council. There are 36 members on the Vermilion County
PIC. The PIC and the Chief Elected Official must both review and
approve local job training plans submitted jointly from the SDA
to the State for approval.

With the implementation of JTrA in 1983, Governor Thompson .

designated Vermilion County , separate JTPA service delivery
area, making special exception L.., the JTPA guidelines requiring a
base 200,000 population for an SDA. This designation was based on
a strong application from this county which identified it as a
separate labor market area, with significant economic differences
from. the contiguous counties - i.e. - unemployment rate,
manufacturing based economy, high minority population. The county
and city governmcnt, DACC, Chamber of Commerce, Economic
Development Corporation, Labor Management Council, and public
agencies made a coordinated request to the state to permit the
new job training program to be planned and administered locally
as a part of the economic recovery effort, and to meet the
training needs of Vermilion County residents and employers.

Danville Area Community College was unanimously selected in 1983
by the Vermilion County Board and the Vermilion County Private
Industry Council to be the grant recipient, administrative agency
and planning entity for all JTPA programs in Vermilion County.
DACC/JTP operates the JTPA Title IIA, Title IIB Summer Youth,
Title III L.I.slocated Workers, '7itle IB-0 Older workers, and ICCB
and ISBE 8% grants.
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ENVIRONMENT

Conditions in Vermilion County make it a microcosm of Illinois
and the nation during the recession. Located in east central
Illinois, the county has a population of 95,000. Danville is the
population and employment center, with 40,000 residents.
Geographically the county is large, and outside of Danville,
mainly agricultural. The local economy is a classic manufacturing
economy in transition. The major employment has been in heavy
industry, and is being replaced by loWer.paying service and
technical jobs. The unemployment rate is currently 13%. The
minority population in Danville is 20%, with a disproportionate
share of minorities unemployed. Youth unemployment is high as
adults have taken the lower paying or part-time jobs. The school
dropout rate and percentage of the population receiving public
assistance is exceptionally high. The number of female heads of
houchold and teen parents is high and increasing. As with all
job training programs, these factors heavily influence local
planning.

MISSION AND GOALS

The purpose of the Job Training Partnership, 'iS to develop and
maintain programs to prepare youth and adults in Vermilion County
for entry into the labor force, and to afford job training to
economically disadvantaged persons and other persons facing
serious barriers to employment.

In accepting the responsibility for the Job Training Partnership,
Danville Area Community College has expanded its mission to
include the training, retraining and job placement of eligible
unemployed workers in Vermilion County. JTPA enabled DACC to
provide training and services to a large group of residents
previously not served by the College. Together, DACC and the JTP
subcontractors have coordinated all the resources in Vermilion
County, under the Partnership umbrella, to establish a county
wide job training system to identify and train the eligible
population.

The primary goal for DACC in implementing JTPA in Vermilion
County is to strengthen area economic development/job creation
efforts. The College has been a leader in the economic recovery
and economic development effort for several years. The
Partnership contributes to the economic development of the county
by providing trained workers to meet local occupational demand
and the specific needs of local businesses. Cooperation with the
area Economic Development Corporation offers JTP training and
resources as a part of the local economic development package to
attract new employers, or assist employers in expansion or
retention.

2
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STAFF

DACC established a separate department to administer and staff
the Job Training Partnership program. The Job Training staff has
the full responsibility for administration, fiscal management and
reporting, program planning, and the supervision of. the Job
Training Partnership on the DACC campus, and the countywide
system of subcontractors. The DACC/XIT client services unit
provides outreach, recruitment, eligibility determination,
application, assessment, and counseling services to all JTP
eligible applicants for this county. Marketing, development of
on-the-job-training, and job placement is also provided by
DACC/JTP staff. All Job Training staff are employed by the
College, and were hired and trained :,:pqcifically for the
operation of this program.

By direction from the Private Industry Council., ':!ACC subcontracts
several JTP training and services projects other education
agencies and community based organizations. Subcontractors this
year include VOTEC, Center for children's Services, Illinois
Migrant Council, Vermilion County Opportunties I'dustrialization
Center, East Central Illinois Community Action Program, Laura Lee
Fellowship House, Georgetown Unit (13 Schools, McKinley School for
the Disabled, CRIS Senior Services, Rehab Products and Services,
Inc., and Hampton Associates (Indianapolis).

PROGRAMS AND BUDGETS

The following JTPA grants are operated by Danville Area Community-
College for Vermilion County:

Title IIA - Adult/Youth Job Training Program; year-round training
for economically disadvantaged clients, the largest of the grants
and the backbone of the Job Training Partnership system.
Approximately 820 persons will be enrolled this program year,
July 1, 1985 - June 30, 1986. 60% of the adults enrolled will
complete training and enter employment. The law mandates a high
level of youth service, with a 40% adjusted expenditure rate
required for programs serving youth 16 - 21.

The Title IIA budget for PY'85 is $950,000. 70% of the budget
must be spent on training; there is a 15% limitation for
administrative costs, and 15% may be spent for support services
for participants. Seven federal performance star:lards measure the
positive outcomes for Title IIA. Additional funds are awarded as
incentives to local programs exceeding their performance
standards.

Title IIB - Summer Youth Job Training F qm; provides pre-
employment training, vocational explt. .nn, tlyout employment
and work experience to economically ec., 4vantaged youth 14 - 21
years old. 410 youth enrolled summer of 1986 in county wide
program. Budget $436,000. Half the SYJTP budget is used to pav
participants for work at minimum wage. The Partnership haa

3
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developed an exemplary summer program in Vermilion County with
the participation of over 190 private ',=ector and public employers.

Title III - Dislocated Workers Progiam, retraining for displaced
workers who have lost their jobs due to company closures or
elimination of their jobs in local business or industry. 135persons enrolled this year, $143,000 budget, 75% entered
employment rate.

Title IBO - Older Workers Program; training and services for
economically disadvantaged persons 55 years of age and older. 40
persons enrolled this year, $52,000 budget.

JTPA 8% Education Grants, from state education agencies
administered by DACC/JTP:

Illinois Community College Board, Education and Training -
PY'85 enroll 12 students fulltime at DACC in credit hour
programs, L...Tport services - $15,607 budget.

Illinois state Board of Education, Education and Training -
PY'85 enroll 15 students DACC fulltime, $15,841 budget.

ISBE EconoMic Development Grant - Providing on the- job
training to 43 new employees at Schumacher Eloctric Company
in Hoopeston as a part of their current expansion, $45,000
budget.

.108 TRAINING

The following kinds of training are provided by the Partnership
for eligible residents of Vermilion County:

Basic Education - GED classes are designed and scheduled for
JTPA eligible clients. High school equivalency training may
he a first component in job training for participants who do
not have a high school diploma. English as a Second Language
training is also provided at DACC for JTPA clients.

Vocational skills Training - Individuals are enrolled in
classroom training programs to prepare them for specific
occupations. Training programs may be from six weeks to two
years in length. One year certificate and two year associate
degree programs are available to JTP clients, in addition to
short term, high intensity skill training programs provided
by the College and other JTP subcontractors. Ibis yezi:r JTP
clients are receiving training in the following skill areas:
nursing (includes certified nurse assistant, LPN, and RN),
medical technician, food service, electronics, data
processing/microcomputer, secretarial, long distance truck
driving, deisel mechanic, computer programming, retail sales,
groundskeeping, building maintenance, accounting/bookkeeping
and computer aided drafting.

4
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Limited Work Experience - Short term, hands-on work
experience with a public employer is sometimes combined with
classroom training programs. The work experience is directly
related to the classroom training.

On-The-Job-Training - This is a hire firSt, on-site training
program for which the employer is reimbursed 50% of the
employee wages during the training period. The client is
trained for a regular job with that employer. The JTP worker
is then retained in a permanent, unsubtidiied job.

Customized Training DACC/JTP can design customized training
for local business and industry. This training is done on-
site or in the classroom.

Youth Training - Training for youth 16 - 21 years old is a
priority for the Job Training Partnership. There are numerous
special projects operated by local education agencies and
youth serving agencies in addition to the above listed
training options. These provide pre-employment instruction,
career exploration, and try out employment with private and
public employers.

JTP RESULTS IN VERMILION COUNTY

The Job Training Partnership nationwide is a performance driven
program. Federal performance standards are established by USDOL
for Title IIA, the largest program. The Vermilion County Job
Training Partnership, DACC, has-met or exceeded all seven federal
performaace standards each of the three years of operation. This

-program year, PY'85 - all seven performance standards will be
exceeded by more than 15% - therefore qualifying this SDA to
receive incentive funds for all seven standards. No other SDA in
Illinois has accomplished this to date.

Examples of specidl successes this year are:

1) Participation in the Schumacher Electric Company
expansion with on-the-job training; over 100 new employees
this year, 85 are JTP trainees.

2) General Electric =-the-job training; 11 of 15 new jobs
are JTP clients, wages over $9.00 per hour.

3) Three of the valedictorians in the 1986 DACC graduating
class were JTP students.

4) 68 adult welfare recipients were.hired in falltime jobs,
removing those families from public aid.

5) 40% of JTPA clients enrolled and entering employment in
Vermilion County are minorities.

5
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6) Female heads of household are the single client group
with highest success rate, i.e. completion of training and
entering employment.

)-

7) Special recognitionoUthe Vermilion County Summer Youth
Job Training. Program' in NAH . WorkAmerica, national
conferences, yilite House Awards nomination.

CONCLUSIoN

of great importance to the PIC and DACC, there is a continued
high interest and support for the Job Training Partnership from
the clients who need training, the business community, and
elected officials. In order to provide effective job training and
services, it is essential for the Partnership in Vermilion County
to 'maintain strict accountability to our many publics and to
those officials who represent us.- Please contact the JTP offices
at the college with any concerns, or for information at any time.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. I'd just say that the points of your
testimony obviously are catc g other people'd'atterition. Over the
weekend' there was a long front page piece in the:New York Times
on the total mismatch in this country among policies relating to
unemployment, job training, retraining, et cetera. .!.,

And it's clear that again, while we're tonstantly told by our busi-
ness community that we can't afford to train and retrain, most of
our competitors in the world market that are beating our pants off
are doing exactly that in terms of trying to keep all of the people
productive for a longer period of time. And somehow we keep
thinking that we're saving money by not doing it, but there's no
evidence of that in the trade budget.

Lane.
Mr. DIANE. Well, I have a million questions and I might ask, Mr.

Chairman, if we could maybe write to these witnesses with some
followup questions because I. think we could be here all day with
the excellent testimony presented. I'd like to focus in two quick
areas in general question to anybody who cares to answer.

In terms of the people talking about the trend in the farm situa-
tion, 'really what we're looking at is something Business Week
called deinflation and I think it's not only because of lowered land
values and lowered farm income in terms of income that farmers
realize from the togs or grains that they produce, but also because
a lot of people, as a previous witness, Steve Mullens, indicated,
have lost their off-the-farm jobs as well.

Has that been a problem in downstate Illinois as it has been
here, or throughout the Midwest? Or maybe you've studied it be-
cause you've talked a bit about the deinflation in farm values and
farm income. Has that also contributed to the problems that you're
seeing elsewhere?

Mr. HANNAN. Yes, we're seeing that as part of the problem. It's
pretty frustrating for us to be out there as litter bearers. We need
something more than that, we need something equivalent to the
Commission that we had when the shuttle blew up, that we will get
an answer to this rural issue and we'll get it in a timely fashion,
and from that, we will design a plan that we will be able to 25
years from now look ourselves in the mirror and say we did what
we knew to do.

Mr. EVANS. OK, anybody else want to?
Mr. CECIL. I think that in a way, having an off the farm income

has actually caused more farmers to survive, you might say, in our
area, southern Illinois. When you look at the statistics, the harder
hit area is going to be in the western part of the State. So I think
in a way, Mr. Evans, that the off-farm income has given them more
hope to persist in supporting the habit of farming.

Mr. EVANS. I guess my questInn is directed to the point that
many of the same people that arc facing the farm problems, and
Bill Deadmond might be able to testify iu regards to UAW rela-
tions connections, is that a lot of frIrmers have lost their off the
farm jobs as well, and that means they're having a more difficult
time keeping their farms and I just wanted to, you know', that's a
problem obviously in this district because of the heavy impact of
manufacturing here, and I just wondered if that was a general
problem downstate Illinois and perhaps elsewhere in the midwest?
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Mr. CONGER. Well, as the farms go under of course the main-
street businesses that support them go under and many of the
people who h,ve off-the-farm jobs in this kind of work will lose
their positions.

Mr. EVANS. I just, one other quick thing and we'll probably have
to quit at that point. Is that at the same time, this may be more of
an observation and maybe someone would want to comment, on it,
at the same time that we're having an increased burden on our
loCal providers, our agencies and their staffs, budget cuts have
meant in many instances that we have less staff to do. that, and I
don't know, you know, we have because both the farm problems
and urban problems are dealt with by some of the same social
workers, their impacting very heavily on the social workers and
the other people that provide for these clients, and I don't know if
there's any comments that maybe Mari Ann she's nodding her
head may have.

Ms. GRAIIAM. I'm nodding my head. I don't know that I could
add to that, Lane, other than that we feel the crunch in the Quad
Cities area, the social service community there is really scrambling
for bucks. That comes as no surprise, I'm sure.

Mr. RANNEY. I'd like to add to that a little bit. I think that one of
the things that we're seeing coming out of this negative situation is
quite a positiv3 one; that is some increased network and we're
trying to get hand in hand with our mental health worker friends
in this kind of thing.

I feel like that same sort of thing needs to happen at the highest
levels. 0.1r last witness talked about the separation between the
Deparhuent of Labor and the Health and Human Services Depart-
ment and all these agencies. If we really want to talk about waste,
I think that separation is an indication of fshe :.)f it. The possi-
bilities for us to work together on programs are immense, but the
barriers to it are bigger at this point, and it's a very difficult situa-
tion.

Mr. EVANS. That's all for me, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEVIN. Well, just briefly, you know, it strikes me George that

a lot of these communities which most of America hasn't heard
about are microcosms of nroblems throughout the country. As I
look at the statistics on the' Quad Cities area for example.

Let me just ask, and it would be helpful if you could send us
some further details about the impact of programs in your particu-
lar areas, but I can't resist the temptation to talk just a bit about
JTPA and the Vermilion County which is also kind ofa microcosm.
Just quickly, what more could we all be doing?

We hear about JTPA and it covering only a small percent and it
is, and a lot of those people are covered with training and resume
composition which is important, interview techniques which is im-
portant, hut not so much beyond that. Could you use much more
JTP4 to put it in simple English in your county or is that just a lot
of talk from those of us who are already for it?'

In your county how would it work? Is ther a mismatch or are
there jobs that could be created or matched? there psoplo to be
trained?

Ms. ABEL. Yes, Congressman Levin. First of all, our approach has
been to train and retrain people to prepare them for current jobs
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or jobs in the future. While resumes, interviewing techniques, and
job search activities are a part of that, we do almost none of that
exclusively. That may not be true in many parts of the country,
but JTPA is a job skills training and retraining program in Vermil-
ion County.'

The outcomes that we've gotten with the JTPA funds have ex-
ceeded all seven Federal performance standards. Those of you who
work with JTPA I know are aware of these standards. By the Fed-
eral Government standards and some additional measures promul-
gated in Illinois, our performance has been excellent. We have
been able to enroll a very large number of people for the dollars
that we receive, and_we also achieve extremely high outcomes-in a
county that is suffering from a major recession.

We could use twice as much money and still get good results. I
can't represent the whole State.

Mr. LEVIN. But seriously, you would enroll twice as many stu-
dents?

Ms. ABEL We would enroll twice as many people and I would
guarantee you the same percentage of results. We have unusual co-
operation in the county and the college has a good public image.
We also have many potential clients who apply but who cannot re-
ceive services because of funding limitations. As our program has
developed, the business and labor communities have a high interest
in worldng with the partnership to hire our trainees. Again, I can
only report on conditions in my county and our JTPA service deliv-
ery area.

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Marty.
Mr. MARTINEZ. One of the things that we found in the JTPA

hearings that we've held all over the country is that there is a
tendency because of the performance standards qualifications crite7
ria that people will take those people that are more likely to be
trained and easily trained in the program they provide in order
that they can guarantee their placement.

Do you find that a problem here or are you taking everybody as
they come as they qualify under the different titles?

Ms. ABEL. The old issue of creaming.
MT. MARTINEZ. Right.
Ms. ABEL Well, first of all, in our county, we have consistently

filed the title IIA program, the largest training program that
reaches out to a lot of people. Over twice as many people apply an-
nually than we are able to enroll. We design a wide range of train-
ing programs that will aim at youth, will aim at handicapped
people, will aim at people who don't have high school diplomas,
and therefore need basic education skills. Me serve dislocated
workers because we're running the title III program. We also oper-
ate the Older Workers Program, the title IIB Summer Youth Pro-
gram, and the State 'Education 8 Percent Program. We have to
have a complex program design that will meet a wide range of
need But, we do use assessment for appropriate placement in
training programs. One of the great weaknesses of employment
and training systems in the past has been the lack of appropriate
assessment which results in placing people in a training program
where they might fail.
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So I would like to report to you that we are serving the difficult
to serve; we are in fact screening for placement in appropriate
training according to their aptitudes interests, and achievement.
We only put a small portion of people in college credit programs,
by the way.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I would like to ask permission of my chairman to
communicate with you further and have my staff director send you
some questions that I do have but I don't want to take up the time
of the committee here.

One other question that I have is Jody, the statement that you
made, warJ that statement prepared by you or the person that was
originally scheduled to testify, Mary Ann Graham?

Who is Jody Cook, the assistant manager?
Chairman MILLER. That's the next hearing.
Ms. GRi.HAM. No, no. I'm Mari Ann. And I prepared this particu-

lar statement having corroborated with the previous person who
was scheduled to appear.

Mr. MARTINEZ. All right, then probably only to me and maybe no
one else, the statement was confusing, inconsistent and contradicto-
ry and I would like to communicate with you and not take up the
time of the committee here, to communicate some of my difference
with some of the statements made.

The first one and I'd only just touch on it, is you probably would
have been more accurate to say that an unemployed person won't
necessarily be an abuser, but not to say that it doesn't absolutely,
the condition of frustration that arises in that person in the con-
stant presence of the people that he feels responsible to that he
feels that he's somehow failed i what causes that frustration
which leads to that because in testimonies we've received in other
committees throughout the different places we've been has been
constantly people who are employed for 30 years good husbands,
good fathers, not abusers; all of a sudden after a short period of
time of being unemployed, then it led to the alcoholism that you
talk about and then that led to the frustration of that person even
to a greater degree, amplified it or exaggerated it to the point that
it led him to do things, abuse children and wives that they had
never previously done.

And so there is a direct correlation between them for some.
Ms. GRAHAM. Yesi I agree with you that there is a direct correla-

tion. When you get into causation, that's a more sophisticated kind
of thing to prove so I'm very careful about making those kind of
statements, but I completely agree with the correlation.

Mr. MARTINEZ. OK, cne last quick statement to Ann Abel. Cer-
tainly, your name is appropriate. You are very able in that area
that you are working and one of the things that you said that I
really want to comment on is our obligation to a full employment
national policy. Charlie Hayes of Illinios has such a bill. We are
trying to get that moved and action on it. There's like in anv bill
some things that have to be changed in the bill to make it sz able
to the rest of the Congress and we're trying to do that.

But I think that the statement that you make in that sense is
one that we've had over the past history of this country, state-
inents made to that effect and legislation passed to that effect, and
still it's not being caHed out by this Administration. Thank you.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. And, again, my thanks to each
member of the panel. I think that between the two panels, you've
given us a very significant look at a very troubled community. And
I would have to say that these statistics and the profiles that you
have painted in this panel of the various programs you are in-
volved with and in the constituencies and families, I'm not sure
most Americans believe that is going on in the Midwest, in the
farm family, that group we say is the backbone of America.

Your testimony strongly suggests it's time for a spinal trans-
plant. And I don't think that a lot of people in other areas really
believe that the picture is as bleak as you have set out, and yet,
clearly the evidence shows it is. I-think that you've given us animu-
nition to- show-how-some of these short-term policies are going to
be very expensive for us in the future; whether because we too lose
our farmers, or because people avoid preventive medicine and as a
result develop more expensive medical problems, or because people
avoid counseling and develop were severe mental illness as a
result.

Or whether in fact they end up in a homicidal/suicidal situation,
as all of you have testified to. I think this is something for Con-
gress to seriously consider, as we're about to go into apparently an-
other round of budget cuts. I think that the hard evidence that this
panel has given us perhaps will provide the ammunition to tell this
administration and other Members of Congress that that would be
exactly the wrong direction to go with respect to the social prob-
lems that are confronting America's farm families, the urban fami-
lies, and manufacturing families that are interdependent in this
part of the country.

And I just want to thank Congressman Evans very much for
giving us an opportunity to have this kind of exposure, and again
to pick up the kind of evidence that we need to reverse a lot of ter-
rible short-term decisions that the Congress has to save a dollar
when so many other times we find out it not only costs us many
dollars down the road, it costs us our families, our children, and it
costs us the hopes and aspirations of the next generation, as Tracy
and others have testified to.

So thank you, and my thanks to everybody in the audience for
being with us today, and again we welcome comments or additions
that you would like to make.

My thanks to the members of the committee and especially to
Congressman Evans who has pounded on me for a considerable
period of time to come to see this, because it just cannot he allowed
to continue.

Lane, thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the select committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record followz]
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Cluad.City Electrical JATC
2833 7th Avenue

Kock bland. Wino:, 61201
steer. &Togo...Training Director

0091 788.0036

August 14, 1986

The Honorable George Miller
United States House of Representatives
Select Committee on Childrent.louth, and Families
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Sir:

At le 2 1 1356

Mitring attended, as an observer, your hearing held August 11, 1986, in
Galesburg, Illinois, concerning the impact of unemployment on family con-
stellations, I would like to briefly share some observations on this problemwith you.

As a training director, I am in frequent contat with people seeking
employment 4.1 our appreritictJhip program. My wife is a social worker with
Travelers Aid, thereby having extensive contact with persons forced to became
itinerants.in the .4,e5t for employment. Both of us have noted a disquieting
phenomenon relating to long term unemployment or underemployment. My contact
occurs when the person inYolved usually has not been out of work long enough
to have given up on the syatem. He/she is frequently employed on an irregular
basis or in a position of little status and few prospects for advancement. As
we can employ a very small percentage of applicants, I see Many of the same
people year after year, increasingly discouraged with their prospects and
beginniv to sink into the malaise very much evident by the time such people
encounter people in positions such as that held bv my wife. By that time they
have often gone fram marginal job to marginal job and have lost a great deal of
confidence in'their personal worth: Families have disintegrated or are in
trouble, and the next generation issuing from these people have accepted an
itinerant,.dependent lifestyle as normal.

We both strongly believe that, without significant government.intervention,
an entire generation of people with a discouraged, confused, and antisocial view
of life will result from the problems.which many perceive to be strictly economic
in nature. Those of us who continue to believe that individual humans have an
intrinsic value greater than statistics strongly urge that you continue your fine
work to help these people in trouble.

.Sincerely yours,

Steven A. Taylor
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES E. TILLER, PH.D., PSYCHOLOGIST AND CHILD CLINICAL
SPECIALIST, SPOON RIVER CENTER, GALESBURG, IL

In the last several years, mental health professfonals

have witnessed the erosfon of famfly systems In thfs area.

Several factors play a part In thls assault en famfly

stability. Two prfme factors, mobflfty and rapfd socIal

changes certainly play a part. The hfgh unemployment and

economfc situation fn Central and West Central Illinois

place added stress on famIlfes already hard pressed to cope.

We have seen a whole way of lffe face extfnctfon. Family

farms are facing bankruptcy and foreclosure.

As a therapfst, I see the casualtfes of the present

economic and.farm policies.. Suicides of financially

strapped farmers and other famfly members are too common.

Families under extreme stress need'to vent that stress. All

too often that ventfng takes the form of alcohol and other

drug abuse, familY violence, depresSion, and divorce. It is

easfer to strfke out at a spouse than on some amorphous

prfncfple called "the farm and economic 'policy". .Often the

anger and frustration individuals feel is destructfvely

directed outward to the nearest person or object or fnward

to emotional or physical problems...

The plfght of other workers fn the area is equally

dfscouragfng. Many of the'manufacturfng jobs were fn heavy

constructfon and farm equipment. These Industries fn thls

area have taken a beating. Another tradItIonal employer,"

railroads have faced hard economic tfmes. The retafl and
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service industrles economically and.geograp!.:cally linked to

this area have also suffered.

It is discouraging as a therapist to see clients whose.

emotional situation is compounded by unemloyment. Many of

the emotional and mental health problems we see respond well

to short-term counseling and perhaps medication. But, the

child who is acting out because his mother is depr.essed

because her husband is drinking because he is laid off

sometimes need more than we can provide.. They need a sense

of hope in the future. That is very difficult o provide

when this area seems to have such a cloudy economic future.

While I seldom tell my clients"what to do". I have

encouraged several who have job prospects elsewhere to leave
-

the area for those.employment orPortunities. Even though it
-

means giving UP family and friends, it is often one of the

'few options open to them.

It is depressing tohear a father describe filing for

bankruptcy and foreclosure. I ask these men straight out if

they plan to kill themselves, because t hear their anger and

sadness. This is in sPite of their platitudes of "it will

get better". Most.are thankful that they can at least talk

to someone about their sense of failure and.hopelessness.

The children in these families of unemployment and

underemPloyment also suffer. Their grades deteriorate, they

may act out socially and sexually, they also frequently

abuse chemicals. All of these are escapes from

72-
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,

what they se as a hopeless worLd with little future. f;Ve

years ago a youn1 man or woman could look forward to a good
- -

Caheer In this area. Now their future Is elsewhere. They
-!:

will not likely folloW In their Parents' footsteps. Often

these'oarentt feel failure arid disgrace In not bef:-sg able to

"provide u better life".fOr their children.

The retessfon hit this area very hard, and we have not
.

-
recovehed'economically. The feeling Is one of being left

out. We hear about the tunbelt jobs, the boom out West, and

the recovihy of the Northeast. But, the Midwest seems to

. have been fohgotten. The farm Crisis was blg'news, but

after the TV docuMentarles left, It became bankruptcy and

foreclosure as utual. This area has a strong work ethic and

-

a history Of'productIvIty and iervice. These people made

the' heavy equipment and the tractors that made the roads and
. .

.J

produced the grain and livestock to feed millions. Today

these seem less valued In a soCiety that teeins to need a new

missile mohe.than a new tractOr.

The mental health professionals and others see the

fall out of thit full tilt lunge Into high tech and service

economy. The rules of Job success seem to have been

radically changed overnight. At a time when people could

benefit most from counseling they are least able to afford

it.
.

Retired people Who expect to supplement,thefr Income

by selling their how..;- find that It Isn't worth as Much as

-3-
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ft was ffve years ago. A family that invssted In a home and

tries to sell ft now can ftnd that they owe more than ft is

worth. If they are lend off or unemployed, they discover

they can't afford to sell it or make the paiments. This

sort of uconomic and financial turmoil is very stressful for

family functfon. The essence of a functional family Is

stablifty with flexibility. It is difficult to keep a sense

of stability when the outsIde forces seem so anpredictabte

and chaotic.

l'm concerned that we as a society are undermining

the very human social institutions we rely on to make our

system work. How can parents teach their children about the

value of sacrlfice and hard work when thefr own values are

so sorely tested? I have a fear that if tIme)y

intervention fs not forthcoming., then West Central Illinois

male become a new Appalachfa, the backwater, forgotten "rust

belt". The People that I see aren't looking for a "handout"

or "make work". They are looking for the dignity and sense

of productive purpose that has been taken from-them.

-4--
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Illinois D.partment of Employment Security
910 South Michigan Avanua Chicago, Illinois 60605

PREPARED STATEMENT 05' WERNER L. BOTHWELL, ESME II

Mr. Chairperson;
Honored Members of the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families;
and Honored Guests:

WELCOME TO GALESBURG, an official "All-American City!"

Our Citizens are proud of our mid-western, old-fashioned morals

and love of family and country. Our workforce is largely skilled workers

whose employers enjoyed amongst the nat:.on's highest productivity rates and

best quality-controlled products. Because of this, the heavy industry

manufacturers flocked to this area. Our abundant soil resources blessed

this area with a pronounced emphasis on the agricultural economy.

HOWEVER, both heavy manuf.acturing and agricultural industries

were devastated by a va:iety of governmental policies which over time have

created conditions of plant closings and farm foreclosures. The process

of following the law of supply and demand, which necessitates diversifying

from' those industries which are weak, into new aebas, la an extremely slow,

painful pvocess. Our citizens can not accomplish this task without your

help.

My job as an employment counselor with the State of Illinois,

Department of Employment Security, has kept me in daily contact with the

displaced and unemployed of this area. I see all too well the impact

unemployment means on the individuals and their loved ones. As a public

servant, I and my ccworkers take our job seriously. The Galesburg office

has gained state recognition for our high productivity and success in job

placement. Our-1,,taff gained national recognition for developing the Job

Opportunities for Youth Frogram, which was a pilot project evaluated by an

independent research firm as one of the top three youth programs in the

nat3on. Our veteran employment program was chosen as top in the state.
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Illinois Department of Employment Security
910 South Michtoen Avenue Chkago, IIftnoh 00606

The Disabled American Veterans selected co-worker Michael W:lson as the

Nation's Outstanding Employee of the Disabled Veteran Outreach Program.'

Our success is the result of hard work during times when our office staff

was cut by nearly ow-third over the last five years. We coordinate

servicen with other ,:orrrmtnity services to avoid duplication. We encouraged

our clients to utilize the successful retraining or incentive programs

such as JTPA, TJTC and EVT. Now, however, these programs are threatened.

TJTC, an income-tax incentive program was not renewed December 31, 1985.

The EVT has suffered cutbacks and is threatened. These are nationwide

programs-which I feel are desperately needed. Even_the.Job Service nationa]

funding has been under pressure and further cutbacks are anticipated.

To epitomize the plight of how unemployment affects some families

let me tell you about a 16 year old boy who told me yesterday he wished he

could d;.e. His mother is a single parent trying to raise two children.

She has been unemployed for over a year. Her unemployment benefits were

exhaudtei after 6 months. Her skill levels are only average so during times

when employers accept only top notch, high skilled employees, her chances

for immediate employment are poor. Because food levels in his apartment an

always low, the 16 year old eats at friends and neighbors. The rent has

not been paid and eviction proceedings have been started. The boy has

shared his mother's worries about life necessities for the family and

cunsequently his school grades have fallen dramatically this year. His

mother has now developed a drinking problem to drown her sorrows. In an

attempt to convince his mother to return to her old self, the boy threatene

to leave if she didn't find a new apartment and reduce her drinking.

Unfortunately, neither has occurred.
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Illinois Department of Employment Security
910 South Michigan Manua Chicago, Illinois 60605

This boy's statement that he wished he could die was a cry for

help. I hope the F?lect Committee on Children, Youth and Families will

hear his cry 'or help and convince the legislature tLat the best policy

to help Famies is to asest policies favoring keeping Amtricarmworking.

If i, to other commilnity leaders, can be of help in reaching this goal

please let us know.

THANK YOU.

ce. b1/0
. st%
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GREG Guurrr, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, THE CHILDREN'S HOME,
GALESBURG, IL

In lieu of Mr. James Sherman, Executive Director of Ttie

Children's Home, I am here today to give testimony before the

Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families.. I would like

to thank the Congressional Committee for this opportunity to

testify on such an important area as is the conditions of cent:al

Illinois' children, youth and. families.

Let me begin by saying that The Children's Home of Peoria,

Illinois has been providing sociai services to central Illinois

children and their families since 1866--120 years. We are a not-,

for-profit, non-sectarian, private agency. Our services span ten

program areas along a full continuum of services--frum pregnancy

prevention and value clarification in the public schools to an

on-campus residential facility for 40 severely emotionally and/or

behaviorally disturbed youth and their families. During FY '86,

we will provide inten3ive home-based clinical services to more

than 900 children and their families. Additionally, our

prevention programs will work with more than 2,000 children in

the public schools. Over 90 percent of our clientele ere

serviced in the tri-county area of Peoria, Tazewell and Woodford

Counties. With an agency staff of approximately lon full-time

professionals and a budget of approximately 2.5 million dollars,



we'will have delivered services to approxirately 6,000

individuals within the tri-county area.

What do we find as we work with these youth and their

families?

First, we find that while the national unemployment rate is

hovering around 7.1 or 7.2 percent, central Illinoin families are

experiencing unemployment rates of 11 to 14 percent, and in some

communities nearly 21 percent. It is important to note that

these rates of unemployment do not include the number ot

unemployed who have given up hope of finding employmen. and

therefore dropped out of the workforce. It is also important to
. .

note that for our youth, teenage unemployment in the tri-couney

area is reported between 40 and 60 percent depending upon the

community.

In an effort to help my Own two sons understind the

magnitude of these statistics, (one in five workers'is

unemployed), as we walked through the neighborhood in which we

live, I have asked them to count houses. One. Two. Three.

Four. Five.--"In that house, the parents are unable to find a

job anywhere in this community. It's not that they don't want to

work, son, it's that there are no'jobs." Christmas, birthdays,

etc. will be slim for this family again this year. They're in

danger of losing their home because they can't meet the

payments." And its been like this for the past six years--it's

chronic!

-2-
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With the downturn in the agricultural industry, we have seen

Caterpillar, J. I. Case, International Harvester/Navastar, John

Deere, and WABCO Industries experience significant stagnation and

economic deficits. The results have been lengthy and, in many

cases, permanent layoffs. Many of the ancillary support

businesses to the agriculture and farm product induatries have

also stumbled and/or fallen. The results on central Illinois

families and their youth/children have been devastating.

Second, the economic downturn, which began in 1980 for

central Illinois, has been going on for the past six years. The

most significant conscquence of this six years of grim economics

has been the EROSION OF HOPE for many of our'families and their

children. The windows of opportunity created by jobs which allow

families to earn a meaningful wage, provide for their children,

and particiOa'te in the Americar 'dream, are,only occurring for

.four out of five families. One in five families is struggling,

losing hope, and beginning to disintegrate.

Third, what are the consequences? The tri-county area of

Peoria, Tazewell and Woodford Counties has an estimated

population of 500,000 people. Of this number, approximately

35,000 are between the ages of zero and 18. Of these 35,000

children, nearly 1,700 became wards of the State of Illinois as a

result of child abuse and/or neglect during the past year. This

is an increase of over 400 percent since 1980. More than 700

families were reported for sexual abuse, which resulted in

approximately 550 identified children victims. This represents

-3-
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an increase of 600 percent over the FY '82 statistical base.

Nearly 1,000 of the tri-county children gave birth to an infant.

More than 1,200 of these tri-county children were charged with

criminal acts (delinquency prosecutions). And approximately one-

third of the children reaching ninth grade are drcpping out of

school before completing their high school diploma. Even more

appalling is the thought of those statistics--children and

families--compounding year after year after year. For example, a

six-year-old who is sexually victimized this year will likely

require years of social services to repair the damage.

These abhorrent statistics reflect the consequences of the

EROSION OF HOPE within familles. APproximately 80 percent of the

families The Children's Home works with come from the ranks of

the unemployed or severely under-employed. Many of these

families were new to the welfare rolls in 1980, 1981, 1982, and

1983. However, as the years have gone on and new economic

opportunities have failed to materialize and, therefore, replace

the lost job opportunities of the early 80's, families

experiencing temporary stress have moved into families

experiencing chronic stress. Unemployment benefits have long

since expired and families have become dependent for survival on

welfare. Yet, welfare is not what family strength, parental

egos, and the American myth is all about. Rather, existing under

the welfare state eventually leads to frustration, lost hope, and

eventually anger. One of the results of this anger is a

SIGNIFICANT increase in the levels of substance abuse, physical

-4-
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abuse, domestic violence, sexual abuse, divorce rates--all

indicators of increased family disintegration.

All of the above is indicative
that the American myth--the

American dream--is not working in central Illinois for one in
five families and their children. Families and children are
embittered and angry. What can they do about the anger? If the

anger is directed inward, many of these individuals eventually

exhibit acute and chronic mental health and child welfare needs.
If the anger is directed outward, many of these children exhibit
criminal acts resulting in

delinquencies resulting in an

increased need for our probation, police and correctional

services.-

Yet, the need for increased child welfare, mental health and
department of corrections services are only results of the

.diminished WINDOWS OF HOPE created by opportunities through full
employment. Jobs provide opportunities for 'families and children .

to reinvest in the dreams and hopes of the future. Until the
number of jobs in central Illinois increases, the demands for
child welfare, mental health, and correctional_services will
continue to increase. Our families and their children are our
hope for the future. Jobs provide windows through which these

families and their children can see options for their future. I

urge you to help central Illinois
families and their children

have hope once again for their future and the American dream.

-5-
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Thank you for allowing-me this opportunity to testify before

the Congressional SeleCt Committee on the plight of central

Illinois' children, youth and families.

Greg Gullett
Associate Director
The Children's Home
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHERRY JOBE, COORDINATOR, DISLOCATED WORKER PROGRAM,
GALESBURG PUBLIC LIBRARY, GALESBURG, IL

Since Oc,teber 11)84 Gsfeshtirg Areallas beep seevhd by a special

Dislocated Worker Project for the former employees of Outboard Marine. .

Corporation - Gale Products and Galesburg Mental Health Center. Two

hundred fourteen (214) participants were enrolled in the local program

during the first.. eight (8) months. During the current fiscal year

three hundred and one (301). participants have b;en enrolled in

vocational retfaining or on-job7training contracts (OJT). Besides,

these two (2) major focuses of the program other supplemental services

have been offered.

A short term Employability Skills Class is repeated every two

weeks to provide career assessmenr,..:ounseling, skills inventory and a

special emphasis on job seeking skills such as: completing-

applications, preparing resumes and interviewing techniquea.

Special workshops, seminars and job club meetings are sponsored

by the Dislocated Worker Program to address the needs of our

participants. The two (2) most recent job club meetings were: a

presentation.by Mayor Jerry Miller on Galesburg's economic development

activities, highlighted by his diplomatic trip to Japan and South

Korea, and an outline of hiring procedures and potential job openings
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at the new Galesburg Correctional facility by Warden Jerry Gilmore.

Both of these meetings were wel.:k attended and Teri baneficial to our

program participants.

State funds utilized ty our Dislocated Worker Project represent

some glimmer of hope for a brighter futnre of our clientele. Without

this assistance for retraining many would have lost all sense of

direction. This area's high unemployment and generally bleak economy

compound the depression of the displaced worker and their families.

Many seminars on coping with stress have been organized co Sid in

addressing-family emotional problems stewing ItowlineWpioyient.

Through the efforts of the Illinois Department Commerce and

Community Affairs (DCCA), very limited funds have been ilistribUted

throughout:the state.as equitably as possible. However, a. real Void'.

still exists in many'areas of Illinois, in particular Knox County and

adjacent counties. Without a designated-Dislocated Worker Center in

the area, many displaced workers can'not be served. Our existing

project for Outboard Marine Corporation'and Galesburg Mental Health

Center, plus two (2) recent grant proposals for the former employees

of Wilson. Foods which closed May 31, 1986 in Monmouth, and a grant for

Dislocated Farmers - merely scratch the surface of our unemployed

residents in this area! Our soaring unemployment rate attests to the

.nee'd for a Dislocated Worker Center status to assist all displaced

workers who reside in our immediate vaci'nity. We urge all support

possible for expansion of Job-Training-Partnership'-Act (JTPA) Title

III funding for the Industrial Belt States hardest hit by the decline

in manufacturing and escalating unemployment.
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Carltendburg College is the grant recipient
for Job-Trihning-

.

Partnershig-Aci-(JTPA), Dislocated Worker Program (DWP), C,1nter for
Agriculture. Business and Industry (CABI), Small Businese Development
Center (SBDC), and numerous other economic

development functions and
activities. Although the College is extremely dedicated to; the

prosperity.and economic.grosth of tht,.Cail Sandburg Coliegs !istict -
they cau not achieve results alone. All' .factioes of.govenmeet

must
be committed to provide funds and direction to the Jocal Community
Colleges for implementatiOn,

of important'irogrima to assist our
.troubled unemployed familleS Of-Illinois.

Respectfully Submitted,

Carl Sandburg College

herry 3 Jobe
Coordin or of Dislocated Worker ProgramCoordinator of Economic Deielopment

9no.
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Heart of Illinois
Weald Wall

August 13, 1986

509 West High Street

Peaea I11e105 61606
009)674E191 '.

TO: :Joyce Bean, Office of Lane Evans, 17th OistriCt

FROM: Judith 0...Cole, Ofrector of Planning and Allocations

ilE: Additional Information for the Select Committee on

Children, Youth,'and Families

Thank you for your'time after the hearing )ast Monday. As we

discussed, the information presented at the hearing is echoed

in the Tri-County area of Peoria, Tazewell, and Woodford counties.

These, incidentally, are the counties for which the Heart of.

Illinois United Way provides services. I would like to add a

Couple of brief statistics that I feel were not covered by the

hearing participants, but may be relevant information for the

Select Committee.. Our 36 participating agencies report that due

in large part to very high unemployment figures:

United Way services for emergency food, shelter, utility

and rent assistance, and clothing have increased 398%

since 1981.

Counseling.servicesto dysfunctional families and children

have increased 31% since 1981:

Foster care services for children who are unable to

stay in their homes oecause of lack of economic or
psychological support have increased 43% since 1981.

United Way-supported emergency shelter needs for children
who have been abused or who are potential targets for

abuse have increased 77% since 1981.

Alcohol and drug abuse services by United Way agencies
have increased by 51% since 1981.

Services to victims of domestic violence and abuse --
who happen to be mostly women -- have increased 22%.

These numbers, we feel, tell the tale of a community which is

hurting. It is necessary, also, to add to these tremendously
increasing service demands an approximate $731,000 loss in
Federal/State funds to our area during the current Federal

fiscal year. Even though the unemployment rates seem to be on

an uPward curve, those women and children who have been deserted

or physically abused because of past joblessness, those families

nrn
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who have been desit:oyed, or those people with alcohol problems
will not instantaneously recover because'the unemployment rate
drops. Thesd'affects'are long lasting and emphasize the need
for continuing government support for programs which will not
on7y put people back to work, but help those who are suff,..ring
the effects of past joblessness.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this .iformation to
you.

JQC:kf
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Ms. Patty J. Caldwell
5006 46th Avenue Court
Moline, Illinois 61265
August 12, 1986

Congressman La.ne Evans
328 Cannon Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Lane and Members of the Select Committee on C.Y.& F.;

Since I didn't have an opportunity to testify at the hearing
in Galesberg yesterday, I wish to submit the following
comments and conceres. On first draft I determined my comments
made too lengthly a letter sc I have abbreviated my concerns
into outline form. If you and your colleyTmswish further
clarification, I will be happy to oblige.'

I. One segment of family status I feel was omitted from
testimony was the plight of middle-aged widows.

A. Women are More likely to surviVe their male counterparts.
_

B. Social Security (S.S.) doesn't cover housewives, no
accumulation of pension benefits,,etc.

C. S.S. defines a "widow" as a woman at least 60 years
old with no children in her care.

D. S.B. defines °widowed mother° as a woman with minor
children in her care.

E. BUT &widow with no minor children cannot collect S.S.
benefits before age 60 .unless she is at least 50 years
old and totally disabled.

F. Widows have no severance pay or unemployment benefits.

G. Widows usually go through death insurance benefits in 2 yrs.

II. Family Status of Middle Aged Widows
A. They are part of the .lisandwich° generation. They have

young adult children, who many times are under employed,
or unemployed,. often living athome.

B. They have aging parents, some of whom are in nursing
homes where expenses are exceeding their incomes and
vho are fearful-they will outlive their assets.

C. Widows often see the necessity for leaving their area
to seek employment opportunities, but are limited in taking

such action because:

1. no market for their home

2. because of their age and for tax purposes, they
may be obligated to reinvest in another home, yet:

4
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.

a. because ok their financial and unemployed
status, may not qualify 1:or a new home loan

.

.
.

.
.

b. feel it may be too risky Lo deplete investments
from insurance benefits into a. new hom

.3. Leawizig home area creates stress due to loss of
support systems.

a. family/friends

b. church

c. commUnity

d. "What ifs?* (wrong job7 wrong location? can't
adapt to new setting? grandma/pa needs me?

III. Job Potential for Fiddle Aged Widows

A. Re entry to job market difficult tor ANY woman this
age bracket, more so for bereaved-indrridnal.

B. Depending on educational background and./ .?orex)erience,
opportunities may be:

1. Limited without retraining

Hay be "over qualified" waking younger individual
u more economical

C. "Over qualified"'may be a polite wa) Of discriminating
because of age.

IV. Security vs. Marital Status

A. If remarriage occurs before age 550 the widow may: .

1. loose pension annUity and/or health insurance benefits

2. If remarriage fails:

a. rewidowed: may not be as well provided for 2nd
time as first.

b. may haVe inherit3ed more debt

c. divorced: possibilities too ghastly to contemplate!

V. Tax liability

A. Filing singly vs. jointly--no need to reiterate arguments
of this situation.

B. If fortunate enough tO have investment income, it fluctuates
depending on interest mates and economic status of country.
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VI. Access to low cost legal assistance and TIMELY :rocedure
through Our court syStem.

A. This access especially crucial to farm families and
farm widows.

S. This aesistance should be available for ALL legal
prob7.emoi net just those dealing wiih bankruptcies and
fomclosures.

C. Widows with minor children especially need access to
legal assistance in dealing vith schools/educational issues.

VII Full emplOyment for ALL as it relates to Middle Aged widows.

A. Middle aged widows.need employment for:

1. psychological well being'

2. economic benefits

a. personal,

b. collectively..(tax payeras opposed to tax user)

3. Setter able to financially assist aging parents, young
adult children and grandchildren.

S. Employment prior to their retirement years would assure
that widoWs would-be less likely to deplete investments
resulting from death (life) insurance benefits, thus
assuring Letter financial protection for their own Sr.
years and less l'ikelyhood of becoming burdens to their'
families or tax payers.

You may not be aware that I vas vadowed 17 months ago at the
age of 47. My children are 19 and 26 years of age. I ,have one
grandchild, 9 months old. I couldn4t help bUt be especially
concerned as I listened to the testimony of farmers being
uninsured or under insured', thereby in the event of-their death,
their widows 'would be left with nothing to.live on, no way to
get out from under their inherited debt load,'no way to establish
credit, and few if any employment options.

I can't help but wonder about%theancidence of suicide of farm
widows and if the statistics of suicide/homacide are not
indicative of a solution to what seems to be an'insurmontable
situation.

I am currently unemployed, not by choice. I am on the "qualified°
list for 15 jobs at a state level position with salaries ranging
from $15,000 to $27,000. I lost count of jobs for which I did
not qualify or for which / was deemed over qualified.

My employment possiblities would probably be better outside
the Mid-west, a move and risk I could afford to take if I had
"freedom of movement"' (tied doWn to house for many resons
mentioned in above outline.)
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I am not adverse.to further education but since I\have a collegedegree and have been repeatedly teild I'm *over qualified*, /hesitate to assume expense and time of further education withthe possiblity of narroving rather than broadening my employ-ment potential.

I welcome discussion and suggestions to my ovn dilema as well
as others. Unfortunately, I feel the Quad Cities is a good
place to be °from° and am looking into options and risksof roving °to' (???)

Sincerely,

/9;t4 dazid&
Pat Caldwell
(309) 764-5000
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